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Abstract

Reliability and flexibility in the face of failure conditions are implied aspects of redun-

dancy in water distribution networks. Explicit and comprehensive measures which

are cornputationally feasible have not yet been developed for either reiiability or re-

dundancy of water distribution networks. This lack of an acceptable measure or

approach leads to the continued increase in the development of methodologies and

surrogates to replace measures for system reliabiiity and redundancy. In this thesis

a measure of the redundancy inherent in ihe iayout (geometric configuration) and

comporìent sizes of rvater distribution networks is developed using an approach based

upon the desired properties of such a measure. Both local redundancy at a node

and the redundancy measure for tlie whole network are developed. Tire measure is

examined by an appiication to candidate layouts obtained from the solutions of a

distribution layout design model. A comparison between redundancy measures and

netrvork performance, as indicated by percentage of flow supplied under a range of

Iink failures, and network probabilistic reliability, as indicated by nodal pair reliabil-

it¡', demonstrates that an increase in the value of redundancy, as measured by the

entropic parameter, increases the ability of the w'ater distribution network to respond

to failure problems iri the network. The measure therefore holds value as a statement

of redundancy. The value of the measure in design of u'ater distribution networks is

demonstrated by the use of the models in the least cost design and multi-objective

anaiysis of example networks.
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Chapter 1

il\TR,ODUCTION

The subject matter of this thesis is the design of water distribution networks with

special emphasis on the robustness, resilience and reliability of tiie fi.nal design, from

the standpoint of both the layout and tire components that compose the network. A

water distribution network is essentiaily a netrvo¡k of pipes of specific sizes carrying

water to demand centers. Other components such as pumps) \'alves, and storage tanks

are also part of the network but this work will focus principally on pipes and pumps

since these elements account for a large portion of the network cost and the network

reliability is highly dependent on their state or condition.

In order to handle the design process mathematically, water distribution networks

are modelled as nodes connected by iinks. Consumer units of water are grouped

together as nodes and assigned to tire end of the nearest link, the links being pipe

mains. Only the main pipes are considered in the design process, the smaller service

pipes connecting the households to the main pipes being ignored. If the rate of water

use by the demand nodes are known, the traditional design procedure becomes one of

choosing the diameters of the main pipes to satisf¡' the nodal demands and specified

minimurn nodal pressure head standards.

The design of water distribution networks entails several problems. The hydraulic



aspect of the design probiem may be considered to have been adequately addressed

since existing networks designed on the basis of the accepted developed formulae

involving the hydraulic parameters (the relationship among the parameters of fl.ow,

diameter, and the headloss within a pipe) have been successful. The aspect of water

distribution network design rvhich has not been fully addressed, but is now receiving

much attention, is reliability. This reliability is being assessed in terms of the failure

rate of the components and tlieir effect on the network and the failure of the dis-

tribution netu'ork to provide the required level of service during critical conditions.

Factors contributing to the need for reliability consideration include uncertainties in

demand by consumers, fire flow requirements and their locations, pipe failures and

their locations, insuffi.cient storage, and pumping failures. Consideration of reliability

in water distribution networks is norv receiving greater attention because of the fact

that many portions of the existing water distribution systems are old resulting in

increased levels of component failure and reduced capacities rvithin the components

themselves

Due to the large costs involved in building and rnaintaining this essential utility,

th,e aspect of the design that received the most attention in recent years was that

which provided the desired level of performance at minimum cost. Horvever, it was

concluded that least cost solutions of networks can only be achieved at the expense of

reliability. Looped Ìayouts were therefore proposed to make municipal rn'ater distri-

bution networks more redundant and therefo¡e more reliable. Least cost optimization

however drives looped layouts into branched networks. To prevent the networks from

being driven into a branched condition, it was proposed that a constraint of mini-

mum pipe sizes be included to ensure that loops remain in the network (Alperovits

et al., 1977 and Quindry et al., 1981). The resulting solution is usually an implicit

branched network with low capacity or weak connections consisting of very small



diameter pipes between the major branches and is not realiy a looped network. It

can be concluded that the joint consideration of network cost and network reliability

is a multiobjective issue. This multiobjective nature of water distribution networks

design has not been adequately addressed, however. The main problem of the multi-

objective approach is the complexity of computing the probability of network failure

given the failure rate of the components and variability of demands on the network.

Another problem with the reliability issue is the fact that there are no com.prehensive

and generally acceptable measures available for network, as opposed to the complete

(source-treatment-distribution) system reliability. A comprehensive reliability mea-

sure is one that includes all relevant characteristics of the network that contribute

to its reliability. To be acceptable, the measure should be computationally feasible

enough to be applicable to large networks.

Since there are no easy ways of incorporating all the uncertainties inherent in a wa-

ter dist¡ibution netrvork in the 'classical' design models (optimization design models

that are non-iterative), a plausible approach might be the use of simulation models,

such as that by Morgan and Gouiter (1985). Simulation models are time consum-

ing, however, and are therefore usuall¡' applied to a ferv final alternative layouts and

demand patterns in the final design stage.

To this time, netu'ork reliability research has focussed on the hydraulic perfor-

mance of the network under a range of assumed mechanical faiiures and demand

conditions. These approaches address the reliability problem from a hydraulic per-

spective without recourse to general graph (network ) theory which might help defi.ne

the underlying robustness of the network. However, it has been argued that the shape

or layout of a network determines hou' much reliability can be imposed on a network

(Goulter, 1988). A measure which gives an indication of the underlying reliability of

a network would be useful for defining inlierently good designs. This layout issue of



water distribution network design has however not been well addressed by researchers

in this field.

Redundancy is an attribute of the network geometry that is closely related to its

reliability, and may be considered as another form of a reliability measure reflecting

resilience or flexibility of the network to imposed external conditions. A truly re-

dundant network is inherently reliable or resilient; a truly redundant network ensures

that if a single component fails, there is sufficient residual capacity in the network

to provide a1l fl.ow requirements. Furthermore, redundancy becomes more important

as tire network enters the 'old age' stage of its life span, when maintainance as well

as reconstruction li'orks become predominant. In this stage, therefore, the redun-

dancy built into the system at the planning stage becomes \¡ery useful, and may be

the only means by rvhich consumers will receive uninterrupted service while repair or

reconstruction works proceed.

In spite of this relevance to the reliabilty issue and the growing emphasis on

reliability, very ferv nl.easures have been developed to ensure adequate redundancy

in u'ater distribution network layouts. The measures that do exist incorporate, to

varying degrees, the factors that contribute to reliability (..g., Rowell and Barnes,

1982, Wagner et al., 1988b). Even though the measures are therefore incomplete,

they still provide guidance as to the condition of the network; higher values of the

reliability measure mean better reliability. Redundancy is a more difficult network

characte¡istic to define completely and explicitiy. A good measure for redundancy

rvill be as useful as the existing reliability measures are to the network reliability

problem and may even help overcome some of tlie problems associated rvith network

reiiability measure by looking at the geometric configuration of the network.

The objective of this thesis is therefore to focus on the reliability issue of the

design of water distribution networks via its redundancy. A suitable measure will be



developed for redundancy inherent in water distribution networks to help in the selec-

tion of a reliable netrvork. This measure should be quantitative and be characterised

by the following features;

1. The higher the value of redundancy measure, the more redundant and reliable

is the network.

2. Changes to a netr¡'ork to improve redundancy wiil be reflected in the value of

the redundancy measure

3. The measure will be able to distinguish between networks which contain subtle

diffe¡ences which cause them to be quite different in terms of redundancy

4. The measure would be capable of being incorporated into optimization design

models for the purpose of either imposing a required level of redundancJ' on the

network or allocating redundancy within the network.



Chapter 2

TITERATURE R,EVIE\M

2.1 Introduction

Work on u'ater distribution netrvork design methods can be classified into two maJor

categories, the first being development of classical pipe network design methods and

the second being the development of pipe network optimization techniques. Perhaps

the fi.rst of the classical methods rvas that of Cross (1936). This procedure is knou'n

as the Hardy-Cross method and is able to be employed using manual calculation.

In tiris method, for a given pipe layout and demand pattern, pipe sizes are first

assumed, flows baianced to satisfy continuity at the nodes, and pressure heads at

the nodes determined. A check is then made to identify u'hete the pressure heads

are belorv minimum or above maximum desired values. The pipe sizes are then

changed (diameters increased or decreased ifpressures are beloç'or above desired level

respectively) and the flow baiancing repeated until satisfactory results are obtained.

\ ¡ith the advent of the digital computers in the 1960's the analysis and design

of water distribution networks underwent a major adjustment, most of u'hich was

directed at exploiting the newly available computing power. I\{ore specifically two

new types of pipe network solution methods evolved out of the Hardy-Cross method.



These are the Newton-Raphson methods (Lui, 1969, Epp and Forvler, 1970, and

Donachie, 1973) and Linearization methods (Wood and Charles, 1972, Fietz, 7973,

and Collins and Johnson, 1975). The methods are essentially techniques for solving

a set of non-linear equations, are iterative in nature and involve the use of an initial

trial solution, followed by solution of a new problem which becomes an initial solution

for the next iteration. The process is continued until there is no significant difference

between trvo successive iterations. Tiiere can be convergence problems with these

techniques, however. The approach is therefore essentially to use computer models

that will do in a shorter time what was previously being done manually. However, the

models are also able to handle considerably more complex systems than that normally

able to be handled with the Hardy-Cross method.

The design approach taken in these models is to initially construct and calibrate

a mathematical model, such as the model called KYPIPE (Wood, 1980). A sim-

ulation of ernergency situations is then done using the model to derive alternative

solutions using different pipe sizes, pumps, tanks and valves. The costs of tire diffe¡-

ent aiternatives may then be calculated and compared to arrive at a recommended

solution.

The need or perhaps more specificalll,', the desirability for a modification to this

design process arose because a network designed by tire approaches

usuaiiy consists of specifying a highly redundant layout, designing

the individual arcs of the network very conservatively so that they are

more than capable of meeting a single 'worst load case', and then simu-

lating some actual extreme ioad cases on the network to ensure that the

network is sufficiently flexible to meet them. When total network cost is

not of prime importance, this process works satisfactorily. The ability to

meet demand patterns other than the design demand is a result of the



choice of a highly redundant layout which gives the possibility of muiti-

ple flow paths and the oversizing of the arcs which gives these muitiple

paths spare capacity to carry extra flot'i's. When total network cost is of

prime importance, this design process is less satisfactory, and when cost

optimization methods are used, the defects of the design process become

very apparent." 1

Prior to development of optimization approaches, the overall network design pro-

cess had essentially become that of a step by step extension of existing water supply

facilities in cities necessitated by the increasing populations in these areas. However,

with the rapid urban growth in developing countries, the need for modernization of

the facilities in developed countries due to tireir age, and high operational costs due

to energy problems all put pressure on engineers to apply optimization principles to

the design methodology. The application of these optimization principles/approaches

did not occur without difficulty, however. Overi'iervs of early water distribution net-

u'ork design using computer optimization models rx'ere provided b¡' de Neufville et

al. (1971) and Walski (1985). Both papers give a good account of the then current

optimization models and problems associated with tireir application to real water

distribution network design.

There are many ways of classifying the optimization models of water distribution

netu'orks. In this review, they are classified under trvo headings.

1. Models that are based on the minimum cost design of water distribution net-

works.

2. Models that consider both the cost and the reliability of water distribution

netu'orks.
lTempleman, A.B., "Discussion of Looped water distribution systems" ,Journal of the EnaironlerL-

tal Engineering Diais'ion, ASCE, pg 599, June 1982



The above two categories also reflect the changing emphasis in design philosophy

of water distribution networks. Initially, cost minimization was the sole objective

of optimization models, but recently, reliability of the network is being given equal

consideration.

2.2 Models For Minirnunl. Cost Design of Pipe

Networks

These are models that are based on the relatively simple objective function of cost

minimization subject to hydraulic constraints. The constraints do not usually include

any measure of overali network performance or reliability. They ensure only the

usual hydraulic considerations of flow continuity at nodes (the satisfaction of demand

flows) and minimum pressure standards at selected nodes. Sorne complications that

these models encounterinclude the occurence of loops in the networks, the verylarge

numbe¡ of variables arising from the natural complexity of the networks, the discrete

nature of pipe sizes commercially available, approximation of discrete cost functions,

stochastic nature of water demand (residential, commercial and fire fighting), the

need for storage rvithin the network, pump selection and operation, and topographical

problems that may affect pressure profiles and which ma)¡ cause a need for pressure

reducing vah'es.

One of the first models developed that fall in this category is that of Karmeli et al.

(1968). Their model, which is a linear programming model, is applicable to branched

networks only, but it can also be adapted to handle multiple loadings. The decision

variables are the lengths of discrete candidate pipe sizes which are determined so

that the headlosses in paths from the source to each node are such that the minimum

pressure requirements at the nodes are not vioÌated. The cost function is easily



formulated since for a given pipe size, the cost is a linear function of its length.

It was shown later by Bhave (1979) and Fujiwara and Dey (1987) that only two

adjacent pipe sizes in the candidates for each ünk will be chosen by the model, hence

the dimensionality problem of having to specify a very large number of candidate

pipe diameters to ensure feasibility and optimality was solved.

Jacoby (1968) v/as one of the first to propose a minimum cost optimization model

for looped netrn'orks. His method involved the use of non-linear continous cost func-

tions and included pumping costs. The solution strategy involved a merit function

to move the solution towards a local optimum through the use of penalty costs for

constraint violations.

Alperovits and Shamir (1977) also developed an approach to looped networks by

extending the rvork of Karmeli et al. (1968) to looped networks and also addressed

the follorving complications;

1. muitiple sources

2. inclusion of pumping cost in the objective function

3. inclusion of pressure reducing valves

4. extension of an existing system

5. operation of an existing system

TÌreir method is iterative, however, and invoives the use of the dual variable from

the constraint sets of the linear program (LP) to develop gradient functions that will

indicate how to change the flows in the links in order to reduce the cost of the next

LP run. Their gradient functions were later corrected by Quindry et al. (1979).

A graph theoretic matrix formulation of the Alperovits and Shamir (1977) model

was later presented by Kessler and Shamir (1989) and the original steepest descent

10



search procedure for improving the objective function value from one iteration to

another was modified using a projected gradient method. In another extension to the

work of Alperovits and Shamft (1977), Fujiwara and Khang (1990) presented a two-

phase approach for the minimum cost design of looped rvater distribution networks. In

plrase 1, the gradient technique of Alperovits and Shamir (1977) is implemented, with

flows and pumping head as the decision variables, giving a local optimum solution.

In phase 2, the link headlosses from the phase 1 soiution are fixed and the program

solved again for the flows in the links and the pumping head. Iterating between

phases 1 and 2 results in a minimum cost solution that converges to a local optimum

solution.

Schaake and Lai (1969) developed a linear programming model in u'hicir the nodal

pressure heads, rather than link flows and pipe diameters, are initially assumed. Tlieir

model is applicable to looped netrn'orks and uses continuous pipe diameters and cost

functions. The objective function is nonlinear but could be piecewise linearized. The

decision variables are the pipe diameters. Their nodel is aiso capable of handling

multiple loads. Additional constraints of minimum pipe sizes are required for iooped

networks without rvhich least cost designed networks wili degenerate into implicit tree

netlgorks.

Quindry et al. (1981) extended the work of Schaake and Lai (1969) b]' using

an iterative approach to obtain better optimal solutions. The iterative approach

was simiiar to the general approach of Alperovits and Shamir (1977) and used dual

variables of the demand constraints in a gradient expression to develop pressure dis-

tribution patterns which, when used as input to linear program) resulted in cheaper

solutions. The major difference between their approach and that of Alperovits and

Shamir (1977) is that they iterate by changing the heads at the nodes rather than

the florvs in the links.

11



The main problem with these gradient techniques is the search direction and step

size to use f¡om iteration to iteration. This problem is particularly serious with the

Alperovits and Shamir model in which significant cost reduction was not obtained in

the examples they provided. A ¡ecent paper by Fujiwara et al. (1987) looked at this

problem and proposed a quasi-Newton search direction as opposed to the steepest

descent method of Alperovits and Shamir. A backtracking line search method for

the step size rvas also proposed instead of the fixed step size in the original paper.

Their method resulted in cost reductions which are far greater than those obtained

by Alperovits and Shamir.

Other models within this grouping include those of Schaake and Lai (1969), whiclr

included non-linear and dynamic programming models with linear models discussed

earlier, Kally (7972), a linear programming model similar to that of Karmeli et al.

(1968), Deb (1974), a linear programming for branched networks, and Deb (1976), [an

extention of the Deb (1974)] model to looped networks by specifying minimum pipe

sizes for all links. Shamir (1974) also presented a linear programning model, while

Watanatada (1973) and Lansey and Mays (1987) proposed non-linear programming

approaches for looped networks.

Bhave (i978) approached the minimum cost looped network system bJ'first finding

a minimum spanning tree of the network and then closing it into loops with minimum

pipe sizes. Gessler (1982) on the other hand proposed a complete enumeration method

to the cost minimization of such looped systems. Martin (1980) proposed a dynamic

programlning model to the minimization of network cost but the model was only

applicable to serial (branched) networks.

Some researchers employed heuristics in conjunction with the classical network

analysis. Cenedese and Mele (1978) used an ite¡ative procedure in which a tree

network is initially assumed and the network is designed to satisfy f.ow demand and
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minimum pressures. This tree network is assumed to be the most economical design.

Loop forming iinks to produce the redundancy necessary for most urban networks are

then introduced systematically. The addition of links rvhich results in the network cost

closest to the initial solution is taken as the optimai solution. Featherstone and El-

Jumaily (1983) proposed another type of iterative method whereby an initial solution

(set of pipe diameters) is assumed in the solutions. The Hardy-Cross method is then

used at each step to determine tire nodal pressure heads arising from that solution

and those below the minimum required pressures are set to the minimum. The new

pressure pattern is then used to re-estimate tire pipe diameters. The Hardy-Cross

method is then used again to re-calculate the nodal pressure heads and the process

repeated until no further changes in the solution (of pipe sizes) are registered.

The major feature of all these cost optimization models for water distribution

netrn'ork design is that they tend to reduce the network cost at the expense of its

reliability or redundancy. This situation is best stated by Templeman (1982);

"...optimization tends to remove redundanc¡', and any spare capacity

u'hich is not immediateiy required by the design demand pattern is opti-

mized out. Thus all flexibility is removed." 2

In urban water distribution systems this rernoval of flexibilit¡' as it represents reliabil-

ity or redundancy of the netrvork is generally unacceptable. This is because the abiiity

of the network to respond weil (by satisfying water demands) to failure conditions is

expected of the system by the public (e.g. Morgan and Goulter, 1985).

2Templeman, A.B., "Discussion of Looped water distribution systems" ,JournøI of the Enøirornen-

tøl Engi,neering Diais'i,on, ASCE, pg 599, June 1982
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2.3 Models that Consider Both the Cost and the

Reliability of the Network

This ciass of water distribution network design models represents the attempt to

address the reliability issue through direct measures or by indirect approaches such

as the inclusion of non-quantifiable 'redundanc)". Some models consider the overall

s'atel supply system reliabilit¡' (source-treatment-distribution) and usually propose

indices as a measure of the reliability. The first two units (source and treatment) are

usually relatively easy to analyse. The most recent work in this area is by Hobbs and

Biem (i985), (1988) and Biem and Hobbs (1988) r¡'ho used a range of analytical and

simulation techniques to determine the reliability of the supply system. Hou'ever, the

last unit, the distribution network, is very diffi.cult to handle.

One of the early landmark works on reliabiiity in water supply systems was that of

de Neufville et al. (1971) in u'hich they provided a performance index as a measure for

network reliability. The overall performance of the network u'as taken as an average of

the pressure above tlie minimum required at key points within the netrvork, weighted

by a factor, defined as the ratio of fl.ou' demand at the point (node) to the total flou'

demand in tlie network. Tiris approach ignores the probability of failure of the system

but focusses on u'hat they termed "the quality of the failure mode".

SÌramir and Howard (1981) also presented reliability indices for the u'hole water

supply system in terms of the relative magnitude of the shortfall during a failure or

the frequency of the occurrence of shortfalls. The failure could be that of the suppiy

source, pumps, treatment plant or components within the distribution network. This

work was follou'ed by another in 1985 (Shamir and Howard, 1985), an extension of

their 1981 modei. More recently, Mays and Cullinane (1986) presented a review of

the concepts of reiiability that are applicable to water supply systems. They then
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proposed a method based on the use of time to failure and repair time data of the

com,ponents of the distribution system to defi.ne its reliability. Cullinane (i986) (1987)

proposed the concepts of hydraulic and mechanical availabilities as measures of relia-

bility. In this work, Cullinane (1986) defined hydrauiic availability as the percentage

of time that the demand can be supplied at or above the minimum ¡esidual pressure.

This approach can be applied to specified nodes to indicate nodal reliability and the

average of these nodal reliabilities taken as a measure of whole water distribution

networks hydraulic reliability. Mechanical availability was defined using the mean

values of the time betu'een failure and repair duration of the components of the water

distribution network. In order to obtain the hydraulic availabilities, it is necessary to

do extended period simulation on the network to obtain statistical values of the failure

frequencies. It is iuteresting to note that in their iuork on the supply aspect of r¡'ater

supply systems, Hobbs and Biem (1986), (1988) aiso focussed on the unavailability,

its frequency of occurrence and the expected volumes.

AII tlie above approaches attempt to find a single measure for the rn'hole water

supply system and to use simple parameters such as the mean and standard deviation

of the failure rates of the components. A single measure for the distribution network

as a r,ç'hole is not as easy to obtain due to the complexity of the analysis, a result of

the complex interaction among the large number of links and nodes and the role of

pumps and storage facilities u'ithin the network. Further, due to the spatial nature

of the netwo¡k layout and associated rnechanical reliability, a single mean value for

the reliability of the distribution network may be a gross misrepresentation of the

actual situation. Rather there is a need for point reliabilities over the entire network

from which reliability contour map can be plotted (Quimpo and Shamsi, 1988) and

hopefully a generalized overall network reiiability can be determined.

As shown in the material discussed above much of the research work on the reli-
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ability consideration of the network sections of water supply systems started in the

begining of the 1980's, partly due to the age of such facilities in some major cities in

North America. At this time the modelling philosophy of water distribution network

design shifted from a strong emphasis on cost minimization without explicit regard

for other factors to reliability maximization under cost constraint, or conversely, cost

minimization under reliability constraint. The major problem encountered in this

process is the definition of the measure of reliability. This issue has also been the

problem in other netrvork fields, such as electrical engineering, where research on

network reiiability has been underway on for decades.

In rvater distribution network reliability research, two types of reliabilities have

been identified;

1. Mechanical reliabiiity and

2. Hydraulic reliability.

l\{echanical reliability is related to the failure rate of the netv'ork components such

as pipes and pumps. This type of reliabiiity depends on the structu¡al strength and

age of the components as well as the external environment in which they are located.

Ilydraulic reliability on the other hand refers to tire ability of the network to satisfy

the demands within the system. Hydraulic failure could be due to the inability

of the network to deliver either the required quantity of water or to do so at the

desired residual pressure level. Hydraulic failure can be caused by mechanical failure

(failure of pipes, pumps or storage reservoirs) or by the actual demand exceeding

that for which the system was actually designed. Branched layout networks are more

susceptible to hydraulic failure than looped networks because the failure of a link in

a branched network isolates all users downstream of the link. For this reason urban

networks are almost invariably looped. Although many of the optimization design

models that address the reliability issue consider only one type of reliability some
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do in fact consider both forms of it. In developing those optimization models which

consider both types of reliabiliig the reliability aspect is either directly (explicitly)

included, or an indirect or implicit approach is adopted.

Rowell and Barnes (1982) presentedone of the first attempts to address the reiia-

bility issue. Their approach considered reliabiiity indirectly by including redundancy

in the layout of the network, in line with tire recommendation of Templeman (f OSZ).

In their model to define the layout, a minimum spanning tree giving the primary

branches is first designed. The tree is then closed to give a looped network using

pipes sized such that some specifred percentage of the demand at the node on wirich

they are incident can be satisfied if the pipes in the primary branch supplying that

node fails. However, their method was shown to have neglected hydraulic consistency

required for looped water distribution networks (Goulter and Morgan, 1984).

Goulter and Morgan (1985) subsequently reported on a model in rvhich an in-

tegrated approach to the layout and component designs rvas adopted. A degree of

looping within the network u'as ensured through the use of the constraint that each

node must be connected to at least two links. They noted, however, that this type

of looping requirement may not neccessarily guarantee true redundancy and there

is, therefore, the need to do a visual inspection of the layout and do alterations if

required. Their model is however useful because the optimization tecirnique used is

computationally efficient Linear Programming, compared to the computationally in-

tensive Integer and Non-linear Programming procedures used by Rowell and Barnes

( 1e82).

Other models directed at reiiability improvement through the use of redundancy

include those of Awumah et al. (i989) in which a zero-one programming approach

was adopted and that of Jacobs and Gouiter (1989) where graph theory was used in

conjunction with an integer programming formulation to maximize the redundancy
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in the network. The Awumah et al. (i989) work was a variation of the approach of

Goulter and Morgan (1985) in which the emphasis was on the layout confrguration of

the network. The branches of the network in that study are the decision variables of

the model formulation and a simple constraint ensures that the layout solution does

not degenerate into a tree layout or a layout rvith weak redundancy at some sections.

The Jacobs and Goulter (1989) work used fundamental graph theory definitions for

reliability to define and control reliability aspects of network layout. Ormsbee and

Kessler (1990a, 1990b) developed an approach that provides 'level one redundant'

rn'atet distribution networks. This involves designing a network layout that is made

up of two overlapping tree layouts and then providing a specified level hydraulic

capacity'rvithin the trees using a linear programming formulation.

Another group of design models that considered mechanical reliabilit5' was initi-

ated by the work of Kettler and Goulter (1983). In this approach statistical analysis

of failure rates is used to obtain probabilit5' distributions of failures of components,

in this case, of pipe failures. These distributions could then be used in formulating

surrogate reliability constraints in design optimization models. The underiying prin-

ciple in these approaches \ryas that, if a strong correlation could be found between the

pipe diameter and pipe failure tate, then the reliability constraint could be written

in terms of pipe diameter, which happens to be the variable of the objective function

in a number of the cost optimization models.

This overall approach may involve expressions for the probability that there is

a continuous path betrveen the source and the demand nodes, also knovyn as Nodal

Pair Reliability (Quimpo and Shamsi, 1988). For general networks, the calculation

of such parameters this has been shou'n to be classified as non-polynomial hard (NP-

I{ard). In other words, the computational time required for these expressions is an

exponential function of the network size [Ball (i980), Provan and Ba]l (1983), Jacobs
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and Goulter (1988)1.

Many of the models that were developed to include mechanical reliability were,

however, based on some form of surrogate of the exact reliability measure) or on

heuristics. The need for heuristics or surrogates for reliability arises from the fact

pointed out by Walters (1980) and Goulter (1987) that it is not yet possible to define

a practical comprehensive rneasure of true network reiiability. Goulter and Coals

(1986), for exampl.e, considered the probability of failure of only the links directly

connected to the demand node in place of the actual paths between the nodes and

the source. 'Wagner et al. (1988a), (1988b) presented some methods to lielp reduce

large networks into equivalent (from reliability point of view) smaller networks to

help give simpler reliability expressions. Their approach appears to be of very limited

practical use, ltowever, because real netrvorks are very well connected such that the

series or parallel reductions proposed wiil not generally be applica.ble [Goulter and

Jacobs (1989)]. Quimpo and Shamsi (i987), (1988) also proposed some analytical

methods based on a minimum cut set algorithm as an approximation to the exact

reliability measure. I\{ays et al., (1986), Su et al. (i987) and Shamsi (1990) aJso

formulated models that incorporate mechanical reliability based on the minimum

cut-set theory. A cut-set of a network is the set of links rn'hose failure causes the

network to fail. For source node to be connected to the demand nodes, there is a

cut-set for each demand node paired with a source node. A minimum cut-set is the

minimurn number of links in the cut-set whose simultaneous failure results in the

failure of tlie network. The methods based on minimum cut-set theory also suffer

from impractically high ievels of computational effort, however. Therefore, in spite

of their further simplification through the adoption of a single-link-faiiure approach,

the cut-set methods are still inapplicable to large networks (e.g., the solution of a

simple network of 4 loops and 17 links by Su et al., 1987, based on minimum cut-sets
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required 200.5 minutes on CDC Cyber mainframe).

Othe¡ researchers considered mechanical reliability based upon issues other than

those involving pipe failure probabilities for networks. Duan and Mays (1990) pre-

sented a reliability analysis of the pumping station by considering both mechanical

and hydraulic reliabilities and modelling the availabiiity of the pumps using a Markov

process. Their concept was later implemented in an optimization framework by Duan

et al. (1990) and included mechanical failure of storage tanks and hydraulic failure

within the netrvork.

The other type of reliabilitl' analysis that has received attention is hydraulic re-

liability. Morgan and Goulter (1985) proposed a model based on the use of multiple

loads in conjunction with pipe failure to obtain a robust and reliable layout and

pipe design. Tung (1986), Tung et al. (1987) and Lansey et al. (1989) developed

chance constrained models to account for hydraulic reliability. In these three works,

the stochastic nature of flow demands and pressure heads was explicitly recognised

within the supply network. Wagner et al. (1988b) proposed a model that uses a

capacitated network algorithm and simulated multipie link failures for improving the

hydraulic reliability.

Both mechanical and hydraulic reliabilities vuere simultaneously considered by

Goulter and Bouchart (1990) in the same model. The probabilities of pipe failure

and 'demand exceedance' (demand exceedance is defined as actual demand exceeding

design demand) are combined into a single reliability measure called "probability of

no-node-failute". Tiie probability of pipe failure is used to compute the probability

of node isoiation by multiplying the failure probabilities of links directly connected

to this node, in the same manner as used by Goulter and Coals (i986). The demand

exceedance aspect was considered by examining the magnitude of the design demand

and estimating the probabiiity that the actual demand would exceed the design value.
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Due to the natu¡e of the failure rates of pipes (smaller pipes faii more frequently

fKettler and Goulter, (i985)]), improvement in system capacity due to larger pipe

sizes caused by larger design demands also resulted in lou'er pipe breakage. Hence

using higher design demands which give Iarger pipe sizes, also improves the mechanicai

reliability and probability of node failure in the network.

Other researchers indicated that the network form (geometric configuration) plays

a relatively important role in the amount of reliability or redundancy that can be

imposed on the network. In this regard, Elms (1983) suggested a heuristic method for

networks in general based on clustering procedures. The degree to which a network

is connected is measured so that components of the network can be grouped into

weakly connected and tightly connected sub-networks. Goulter (1988) pointed out

th.at EIms'(1983) method has the potential use in water distribution networks for

identifying weakly connected areas and then extended this to define measures of

redundancy for water distribution networks.

2.4 Reliability in other related fields

In ihis section, reliability consideration in other fields which are similar to water

distribution networks will be highlighted.

The fi.rst area of conside¡ation is in the field of structural engineering. Temple-

man and Yates (1984) showed that there are matirematical similarities in these two

engineering fields, in particular, between structural trusses and pipe networks. They

both belong to the class of non-linear potentiated networks. The important feature

of this observation is that both can be represented as networks which are sufficiently

large that their reliability calculations rvill be difficult.

One of the most popular methods of assessing the reliability of large structural

systems is the method by which the system is organised into a group of collapse modes
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(similar to reliabiiity blocks). These collapse modes are then analysed using different

types of simplifying assumptions. A package called PNET (Probabilistic Network

Evaiuation Technique)was developed by Ang et al. (1976) for use in structural system

reliability anaiysis. In the method, the collapse modes that are higlily correLated are

assumed to be perfectly correlated and those that are weakly correlated are taken

as statistically independent. Collapse modes are grouped and the fa.ilure probability

of each group is taken as that of the collapse mode that has the largest collapse

probability (weakest link assumption). The overall collapse probability is simplified as

the sum of the collapse mode probabilities of the grorlps. Several researchers including

Ishikawa and Ilzuka (1987) used this package to develop models for structural s5'stem

reliability.

Other researchers have used some of the concepts from the collapse mode structure.

The weakest link assumption has been used by Freudenthal (1956), Freudanthal et al.

(1966), Ang and Amin (1968), and Ang and Cornel (1974). Basu and Templeman

(1985) used maximum entropy to estimate the probability of failure of structural

components. The method rvas justified on the assumption that the strength of the

structura.l members and the inr.posed loads on them are random and the entropy

approach permits these probabiiities to be estimated without any prior analytical

distribution assumptions. The overall system reliability was then computed using the

weakest link concept.

Another approach to the reliability problem of structurai systems is the use of

approximations to the exact reliability measure. Cornell (1967) proposed a first-

order bounds and Ditlevsen (1979) developed reliability bounds for use in structural

systems. Frangopol (1985) proposed a reliability based optimum design of reinforced

concrete structures in which he modelled the reliability as a system of individual

collapse modes in series u'hile the collapse modes themselves are modelled as a parallel
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system of plastic hinges. The complete system is therefore a series-parallel reliability

system. He then used Cornell's reliability bounds for the analysis. The lower bound

represents the probability of occurence of the most critical node and is obtained by

assuming that the collapse mode failure events are perfectly dependent. The upper

bound is obtained by assuming that these events are independent Moses (1977)

proposed finding the path of failure of a structural system, implying a series system

regardless of the geometric configuration. A number of such paths can be identified

and jointly considered as a parallel system.

The application of the above structural reliability metohds are possible with the

same limitations explained in previous sections, such as computational time feasibility.

Although the development and application of analytical approximations to reliability

in v'ater distribution netn'orks ma)¡ be worth pursuing, it must be kept in mind that

there is more to reliability of water distribution networks than mechanical failure of

components.

Another field that is related to water distribution networks is electrical networks.

Electrical networks can also be considered as nonlinear potentiated networks and

are also very large, and therefore their reliability analysis are of the same order of

complexity as rvater distribution networks.

One of the numerous methods proposed for the reliability problem is the decom-

position of the electrical network into sub-networks as a means of simplifying the

computations. Rushdi (1984) developed an algorithm for the nodal pair reliability

evaluation of complex systems. It involves the decomposition of the network into two

or more sub-networks, after applying series-parallel reduction to the network, via a

minimum cut-set. The reliability of these smaller networks can then be evaluated and

that for the u'hole system derived using disjoint techniques. The method is based on

the assumption that the components are a 2-state independent (good or failed only)
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and are not repairable. Several others developed algorithms for reliability assessment

via decomposition and include Bodin (1970), Nakazawa (1976), de Mercado et al.

(i976), Aggarwal et al. (1982) and Rushdi (1983).

Another popular approach was the use of algorithms for determining the bounds

(lower and upper) for the exact reliability rather than estimating the exact reliability.

Messenger and Shooman (1967), Jenson and Bellmore (1969), Zemel (1982), Ball and

Provan (1983) and Provan (1986) are some of the researchers that proposed algorithms

for the bounds on reliability of complex networks.

Fault tree analysis is another method found in the literature. Haasl (1965), Fussell

et al. (L974), Bennettes (1975), Locks (1981) and Bojadjier' (1984) all developed

methods using this approach. Fault tree analysis is a very exhaustive technique and

is therefore suitable only to systems rn'here failures have catastrophic consequences,

such as in ai¡crafts and in nuclear systems.

All tire methods for the reliabilit¡' analysis in electrical networks do not appear

to be suitable for use in rvater distribution networks. The decomposition methods,

for example, are based on the assumption of non-repairable components luhich is not

the case for pipe networks. Fault tree analysis methods are also too exhaustive to be

applicable to large networks.

2.5 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, a survey and an overt'iew of the design of u'ater distribution networks

is reported. The survey examined the traditional methods of ihe design, the advent

of the use of digital computer and the initial emphasis on the development of models

based on least cost design, and the current trend of reiiability based designs. The

review process then focussed on the methods proposed for the reliabilty analysis of

water distribution networks and their limitations with regard to practical application



to such complex networks. Finally, a short overview of the reliabiiity assessment

methods in other related large networks was presented and the potential applications

to water distribution networks discussed.

The traditional computer method of designing water distribution networks can

considered to be inadequate because they do not directly incorporate cost consider-

ations, an issue which cannot be ignored entirely in the period of tight budgets and

energy consen'ation. The attractiveness of these methods is that they provide the

basis for efficient calculation of results which could only have been obtained formerly

with painstaking manual calculation.

Tlie least cost design models can be considered to irave achieved some success

from the point of view of cost alone since a great number of them are available

to efficiently solve this problem, especially the Linear Programming models such as

tlrose of Alperovits and Shamir (1977) and Quindry et al. (1981). However, no

models are yet available to give the exact global optimurn solution and all models

in the literature can give only locally optimal solutions, although it might be argued

that seeking the global optimum design may be unneccesary and ma5' in fact be

undesirable for practical problems as long as the optimization models are able to

provide, in reasonable time, solutions that are as effective but cost less than those

obtained by traditional design methods.

!\¡hen reliability becomes an issue in the design process, there appears to be gen-

eral agreement that relatively little success has been achieved. There is the problem

of defining what actually constitutes reliability in rvater supply systerns and what

level of reliability would be adequate. This is due in part to the complexity of the

system, a multi-facet problem in which it is either impossible or extremely diff.cult

to know wliich part is more important with respect to reliability. In addition, the

complexity of the system also leads to the problem of dimensionality generally, to

.)r
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such an extent that methods such as network decomposition do not become helpful.

It is proposed that, due to the complexity of the process of reliability assessment

in water distribution networks, other methods considering issues besides numerical

probabilityof failure calculations wili be the best approach to adopt. The approaches

will have to focus on the effects of failure of components on the system and develop

surrogate measures that will represent these effects. These measuïes should also be

capable of being incorporated into design optimization models because the issue of

cost rvill also have to be addressed and this cost minimization can best be done

by means of "operation reseaîch techniques". In the words of Templeman (1982), re-

search should be aimed at the "... development of 'quick but dirty'heuristic methods"

and not rigorous analytical rnethods to locate tire approximate solution. This work

takes the approach recommended by Templeman and follows the works of Morgan

and Goulter (1985), Ma¡'s et al., (1986) and other researchers, by using surrogates to

drive the network design process to yield networks that rvould perform reliably.
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Chapter 3

DEVTI,OPMENT OF EI\TROPY

BASTD R,TDT]1\{DAI\[CY

MEASURES

3.L The Concept of Entropy

3.1.1 Introduction

The concept adopted as a basis for the development of redundancy measures for r¡'ater

distribution uetu'otks in this research is entropy. The idea of using entropy, which was

first developed in classical thermodynamics (in the second law of thermodynamics),

arose because entropy is concept that has found a rvide application in man5' fields.

In considering the use of entrop¡' in water distribution reliability, it is important

to recognise that entropl' can be considered as "a measure of disorder, randomness

or lack of information about the microscopic configuration of particles of which the

system is compris"d' ( Sonntag and Van Wylen, 1966). Close comparison between

entropy and redundancy in rvater distribution networks is being considered in this



v¡ork because the concept of entropy is related to the 'configuration of a system'.

"... we conclude that the entrop¡' should be directly related to the total

number of states available to the system. ... in this sense, entropy can be

considered as a measure of disorder, randomness, or lack of information

about the microscopic configuration of the particles of which the system

is comprised. A perfectly ordered system, with total number of quantum

states equal to unity, correspond.s to zero entropy and implies a complete

knorvledge of the microscopic state of the system." 3

The application of entropy exploiting this characteristic has enjoyed a great deal

of success in many fields where it has been used to measure nìany attributes of

systems, particularly attributes giving a measure of system diversity (Kapur, 1983),

as a measure of system complexity (Ferdinand, 1974), and as a measure of flexibility

rvithin manufacturing systems (Kumar, 1987).

3.L.2 Statistical Thermodynamics Entropy

In statistical thermodynamics, the concept of probability can be phrased in terms

such as the 'mixed-upness' or the 'disorder' of the system. The greater the disorder

of the system, the greater the thermodynamic entropy.

In terms of tlie particles of a gas, the greatest degree of order of the particles (i.e.,

miirimum disorder) occllrs when these particles are in a \¡ery small voLume in ordinary

space and are all travelling u'ith the same velocit5'. The thermodynamic entrop,v of

such a systems is zero. "... the more the particles spread out in ordinary space and

the more their velocities spread out in velocity space, the greater the disorder and

the greater the entropy... " (Lee et al., 1963).

3Sonntag and Van Wylen, "Fundamentals of Statistical The¡modynamics" Series 'in Th,ermøl a,nd

Transport Sciences, John !\¡iley and Sons, Inc., New York, p. 90, 1966
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The the¡modynamic entropy of a system can be represented by:

s : -lcN'- 
ff; ' //¿L,¡l" uo (3 1)

Ot,

q - -lî'lr;rnn;
i

u.'here ,5 - entropy of the system

p; : fraction of particles in energy state i

¡f : total number of particles in system

N; : number of particles in energy state i

kt : Boltzmann constant.

(3 2)

Tlre above statements are based on the condition that the p';s arc distributed according

to the most probable distribution for the given number of particles and energy of the

s¡'stem.

3.1.3 Communication Theory Entropy

The mathematical statement of thermodynamic entrop¡' expressed in Equation 3.2

also represents the mathematical function of communication theory presented by

Shannon (1948). The average information conveyed per symbol j rvhen the probability

of the occurence of symbol j in a message is P¡ is given as

fi:xfrrur, (BB)
J

Ot,

I : K'l r¡n et
j
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li'here ly' : total number of symbols in the message

K': a constant.

The value .I can also be interpreted as the average uncertainty per symbol about

the message before its reception (this is the amount of information unknornn or miss-

ing which will be known as a result of the message being received). If this function

is maximized, it is seen that tire maximum average information per symbol results

when the given symbols appear with equal frequencies. Entropy is, therefore, a con-

venient measure of the uncertaintJ¡ or unpredictability of a system which involves

some element of probabilit¡'. Besides the similarity that occurs in the mathematical

statements of entropf in thermod5'n¿*i.r and in communication theory, both are

similar in concept because in cornmunication theory, entropy is a measure of the un-

certainty about the message before it is received, and in thermodynamics it is the

measure of microscopic disorder, or the uncertaint¡' ¿þorrt the microscopic state of

the thermodynamic system.

3.1.4 Some Mathematical Expressions For Entropy

Different researchers developed different mathematical expressions for entropy besides

those given for thermodynamic and communication entropies in Equations 3.2 and

3.4. This section highlights some of these expressions and the mathematical properties

the5' exhibit. [For the sake of comparison, the entrop)' equation (Equation 8.4) due

to Shannon (19a8) is simplified as follows].

a) Type 1.

ii,: -f r;nx
i='J.
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This expression is that due to Shannon (19a8) and is also the thermodynamic

entropy. It has mathematical property of being concave and 
^9¿ 

increases mono-

tonically with the parameter n. The variable X; is actually the probability of

occurrence of symbol i in the message (in communication theory) or the fraction

of particles in state i ( in thermodynamics). The constant K' given in Equation

3.4 is taken as unity in these cases.

b) Type 2.

(3.6)

This is the function due to Renyi (196i). It satisfres ail the necessary and

desirable arioms. The concavity and monotonicity properties of this expression

lvere proven by Bessat and Ravir'(1978) and Kapur (1986). This function has

trvo advantages over Shannon's function. Firstly, it has the parameter a u'hich

permits the function to account for some additional factors in the use of entropS'.

SecondlS', in Shannon's entropy function, th.e sum of tlie Xjs rnust equal unitS'.

This condition is not necessary for the use of Renyi's entropy.

c) T1'pe 3.

lnln
lrrt(x¿")l/t,Y,
L i=r ) i=t

alr

f n 1 n
.r" l)_-.ri+É-rl¡trfl/-/ ' |'Li=1 J i=7

a+ p

(3.7)

This entropy function is due to Kapur (1986) and has the two parameters, a

and B. It has the same properties as Renyi's entropy, is more flexible to use

due to the prescence of two parameters, but has problems with concavity and

monotonicity.
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d) Type 4.
n

S¿ : - )-- z;X¿ ln À;.u (3.8)
i=7

This entropy function was proposed by Belis and Guiasu (1968) and is called

usefui entropy. The paramel,et (u¿' is a weight reflecting the 'usefulness' or

'effectiveness' of the received information. The function is therefore a modifi.ca-

tion of Shannon's entropy. It has botir concavity and monotonicity properties.

Furthermore, the sum of the parameters, zls, need not equal unitl'.

3.1.5 Application of the Concept of Entropy to Redun-

dancy

In terrns of uncertainty, entrop¡' has characteristics which enable it to be used as a

general and basic concept in science. Its evaiuation and subsequent utility depends,

however, on the constraints placed on the system in the particular field of investiga-

tion. The entropy concept was succesfully applied to many situations in fields such

as statistics (Kullback and Leibler, 1951), transportatiori (Wilson, 1970), pattern

recognition (Kapur et al., 1983), finance (Cozzoline and Zahner, 1973), operational

research (Guiasu, 7977), and biological sciences (Tiwari and Hobbie, 1976).

The entropy concept is being applied as a measure of redundancy in this thesis

because the properties postulated for the measure of information by Shannon (1948)

are similar to some of those to be proposed in this chapter for a redundancy mea-

sure. This assertion implies that Shannon's entropy function can be adopted as a

mathematical statement of the redundarìc), ¡¡s¿rure if it can satisfy certain speci-

fied properties. The variables in this redundancy function may be probabilities (Prls

in Equation 3.4) or any other variable relevant to the physical situation of water

distribution networks.

Consider a water distribution network. Redundancy at a particular node of a water
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distribution netrvork can be considered as a measure of the 'disorder' or the 'diversity'

of how the required flor¡'to the node is distributed in the incident links. This diversity

or disorder is related to the number of incident links (or more exactly, tlie number of

alternate flow paths ) through which the water from the source reaches the node. As

is the case with thermodynamic entropy, redundancy is zero for a perfectly ordered

system, which is the system where there is exactly one flow path betrveen the source

and the node. This case implies a single link incident on the demand node. This can

be considered as a perfectly ordered system because there is no diversity in this type

of geometric configuration (a branched network or a netlork u'ithout loops). For any

given demand pattern or design demands, flow rates in all pipes can simply be found

working backrvards from a demand node and accumulating demand fl.ou's as florvs in

each pipe, up to a source node. This implies a complete knowledge about the florv

distribution of the system, hence it has zero entropy. As the system disorder increases

(i.e., u'ith the possibilit¡' 6¡ variation in flow rates in the links due to the presence

of loops or an increase in the number of fl.ou' paths from a source to the nodes, and

therefore lack of complete knowledge about the florv distribution in the system) the

entropy increases and so does the redundancy measure at the node. Hence if it is

necessay to maximize redundancy at a node then the disorder at the node is also to be

maximised. Thus entropy maximisation is equivalent to redundancy maximisation.

3.2 The Concept of Redundancy

3.2.L Definition of Redundancy

Redundancy is a general term used to describe a situation whereby a system, which

is composed of components, remains useful even when one or more of its constituent

components fail. Such usefulness remains due to the fact that the service normally
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provided by the components currently in the state of failure are taken over by other

components. In other rvords, there are extra component units provided for this con-

tingencl' situation of one or more components failing. The need for redundant com-

ponents arises because no component can be made to be hundred percent reliable.

Redundancy is therefore used to increase the reliabiiity of a system to a desirable level

by providing a 'back-up' capability. The capacit5' or efficiency of the 'replacement'

component may be less than that of the reguiar component so that a reduced level of

output of the system may result n'hen the regular component fails. In most cases a

range of back-up components are provided which together provide the total required

level of capacity or effi.ciency shouid one component fail.

A multicomponent multistage s5'stem consists of a series of stages, each stage

being made up of components in parallel. In general, redundancy is added to this

type of system by connecting, in parallel, in a particular stage or stages additional

conponents, which together provide in that stage (or stages), capacity in excess of

tirat required. A series as opposed to parallel connection of such components in a

stage does not result in redundancy as the failure of any one component cuts off that

stage of the system and other stages 'downstream' resulting in the failure of the whole

operation of the system 'dorvnstream' of the failure. The number of a particular com-

ponent to be connected in parallel for the purpose of providing redundancy depends

on how vulnerable the system is to failure of that component and the reliability of

the component itself.

The effect of adding redundancy to the system can be assessed by any measure of

the system's reliability, the reliability improving with the addition of each redundant

unit or capacity. Systems u'hose failure will be catastrophic will therefore need to

have very high redundacy built into the stages considered critical in order to give a

very high system reliability.
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It is noteworthy that redundancy may be applied to a multicomponent multistage

system at the component level or the stage level or at a subsystem level or even the

system level. In the first case, redundant components are added in parallei to some

components in a particular stage. In the second case, some stages are completely

duplicated using parallel connections. In the third case, a group of stages forming

a subsystem is duplicated rvhile in the last case, the whole system is duplicated.

No matter where tlie redundancy is applied, the objective is to improve the system

reiiability. It may, however, be necessary to determine where to apply the redundancy

to give maximum improvernent in system reliability for a fixed cost or 'level of effort'.

3.2.2 Types of Redundancies

Two types of redundancies can be distingished and are described belou'.

Passive Redundancy

This type of redundancy involves arranging the redundant components in parallel

to the regular components such that they u'ill be held in 'reserve'. The redundant

components will not be used as long as the regular ones are not out of service due to

failure. They a¡e called into service either by automatic su'itching, manual srn'itching,

or everì- by the physical replacement of the defective conìponent after a brief inter-

ruption in service. Examples of this type of redundancy inciude the spare tire of an

automobile carried in the trunk, and the standby electric generating equipment in a

hospital for emergency situation of failure of the city's electricity.

Active Redundancy

As opposed to passive redundancy, the redundant components in active redundancy

are not held in 'reserve'. Rather, all components of the system function permanently
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even wlìen some of them are not strictiy necessary or are in a state of under-utilization,

in the non-failed state of the components. Therefore all components mutually share

the burden of keeping the system functioning. In the event of any one component

failing, the others keep the system functioning, either at its normal level of output,

or at a reduced level, until the defective component can be repaired or replaced. The

important factor that makes this a redundancy situation is that the system does not

cease to function completely as a result of the failure of any of the components. These

components are therefore mutually redundant. An example of active redundancy can

be found in an aircraft rvith four engines, all of which function normally when the

aircraft is in flight. Although the aircraft was not provided with four engines simply

for redundancy it, does not fall (or crash) because a single engine fails. The failure

of any one of the engines does not result in a crash of the aircraft because the other

three engines can keep it airborne.

3.2.3 Units of Measuring Redundancy

The reliability of a component or a system may be measured using a scale ranging

from zero to one (unity). A very unreliable system n'ill have a reliability measure

close to zero while a ver)¡ reliable one u'ill have a reliability measure close to one. The

scale of measurement of reliability is usuall5' based on a time frame, and is a frequency

measure, the measure being the fraction or the percentage of a given time span the

component can be deemed not to have failed. The time span can be the useful life or

the design life span of the system or component, or any particular desired intervai in

time.

Redundancy on the other hand cannot be measured in such ¡elative terms. It is

simply the number of alternative units of a component that can be placed in service

in a given contingency situation. There is, however, flexibility in how a redundancy
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measure can be developed. The measure wili, however, depend on the factors which

must be considered to give an adequate statement of system performance.

Factors that might be considered in a redundancy measure are the reliability of

the redundant component as compared to the regular component, the efficiency or

the output of the system under the two conditions (of reguiar operating conditions

and when the redundant component alone is in service), or the type of redundancy

that is in place. Given a regular component which is in parallel to a redundant one,

both of equal capacity (i.e., where the capacity of a single component is equal to that

required by the system for full operational state), the system can be said to have

redundancy of one unit with respect to this component, or as it is usually termed

'level one redundancy'. This measure can be modified if the fact that redundant

component can be very unreliable compared to the regular component, or that the

redundant component may be half as effective as the regular component. In the latter

case, it might be possible to rate the redundancy as half (0.5) instead of unity. If the

system can only deliver a fraction of its normai output under the emergency condition,

then the redundancy measure can be taken as this fraction. All these factors may

be ignored in the simplest case, however, and the redundancy condition developed

simply by the presence of the two units may be taken as unity.

Redundancy may also be taken as the number of times (or ihe proportion of time)

the system performance is considered satisfactor5' rvhen each of the components fail

in isolation , the failures occuring one at a time. The evaluation of redundancy under

this definition can be done by removing a component from the system and assessing

performance of the system. This process is repeated for every component. The system

can be considered to have redundancy with respect to a particular component or stage

when its failure does not degrade the system performance below the desired level.

In tire specific case of passive redundancy, the measure of redundancy can simply
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be taken as the number of extra units of the components provided in reserve (or in

parallel with the regular con.ì.ponent). Usually, the redundant component is of equal

rating as the regular one so that the system functions satisfactorily in the emergency

mode, although this may not always be the case.

The situation is not that easy to evaLuate if the redundancy is the active type

because all components are in sen'ice simultaneously so that neither of them is totaiiS'

redundant nor totally regular. It is therefore up to the designer to choose some

properties of the system to arrive at a suitable measure of redundancy. This can be

illust¡ated using the example of an aircraft with four engines. Assume that the loss

of one engine results in the reduction in total engine po\¡/er which is such that the

craft can be kept airborne. If the aircraft can cruise at the normal speed under this

condition, it is possible to say that a redundancy of one unit with respect to failure

of an engine is provided. The other th¡ee engines r¡'ill mutually bear the load of the

failed engine, r¡'hich is equivalent to saying that reserve power was available in the

rest of the engines. If the aircraft cannot cruise at the normal speed but at a reduced

level, then the redundancy built into the engines is not a full unit. The measure of

redundancy in this case may be taken as the power delivered to the system when an

engine fails divided by that normally provided when all tire engines are operating. If

two engines can fail simultaneously u'ithout the aircraft crashing then two units of

redundancy or some percentage of trvo units of redundancy may be available. It is

also possible to have three units of redundancy if the aircraft can survive on only a

single engine, each of the single engines individually having sufficient reserve pov¡er

built in to be able to c¡uise the plane at the normal speed.

Since any of the components can fail at any time (a reliability measure does not

necessarily indicate rn'hen failure will occur), the measure of one full unit can only

be realised, for example in the first situation descibed for the aircraft, if all the four
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engines have the same po\Mer rating. If the engines are not rated equaliy, then the

measure will decrease belou'one unit since a situation may occur in which the largest

engine fails and the three smaller engines will not be able to cope with the load (in

other words, the aircraft will be very vulnerable to failure of the largest engine).

From the above discussion it can be conciuded that there is no universal definition

for redundancy nor are there any universal units for measuring it. A measure of

redundancy for a system has to developed by considering the approapriate factors

that contribute to its redundancy.

ÐÐr). r)

Ðtt1d.d. r

The Nature of Redundancy in Water Distri-

bution Networks

Introduction

In water distribution network design, tire design must include some amount of redun-

dancy to ensure that the network would be reliable. Traditionally this redundancy is

assumed to be added by providing looped rather than branched networks, or in other

words by providing two independent paths from the source to each demand node

(Rowell and Barnes, 1982), or by ensuring that each node be connected to the rest of

the network b5'at least tr¡'o links (Goulter and l\4lorgan, 1985). Both the above cited

approaches have been shor¡'n to have shortcomings in redundancy. The fi.rst on the

basis of hydraulic exactitude (Goulter and Morgan, 1984) and the second on the basis

of not having true al.te¡native paths f¡om source to demand point (Goulter, 1987).

In fact, provision of closed loops adds redundancy to the network. There is one

redundant link for every closed loop in the network. However, to measure redundancy

based solely on the number of loops is not adequate because when given a number of

alternate iayouts, it should be possible to differentiate between two layouts that have
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the same number of loops.

Thus, true redundancy in networks stiil remains essentially unquantified the lit-

erature. If an appropriate measure for redundancy can be developed, it can be used

for the following purposes;

1. To compare different network layouts for the purpose of selecting the most

redundant layout.

2. To provide a basis for selecting an appropriate principie for redundancy alloca-

tion within water distribution networks.

3. To be used in a multiobjective decision framework to identify the cost-

redundancy frontier, r,ç'hich may be similar to the cost- reliability frontier.

4. Since a useful and explicit measure of reliability for large networks has not yet

been developed (Goulter, 1987; Lansey et al., 1989), to be used in place of the

use of exact system reliability measure to identify the most reliable networks.

3.3.2 Redundancy In Water Distribution Networks

A water supply network is a complex system and may include u'atel reservoirs, treat-

ment plants, pumps, pipe networks, r'ah'es, and elevated and underground storage

tanks. An urban water supply system is typically composed of the following subsys-

tems; u'ater source, bulk transmission and treatment, finished water storage, and the

water distribution system. Each of these subsytems can be taken as a s¡rstem and

studied separatelv. The present work will focus only on redundancy found in the the

geometric configuration of the distribution network.

If the confi.guration of the network is not strictiy that of a tree, a set of series-

parallel paths from the source to each node can be traced. Any node connected

to the source by a parallel set of links can be considered to have some amount of
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redundancy. This redundancJ¡ arises because the failure of one link or branch will not

result in water being cut off to the node completely. Water will stitl reach the node,

although possibly at a reduced pressure and flowrate. The system will thus continue

to be useful.

Unless redundancy and reliability are an issue, it is not strictly necessary to provide

paraJlel branches to the nodes as the network can be designed as a minimum spanning

tree system. This rvill result in a series connection between the source and every node,

and rvill be the most economical design (capital costs). The major reason for including

parallel connections, usually through the use of loops, is to provide redundancy i1

the network. Tire question then is u'hich type of redundancy exists in pipe networks.

The follou'ing discussion of the layout model by Rowell and Barnes (1g82) is

used to illustrate the explanation. In their model, Rowell and Barnes suggested the

selection of an optimal minimum spanning tree, subject to all hydraulic constraints,

as a first step. The second step invoives adding 'redundant'links to the tree system

based on demand constraints only, such that the redundant Ìinks should be able to

supply some minimum required flow to the affected nodes, should a particular link

fail but negiecting the other hydraulic constraints. This approach impiies that an

assumption that the redundant links will be held in 'leserve' until the main branch

fails, whereupon they v'ill be put into service. Although it is possible to desig¡ such a

system using valves to control when a particular pipe is used, economic considerations

alone will prevent this type of redundant system from being adopted for real water

supply networks. Instead, all links u'ill be in service permanently resulting in the

reduction in the pipe sizes of the main branches and therefore in economic savings.

(Note that for health reasons also, florv is normally maintained in all pipes in a

distribution network). This type of redundacS' is the active type and not the passive

type implied by Rowell and Barnes (1932). The active redundancy type of design
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requires that the selection of both redundant and regular iinks be done together,

subject to the hydraulic constraints of the network.

Another major component of wate¡ distribution system whose redundancy merits

discussion is that of the pumps. Both forms of redundancy can be provided in the

pump arrangement. For very large systems, active redundancy will be most feasible

because to duplicate the large capacity pumps to provide passive redundancy will

be too costly. Instead multiple relatively smaller, capacity pumps can be provided

so that when one is out of service the others can keep the system running at an

adequate level. It is noteworthy that pumps are usually selected based on peak florvs.

Therefore, they generally have very large redundancy u'ith respect to average flow

conditions. On the other hand, passive redundancy can be provided in the pump

arrangements for smaller s1'stems since this will be relatively inexpensive.

Storage tanks ( both elevated and underground ) are usually compartmentalized

tanks. This adds redundancy to the system in the active form. Tire compartments

provide redundancy because for cleaning or repair purposes, the unit is not completeiy

taken out of sett'ice, but only on a compartment basis so that at least some portion

of the storage continues to be useful.

The above discussions explain why large municipal water distribution systems do

not fail completely due to the breakage of a pipe or a pump or other components.

Their performance in the face of a failed componeil.t is due to the large amount of

redundancy built into these systems. However, this redundancy is not quantified, but

is added through the use of rules of thumb, r'isual inspection, intuition and personal

judgement. The deveiopment of good or at least adequate measures of redundancy

is therefore necessary if the problem of redundancy addition and assessment is to be

approached in a scientific and rational manner. This situation may suggest the use

of expert systems technology to the design problem. However, there is some need for
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more explicit statement, in this case on redundancy, for a rule base to be established.

3.3.3 Mechanical and Hydraulic Types of Redundancies rn
'Water Distribution Networks

In this work, two types of redundancy in water distribution networks are identified.

The first type will be termed 'mechanical redundancy' and the second type 'hydraulic

redundancy'. Mechanical redundancy is a measure of the ability of the netrvork to

satisfy demand flows when component failure occurs and is a property of the layout

(shape and size of components). Hydraulic redundancy, on the other hand, is a

measure of how- much degradation of network performance, in terms of the percentage

of the demand flow that can be supplied at some minimum pressure heads, occurs

when there is failure. Example of this type of redundancy is termed 'topological

redundancy' by Ormsbee and Kessler (1990b). Hydraulic redundancy depends on

factors other than the layout structure, such as the pumping iread available, the

availability of elevated storage tanks and their elevations, the time of occurrence

of failure and the ability of tlie netu'ork to reverse flow directions in some links.

Ilydraulic redundancy can also be considered as a contributor to a measure of network

reliability, the percentage of degradation. of network performance being considered as

the level of failure of the network.

Hydraulic redundancy can best be estimated bJ' simulating pipe failures and esti-

mating its effect on the network. This is a laborious exercise and several simplifying

assumptions which may not be strictly valid have to be made. A network with

increased inherent 'rnechanical redundancy' will also exhibit improved hydraulic re-

dundancy. Therefore, the fundamental objective of this rvork is to develop a good

measure for the mechanical redundancy in water distribution networks. The use of

the wo¡d 'redundancy'will therefore refer to the type 'mechanical redundancy', unless
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quaiified with the rvord 'hydraulic'. This measure will, however, be evaluated using

hydraulic redundancy measures derived from simuiation.

3.3.4 The Difference Between Reliability and Redundancy

Redundancy of a system is related to its reliability in that redundancy is directed

at ensuring that when there are failures of any of the components that make up the

system, the system can still continue to perform the function for wirich it is designed.

Reliability, on the other irand explicitly recognises risk and as such is a measure of

the frequeucy of such failures.

Reliabiiity incorporates risk but addresses in some ll¡ay the failure of the system,

the percentage of time that the system can be deemed not to have failed. Retiabiiity

is therefore directly related to probability while redundancy is related only to the

ability of the system to perform in tlie face of failure conditions. Redundancy is not

a measure of the frequency of occurrence of these failures. \4¡hen added to a system,

redundancy can improve the system reiiability by reducing tire frequency of failure of

the system (n'hich is different from the frequency of failure of the individual compo-

nents) by ensuring that failure of components do not affect the system performance

adversely. In summary, it should be recognised that reliabiiity is positively correlated

with redundancy but is not the same as reliability.

In water distribution networks, since water is carried by means of paths provided

by a network of pipes, redundancy of the network would be a property of the network

geometric configuration. This geometric configuration would determine whether in

the event of pipe failures, other supply paths can be found to supply the demand

points. Besides depending to some extent on configuration, a more compreirensive

statement of redundancy also addresses the capacity of the supply paths. Reliability

of the network on the other hand would also be a property of the pipe material, their
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strength, age, the soil environment) distribution of demand and other factors.

3.4 Developrnent of the Measure for Mechanical

FLedundancy

3.4.1 Introduction

As defined earlier, mechanical redundancy of a water distribution network is a measure

of the ability of the network to satisfy the hydraulic demands witliin the network when

component failure, specifically pipe or pump failure, occurs. Hydraulic demand is the

the amount of water to be delivered to a node at a specified minimum pressure head

level. A functional form for a redundanc¡' measure shouid therefore recognise botlr

the layout structure of the network and hydraulic parameters such as the flow within

the layout.

3.4.2 Model Representation of .water Distribution Net-

\ ¡orks for Redundancy Assessment

Water distribution networks are made up of pipe networks and other components such

as pumps, storage tanks and valves. A rvater distribution network is conceptually

presented as nodes connected by links, the nodes being demand centres which are fed

with water through links made of pipes and valves. The source(s) of water are also

denoted as node(s).

Storage tanks rvithin the network can be considered as demand nodes because

water flows into them (they are being filled during low demand periods in which

case they have water demand) and water flows out of them (during high demand

periods). They therefore have links carrying water from the source into them just as
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real demand points. Both pipes and pumps are considered as links, each pipe having

a diameter and the pump having pumping capacity in terms of flow rate and static

head. Their number and arrangement make up the configuration of the network and

contribute to redundancy. Valves are located on the links and their function is to

control flow magnitude and direction in the links, hence their presence is indicated

by arrow directions on the links. Junctions of links where there are no demands are

not considered as demand nodes (i.e., no redundancy measure would be assessed for

these types of junctions).

Therefore all the elements that make up the water distribution network would

be considered as links (arcs) or nodes (sinks) for the purpose of determining the

mechanical redundanc¡'. In the development of tlie redundancy measure, tiie hydraulic

characteristic of the links to be considered would be pipes initially. The other elements

which are modelled as links (pumps and valves) have similar hydraulic characteristics

as pipes, and their inclusion in the redundancy measure will be addressed at a iater

stage.

3.4.3 Node-Link Configurations That Imply Redundancy

In its most fundamental sense, redundancy in rn'ater disiribution network design im-

plies that the demand points have alternate paths for water in the contingency situa-

tion of other links being out of service. The situations that give rise to a redundancy

issue will be iilustrated through specific examples rather than through abstract def-

initions. Consider the water distribution network itself as a directed network rnhere

the flow directions to the nodes are specified. As a simplifying step in the effort to

develop a measure for redundancy, only those arcs directly incident on the node ,i.e.,

only those branches supplying water directly to the node, rvill be considered. Subse-

quently, the complexity that arises because of the interaction among the nodes of the
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network will be incorporated.

Consider the demand node, j, with the first two cases of arc-node configuration

depicted in Figure 3.1. One or more arcs are required to deliver the desired level of

flowtonodej. Inthiscase,thedesiredlevelof flowissetto 750rnsfhr. Clearly,Case

2 has a higher redundancy than Case 1. In fact, Case t has zero redundancy as there

are no alternative paths to serve that node should the supply link fail. However, the

measure of redundancy does not depend only on the numbe¡ of incident links or the

degree of the node (in this case the number of links incident on a node is equal to the

number of alternate paths to the node).

Consider the three other configurations in Figure 3.1. Case S has more than one

incident link, and therefore has some measure of redundancy. However, in the event

tlrat link 1 is out of service, only 5rn3f lrr, or 3% of the required flou', can reach the

demand node. Thus the node is very vulnerable to failure of iink 1 (vuinerability

being the magnitude of shortfall that will result when the link lias failed) as the

system u'ill virtually be out of use if link 1 fails. Case 3 is therefore close to Case 1

and its redundancy measure differs from that of Case 2.

Hence a measure of redundancy should also be based, at least to some extent, on

the ratio of the flow capacities of the Ìinks. Case 4 in Figure 3.1 has three incident

Iinks and therefore has greater redundancy than Cases 1, 2 and 3. Case 5 rvith its

three incident arcs, each carrying equal amounts of flow, will be even more desirable

since in tlre 'worst'situation of a single arc failure, it can supply 700rn3 f ttr. Case 4

may only be able to supply 50msf hr under the failure of one of its arcs. Therefore

Case 5 should have a higher measure of redundancy.
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3.4.4 Theoretical Background

In order to develop the measure for redundancy, the following approaches are pro-

posed.

a) The desired properties of the measure are postulated based on some intuitive

considerations such as the physical motivation for the measure or its usefulness.

The derivation of the functional form of the measure using strict mathematical

techniques can then be performed.

b) A known fuctional form of the measure can be assumed and then its usefulness

justified.

In this work, both approaches rvill be blended . The desired properties of the measure

will frrst be postulated and then a suitable functional form adopted.

The principles for a redundancy measure for water distribution networks which can

describe the inherent reliability of the network are most easily discussed in relation

to an adomatic approach to the formulation of tlie functions. The critical practical

and theoretical requirement in design of redundant water distribution networks is

that instead of carrying the necessary flow to a demand node by only one link, the

network should utilize multiple links connected directl5' to that node. Such links

may carrJ¡ equal or unequal proportions of the fi.ou'. It is more advantageous from

reliability/redundancl' point of viern' for tire links to carry equal proportions (Goulter

and Coals, 1986; Walters, 1987). With unequal distribution of f.ow, faiiure of a link

carrying the major portion of the flou' to a node v'ill have a major impact on the

supply to that node.

The hydraulic principles behind the desirability of having equal flow capacity in

the links incident on each node can be described as follows. The discharge g;¡ in a

pipe connecting nodes i and j can be expressed using the Hazen-Williams equation
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by'

Q;i:k't"ffi'n?;u'

wlrere C;j : Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient

L¿j : length of the pipe

h.;j : headloss through the pipe

P;i : diameter of the pipe and

k - conversion factor for units.

(3 e)

For a given pipe network, the Hazen-Williams coefrcients, the pipe diameters and the

pipe lengths are all fixed. Hence only the discharge and headloss through the pipes

are variable.

Consider an existing pipe network. For the fixed pipe sizes, the discharge qrj irl

a pipe is proportional to the headioss, h¿¡, encountered in that pipe, i.e., e;¡ x h.9st.

In other words, h;¡ - 8?¡. Hence for tvi'o or more links incident on a node (as is

always the case in a redundant configuration), if one pipe has a small capacity, and

if it is necessarJ¡ to increase flow in it due to the failure of the other, larger pipe,

the headloss in the smalier pipe will become prohibitively high thereby significantly

decreasing the hydraulic performance of the network. It is the relative increase in q;j,

and associated increase in 8!;¡, lhat causes the rapid increase in headloss. Doubling

a small g¿j quadruples the headloss in that pipe. Increasing the discharge in a larger

capacity pipe by the same absolute (but smaller relative to the totai flow into the

node) amount does not cause the same increase in headloss. In order to reduce the

impact of having to increase the flow in any link, it is desirable to have incident pipes

with the same capacity, i.e., to have equal capacity links described previously.

Recognising the fundamental requirements of redundancy and the desirability of

equal flow distribution, the properties the redundancy measure should exhibit are



given below. These properties derived from the above interpretations and upon which

the redundancy is based, can be divided into two groups. The first group embraces

the qualitative observations made in the previous sections and is categorised as 'Nec-

essary Properties'. The second group, the'Desirable Properties', is based solely on

mathemathical issues.

Necessary Properties

Consider a directed network with N nodes and let the redundancy measure at node

j be .9¡. Then

1. ,9¡ at node j should be a function of Xrj,Xrj,...,Xn(j)j such that

.U)

Ðx,¡:t (3.10)

From the discussions in Section 3.4.1 based on Figure 3.1, the variable X;¡ is

given by:

rvlrere Q ¡ : (3.11)

u'here X;j = the variabie of the ¡edundancy measure

q;j : florv in link ij incident on node j

Q¡ : total flow into node j

"(j): total number of links carring flow into node j.

This property arises out of the earlier discussion that the measure of redundancy

should depend on the ¡elative proportion of some physical property of the com-

ponents of the system, such as the ratio of the power rating of the four engines

of the aircraft in Section 3.2.2, or the ratio of the flow capacities of the incident

links at the nodes of the networks in Section 3.4.3. In otirer words the measure

-(j)

Ðq,,
: _1

* q;j
,\¿j = ei
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2.

of redundancy should be a property of the geometric configuration. Hence if
there are two identical networks such that one is replica of the other but only

different in 'size'(this can be taken as a case of a model and prototype), both

networks should have the same measure of redundancy (given that both have

the same flow ratios in their corresponding links.

,9¡ should be zero if n(j), the number of alternate paths from the source to node

j, is exactly equal to one. At this stage of the work, it will be assumed that

the number of links incident on node j represents the number of paths. This

restriction is imposed because the node which has only one path from the source

has no redundancy. In later developments this restriction will be lifted.

For a system with tu'o or more incident links at the node, the contribution of

redundancy by the link with the larger value of X¿ should be less than the con-

tribution of that rvith a smaller X¿, (i..., if ,\r > X; then R¡ 2 R; where & and

R¡ are the relative contributions to redundancy by links i and j respectively).

This requirement is due to the observation that the vulnerability of the system

to failure of the larger capacity link is greater and since redundancy is the mea-

sure of how useful the system remains when a link fails, the system will be less

useful when the the larger Iink fails than r¡'hen the sma"ller iink fails.

For a given number of incident links on node j, the measure of redundancy 
^9¡

should have its madmum value when all the )i;¡'s are equal. This property was

illustrated in Section 3.2.2 whe¡e it was explained that the closer the components

are in all their physical properties, the better or the higher the redundancy.

For a given node the maximum value of S; : S(Xr¡,X2j,...,X@Ð¡) should

monotonically increase with the number of incident links, n(j). This property

arises out of the observation that the measure of redundancy shouid increase

L).

4.

5.
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anytime an 'extra' component is added in parallel to the system. Addition of

an 'extra' link increases the number of supply paths available for the node,

therefore its redundancy. However, if this 'extra' link is of a very small capacity

relative to the other links, this increase in the redundancy wiil be very small and

it is up to the designer or the design model to determine if it is rvorth adding

this additional link.

6. ,9¡ at node j should be a symmetrical function of X1¡, Xzj,...,Xn(j)j for sym-

metrical link configurations. This property arises out of the observation that

if the values of the X variables a¡e inte¡changed, the measure should remain

unclranged. For example in Figure 3.1 case 2, if the link with 50 rn3 f hr is made

to lrave a flow of 100 rns f hr and that of 100 m3 f hr is changed to 50 m3 f hr the

redundancy measure should have the same value for both cases. This property

is proposed on the assumption that the configuration of the links is symmetrical

at the node. If the confi.guration of the links at a node is not symmetrical, then

interchanging the variables, X, u'ill result in a different redundancy measure

which implies tirat the links will be weighted differently. This issue is discussed

further in Desirable Properties, item 6 where the use of other parameters is

introduced.

Desirable Properties

Since it is desirable to use the redundancy measure in a design optimization frame-

work, the following mathematical properties are desirable.

1. ^9¡ should be a continuous function of the Xj¡s. This property is desired be-

cause when there is a slight change in the flou' distribution at the node the

redundancy measure should respond accordingly in a continuous rather than a

discrete fashion.

ùr)



2. S¡ : S(Xt¡, Xzi, . . . , X-U)) should be a differentiable function of

Xtj,Xzj,...,X-(j)j. This property u'ill be useful if the function is to be maxi-

mized.

3. .9j : S(Xt;, Xzj,.. . ,Xq¡l) should be a concave function of X1¡, Xzi,. . . , X-(ùi.

This property will be of use if ihe function is to be maximized subject to linear

constraints. In such a situation the local maximum of 
^95 will also be the globai

maximum.

4. The measure of redundanc¡' should be mathemaiically tractable.

5. Let the redundancy of the overall network of N nodes be 5¡v. Since the network

is a composite of many nodes, the measure of redundancy for the network,

,97y, should be able to be decomposed to some extent into the measures of

redundancies of the individual nodes or groups of nodes. Therefore, the overall

measure of redundancy for the network sliould be some weighted function of

the redundancies at the nodes.

6. The measure of redundancy may involve parameters other than the variable X;¡

to account for some factors that may not otherrvise be addressed.

3.4.5 Mathematical Statement of Mechanical Redundancy

There are several mathematical functions, including some of those presented in Sec-

tion 3.1.4, that may satisfy some or all of the above necessary and desirable properties.

The general expression that is adopted for this work is given b¡' that developed by

Shannon (1948) as foilows:

Si:
M

- f x;t"x,
:_1

where X; : any variabie of the system
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number of sub-systems

entropic measure of ihe system

This particular entropy function is the basis of ail other entropy functions. It was

therefore selected so that modifications necessary to match it to the water distri-

bution network problem (as described later in the chapter) could be performed on

tire fundamental equation rather than on expressions already modified for other pur-

poses. Furthermore, Equation 3.12 satisfies aii the properties desired in a redundancy

measure. The first step in developing a specific redundancJ¡ measure for water dis-

tribution networks is to define the parameter X¿ in Equation 3.12 such that the

important pliysical conditions inherent in water distribution networks are included.

Consider a network with N nodes uhere the nodes constitute the sub-systems. For a

particular flow pattern under consideration let lhe'ith arc of ttre n(j) arcs incident on

node j carry a flow oî qij. The variable X¿ rvas defined by Equation 3.11 in Section

3.4.4 and is repeated here as:

qij 'u)Xr¡:ä rvhere Q¡:Ðqr¡

where X¿j : the variable of the redundancJ¡ measure

qij : flor¡ in link ij incident on node j

Q¡ : total flow into node j

"(j): total number of links carring flow into node j.

The variable X;¡ no\ry represents the contribution of the total flow to node j provided

by the link between nodes i and j and provides the basis for incorporating relative flow

capacity issues into the redundancy function. Thus X;3 is a measure of the relative

capacities of links incident on node j and is therefore an indicator of the potentiai

AI:
Sj:
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contribution of the link to the required demand to that node should another incident

Iink fail. Equation 3.L2 can now be resta.ted as follows to give an entropicmeasure of

local reduldancy at node j:

sj:-tlæl'"lff] (3.13)

l\{aximizing ^9¡ will maximize the redundancy of the node, where redundancy is

represented by tlie extent to u'irich the node receives rvater when a link incident on

it fails. It is equìvalent to maximizing entropy at the node. The maximum value of

5¡ for a given node j occurs when aII (q;¡ lQ ¡) terms are equal. This condition occurs

when the (g¿¡)'s are all equal, i.e., when each linkincident on the node is carrying the

same f.ow, which is consistent u'ith the earlier discussion on the desirability of equal

flou' capacities.

Flou's (ør;) *"t. chosen for the entropy term X¿ in Equation 3.12 as it is the abilit5'

of the network to supply fi.ow that is the important feature of redundancy. Although

other hydraulic factors, such as pressure at a node or pressure drop along a link, are

relevant they are not as important as the issue of flow itself.

Overall Network Redundancy

Redundancy for the netx'ork as a r¡'hole is a function of redundancies, (.9¡)'s, of the

individual nodes in the network. To obtain the overall network redundancy it is

tempting to sum the redundancies at the individual nodes within the network. This

approach, ho\4'ever, does not recognise that network redundancy is a measure of how

well tlre network performs in terms of. total flow in the network rvhen a link fails.

Therefore, it is the importance of a link relative to the totai floli' in ali the links, not

the irnportance of a link relative to the iocai flow, that is the important parameter in

assessing overall network performance.
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The following approach is taken to incorporate the individual redundancies into

network wide redundancy measures. Let Q" be the sum of flows in all links of the

network, i...,Qo: {, Qrrnhere N is the numberof nodes in the network. Note thatj=1

Ço is equal to the sum of flows in ali the links ¡ather than the total demand in the

nework. As such it is greater than the total demand. The requirement of recognising

Q, suggests that (ø;¡lq,¡ in Equation 3.13 be replacedbv (qo¡lQ") This replacement

gives rise to the foliowing equation.

¡:-åfÉ #^#l (3.14)

rvhere ^9 is the network redundancy. In Equation 3.14 the summation is over all

nodes in the netrvork. However, it is the summation of the relative importance of

links incident upon a node as opposed to the simple summation of the individual

redundancies in the network. It should be noted that the maximum value of .î still

occrlrs when the q¿¡ values are equal for each node j.

S¡, the individual contribution to netnork redundancy from node j, is the term

in square parentheses in Equation 3.14 (5¡ ir different from ,9¡ because the former is

the redundancy at a node considering the flou'distribution at this node relative to

the total network florv while the latter is redundancy at a node considering the flow

distribution at that node only) and is vrritten as:

s¡:-Y,*h#
;-t Vo Vo

Equation 3.15 can be decomposed as follows:

(3. i5)

(3.16)

(3.1 7)

(3.18)

s,:_ i;æ*^i*
:-*lzæ,"ffi-Ð i^x)

:*'t'-th*
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Summing Equation 3.18 over the N nodes gives the network redundancy as:

s:Ëla'l i;lhl'"ltl (3.le)

This overall network entropic measure of redundancy is now given in terms of

weighted measures at the d.ifferent nodes, 
ä*ntr,plus 

another term. The weight ff
on the (S¡)'. in the first term is the ratio offlow passing through the nodej to the total

flow in the network. Therefore, the first term represents the 'raw' nodal redundancy

weighted by the reiative importance of the node. More specifically it recognises the

possible differences betrveen two nodes with the same ,S¡. The form of this weight

arises from the observation that redundancy at a node through u'hich a very large

proportion of flor¡'passes should be valued, and the¡efore scaled, higlier than one with

a very lorv flou'. It can be shou'n mathematically and through simulation that it is
more difficult to re-allocate flou'and maintain service at a node when the total flow

into a node is quite small. A small total flow into a node generally indicates small

capacity links incident on tire node. Hence, nodes with smaller incident flows (link

capacities) are more vulnerable to failure and therefore have lovver cont¡ibutions to

redundancy (ensured by the smaller value of the weight fr which will be applied

to this node's redundancJ', S;). Note tirat this lon'er redundancy associated with

smaller incident links of a node is different from that discussed in Necessary Property

3 because the above statement refers to the overall network while Property 3 case

refers only to the redundancy at an individuai node. Thus, the first term of Equation

3.15 is associated wiih the redundancy of the nodes.

The second term can be considered as redundancy among the N nodes. More

specifically the second term,- Ë + t o', iltr" 
oäl-, is a measure of the dist¡ibution of flow to

the nodes in the network and adds to the redundancy measure on the following basis.

It has the same form as the general entropy expression. fmprovement of redundancy

at individual nodes occurs by equalizing the flow in each of the incident links on the



node. Improvement of the network redundancy defined by the same type of expression

implies the same generai requirements, in tlús case, equality of demand distribution

among the nodes. A network with a better flou' distribution, namely one with the

@¡lQ') for each node being closer in value to each other, will have a better inter-

nodal measure of redundancy since these nodes will be less vulnerable to the impact

of component (pipe) failures, i.e., none of the nodes will be connected very weakly

due to the parity in pipe sizes at all nodes.

Note that, due to the values of the variables in Equation 3.19, all values of the

second term as a u']role are positiv" [0 < Q¡lQ" ( l and - L"(e¡le") > 0] and hence

the second negative term actually adds to the redundancy measure.

3.4.6 some Properties of the Basic Redundancy Function

1. The basic function given by Equation 3.13 is st¡ictlv concave so that iocal

maximum of the measure will necessarily be the global maximum if subject to

no constraints, or constraint sets that are convex.

2. The function is syrnmetricai about the argument p as desired.

3. The units of the measure depend olr the base of the logarithm ch.osen. The base

can be chosen so as to give a maximum measure of one unit for any dimensional

case. For a binary system, i.e., a node with exactly two alternate flou'paths or

iucident links, the measure of redundancy when based on the logarithm to base

2 wili have its maximum value of one unit ( called bits).

This is given by;

S j : -(tl2)Iosr(Il2) - (Il2)Iosr(L12) :7 bit, (3.20a)

The units can be made universal for any number of dimensions by using the natural

Iogarithm in which case we have
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s¡ : -lrfn;rnn;

constant. In this case,

(3.20b)

the units of the measure arewhere k is a transformation

called'nats'.

3.5 Extensions to the Basic Entropic Redun-

dancy Function

3.5.1 Inclusion of the Alternate Number of Paths Between

the Source and the Nodes

In Section 3.4, the redundancy at a node of a water distribution network was devel-

oped by considering the fl.ou'ratios in the incident links and the number of incident

links at the node. The redundancy at a node is not completely represented by Equa-

tion 3.13, ltorvevet. The ability of a network to respond to the failure of one of its

links does not depend only on redundancy conditions in the immediate vicinity of

the failure, i.e., at the nodes at either end of the failed link. Alternate paths for sup-

plying nodes if a particular link fails may originate some distance from the nodes in

the immediate vicinitJ' of the link failure. The number of alternate paths contributes

greatly to network redundancy and reiiability and therefore need to be included in

the redundancy function. It is the issue of what constitutes an alternate path that

ieads to this further refi.nement of Equation 3.13.

The entropy functions described in the previous sections have an implicit assump-

tion that the numbe¡ of alternate paths from a source to a demand point is equal to

the number of links incident on the demand node. Such an assumption is unrealis-

tic. Consider the case whe¡e one demand node has four incident links but flow to
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all four links from a source pass through the same two links some distance upstream

and there are no other alternatives for the flow to pass througir other than these two

links. In this case there are obviously not four independent paths from source node

to the demand node.

The contribution to the redundancy at a node by one of its incident links should

therefore be a function not onll' 61 the percentage of flow that it brings to the node,

but also of the true number of paths between the supply source and tire node via that

incident link. The ability of this incident link to continue an uninterrupted service to

the node wiii be related to the number of the paths. The incident link with exactly

one path from the source u'ill not function if any of the links that form the path

fails while a link with several paths to it may not cease to function. This situation

arises because, for the latter type of incident link, if any of the paths is cut off by a

Iink failure other than the incident link itself, other paths will be 'available' and keep

tiris incident link in service. The two types of incident links are therefore not equal

v'ith regards to redundancy, the 'multiple path' link being more 'available' than the

single path link. This concept is termed tlie 'availability' of the incident link ald it
is taken as being proportional to the number of paths between the source and the

demand node in question through this incident link. The two types of incident iinks

are illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Consider the redundancy of node 8 in the two layouts in Figure 3.2. The incident

link 7-8 on node 8 in layout (a) is not equal qualitatively to link 7-8 in layout (b) be-

cause the former has exactly one path from the source to node 8 (1-4-6-7-8) while the

latter has two paths (1-4-6-7-8) and (1-4-7-8). Hence when the tlyo types of incident

links are carring equal flow ratios to node 8, the one in layout (b) should contribute

more ¡edundanc¡' to node 8 than the one in layout (a), and also the redundancy

measure for node 8 in (b) shouid quantitatively be greater than that in (a). There is
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SOURCE SOURCE

LAYOUT ( b )I-AYOUT ( a )

Figure 3.2: Illustration of 'Availability' of the Incident Links
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therefore the need to modify the entropic measure of redundancy given by Equations

3.13 and 3.19 to account for the above obse¡vations.

This problem can be addressed by including a parameter which reflects the issues

inherent in tlre desirable property number 6. Calt this parameter the patlt parameter.

Let the path parameter for node j be a,¡. There are two important factors which must

be considered in defining aj. aj must be quantitatively equal to the number of alter-

nate independent paths between the source and the riode in question. These paths

are a function of the number of paths involved and the degree to rvhich these paths

interact with each other (or overlap). When assessing the number of independent

paths it is necessary to determine whether there are any common links on ail paths,

i.e., are they dependent, and if common links exist, the extent to rvhich the paths

overlap, e.g., how many links on a particular path are used by otlier paths.

The number of paths in the network from the source to any demand node, j, can

be determined using path enumeration. algorithms, €.g., X{isra (1970) and Aggarwal et

al.(1973). These procedures do not identify dependence between. patirs ]rowever. The

number of equivalent independent paths may be less than the value determined by

the path enumerator algorithm and must reflect the possible dependency among the

total number of paths. The number of equivalent independent paths is therefore less

than the total number of paths if dependency edsts or is equal to the total number of

patirs if tirere is no dependenc5'. The development of the path parameter expression is

elaborate and is described fully in the section below. An algorithm for its calculation

is a.Iso presented in Appendix A.
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1. Definition of A True Alternate path

If there are multipie number of paths between the source and the node in a distribution

network, then twotypes of path systems can be identified. In one type of these paths,

two paths which do not overlap can be traced between the source and the given node.

In the second type, the two paths overlap at some point, which means that the two

paths have'common links'or branches. Although both provide alternate paths from

the source to the demand nodes, the former type of paths are 'independent paths,

while u'hile the latter are 'dependent paths'.

The need to distinguish between the two types of paths arises because of the

different effects the¡' have on the redundancy at a node. When a node has two

alternate and independent paths from the source and there is a link failure, there

will be one path remaining to service the node. In the case of tlvo alternate but

dependent paths, the failure of some 'key' (common) links will result in the node

being completely severed from the source. Hence the 'effective' ¡edundancy at the

node of the second case will be reduced. The parameter ør. is to be quantitatively

equal to the number of alternate independent paths between the source and given

node' Hence the first type of path system raises no problem. To obtain the a¡ for

the second type of path system, there is the need to develop an 'efiective alternate

independent' number of paths from the given number of dependent paths.

2. Quantifying The Effect of Common Links To The Number of rndepen-

dent Paths

The difference between the two paths systems is that one has 'common links' that

gives the dependency. Figure 3.3 illustrates how the addition of common links to a
network affects its number of independent paths.
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NETWORK A NETWORK B

NETWORK C

Figure 3.3: Path Reduction By The Addition of Common Links
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Node j in Network A has 2 alternate independent paths from the source S. The

addition of link (S-1), which is common to the original two paths in Network A, resuits

in two alte¡nate but dependent paths in Network B. The path system from source to

node j in Network B is now 'reduced' compared to the path system in Network A.

This is because in Network A each link belongs to exactly one path, u'irile in Netwo¡k

B, link (S-1) belongs to the two paths.

Let the number of paths to which a link belongs be termed the DEGREE of

that link. For any two paths between a given node and the source to be completely

independent, every link in the two paths should have ONE DEGREE.If a link belongs

to trvo patlrs, then it has a DEGREE OF DEPENDENCY of one unit. If tþe link

belongs to three paths, then it has a degree of dependency of two units. Similarly

four paths impl¡' a degree of dependency of three units, and so on. Let the degree of

link / be denoted by ù. Then its degree of dependency is given by:

Dt:dt-l (3.21)
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The term in the inner bracket is the factor that adjusts the number of dependent

paths to equivalent independent paths. When there are no dependencies, this factor

vanishes as the term (Ë D¿) becomes equal to zero, and the path parameter a¡ is'i=1

exactly equal to nd. As the number of common links increases for a flxed number

of dependent paths, the effective number of independent paths decreases. Thus the

value oî- a¡ f.or the Netrvork B rvill be higher than that for Network C in Figure 3.S.

Since the entropy measure of redundancy is associated with a node, in order to

include path parameler a¡ in the entropy measure of redundancy, since the a¡ is the

total number of patirs to node j and not the number of paths to a particular iink, a

new parameter specifying the nunber of effective independent paths from the source

that go through the particular incident iink to node j has to be determined.

Define this parameter as:

a¿¡ : nd;¡ 11 - (3.24)

where

a;j : effective number of independent paths f¡om the source through

link ij from node i incident on node j

nd,¿¡ al¡¡rber of dependent paths from the source through link z7

from node i incident on node j

AI¿¡ -¡lriy11ber of links in the nd;¡ number of paths

The total number of effective independent paths for node j is therefore the sum of

patlrs through the n(j) incident links:

o, :! o,, (3.25)
i=1

Mij IÐùt
l=1 I

t[ij I

ÐdtlI=7 J
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An important feature to note in the use of Equation 3.25 to deterrnine the number

equivalent paths is that a.j can take on non-intege¡ vaLues. This property is intuitively

attractive as common links between paths reduce the number of independent paths

below the total number of paths. Horvever, because two paths have some common

links it does not necessarily mean that the number of equivalent paths is reduced to

unity. In developing a means to handle the equivalent paths question it is important

to recognise that the lovver bound of. a¡ in all cases is unity representing a single

(branch) path from the source to the demand point.

The Modified Redundancy Measure With Path Parameter

The basic entropy function of Equation 3.13 is norv written to include the path pa-

rametet as

(3.26 )

Tlre first term fi in the above expression does not include the param eter a;¡ because

the objective of the path parameter is to increase the basic redundancy measure if the

number of independeni paths between the source and the node is greater than one

(unity). Tliis is achieved by the division of the terms within the logarithm by aij læ <

;h < 1, therefore, ln;ft; > 1" ffJ. This increase will, however, be attenuated

considerably if the term outside the logarithm is also divided by the parameter ø¿;

(which will be greater than unity for the node rvith more than one independent paths

though incident link ij). Since the measure is qualitative at this time, attenuation of

tlre function in this manner decreases its sensitivit¡,. a;¡ is therefore omitted from the

terms outside the logarithm.

The entropy function of Equation

,s,:-9lgnl' 3I,Q¡)

sj:-,y-læ^(*)l

3.26 can be factorised to

'"|ff] .HW,l^",,

81ve
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The first term in Equation 3.27 is the redundancy measure for the node using

the assumption that each incident iink constitutes exactly one path from the source

to this node as defined previously in Equation 3.13. The second term is a function

of the true number of alte¡nate paths and represents a correction factor to reduce

the number of alternate paths if some of the paths are dependent. The special cases

of layout configurations for which application of the function is appropriate can be

summarized as follows:

a) Nodes with one incident link but having seve¡al paths through the network up-

stream of the single incident link: If the equivalent number of paths is greater

tlran unity, and thus a¿¡ ) L.0, the second term u'ill contribute in a non-zero

fashion to the measure of redundancy for this node. This is not possible under

the use of the original function of Equation 3.13.

b) Nodes with two or more incident links whe¡e each incident link is exactly equal

to one path from the source to this node: The second term will vanish since

a;j 1 and the iogarithm of one is zero. Hence the function will reduce into

the original function given by Equaiion 3.13.

c) Nodes r¡'ith several incident links such that the equivalent paths through some of

these links are less than one: This may happen if some of tire paths overlap, in

lvhich case the¡' may have several common links. The ø¿¡ will norv be less tiran

one and the second term of Equation 3.27 lvilt become negative. This process

wiil therefore reduce the measure below that given by the original function for

those particular links considering them to be completely independent paths. It

is important to note that the path parameter a¡ wiil still never be less than

one as it measures total equivalent paths rather than the value for a particular

link. The network rvide measure equivalent to Equation 3.19 for describing

redundancy between nodes with this path parameter is the same as Equation
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3.19 except that Equation 3.27 rather rather Equation 3.13 is used to give the

values of 
^9¡.

3.5.2 fnclusion of Ag" Factor of Pipes in the Measure

The Hazen-Williams formula for flow through pipes given by Equation 3.6, includes

the friction coefficienl, C;¡ which is dependent on the material of the pipe as well

as the age of the pipe. In general, as the pipe ages, it losses some of its carrying

capacity. It can therefore be argued that the hydraulic redundancy inherent in the

network decreases with time. This age factor can be introduced in the mechanical

redundancy measure so that it can correl.ate more with hydraulic redundancy as the

system deteriorates u'ith age. Therefore the fundamental redundancy function can be

modified include the age of the pipes (tinks). It should be noted that the inclusion of

the age factor parameter under this circumstances is not a statement of tire dynamics

of the system but rather a statement of conditions at specified time intervals.

TÌre concept of 'useful entropy'function given by Equation 3.8 in Section 3.1.4

is proposed to handle this problem. Tiris function satisfies all the axioms and is

essentially a modification of Shannon's entropy. The parameter'u;'in Equation 3.8

has to be modelled to account for the aging of the pipes, however.

Modelling of the Age Factor Parameter

Lel u¿ in Equation 3.11 be represented by u¿¡ fot link zj and this be the age factor

parameter fo¡ the pipe material in this link. The use of the age factor parameter,

u¿¡, ís not to represent the age of the pipe in the network. It is to reflect the degree

of deterioration of the pipe with age, or in other words the reduction in its carrying

capacity and hence its contribution to redundancy. Ãs C;¡ is the only parameter

(of the pipe parameters of diameter, length and smoothness) in the IIazen-Wiiliam
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empirical equation that changes with the age of the pipe capacity, it is therefore

proposed that the age factor parameter be derived from it.

The Hazen-Williams friction factor, C;¡,is a dimensionless parameter determined

experimentally from laboratory studies which, for the pipes of the same structural

material, will reflect their age and degree of deterioration. Note that since the Hazen-

Williams friction coefficients also depend on the material of the pipe, use of the C;¡

factor also permits a differentiation between the carrying capacity of two pipes of

the same diameter, length and age but made from different materiais. The rate of

deterioration in carrying capacity of pipes also depends on the material from which

tirey are made. Changes in the Hazen-Williams friction coefficient are able to ¡eflect

this change very well. Furthermore, data for pipe age and their corresponding friction

coefficients can be obtained from the literature.

In general, values for tiie Hazen-William friction coefficient of new pipes vary from

100 to 150, e.g., values for steel and plastic pipes range between 140 and 150 while

brick pipes have values around 100. In cast iron pipes, C values can deteriorate from

about 130 to 75 over a period of 50 years. A plot of the age of pipe versus iogarithm

of tlre friction coefficient C;¡,f.or data obtained from Hwang (1981) is shown in Figure

3.4. A linear relationship was found to fit this data particularly well rvith regression

coefficient (-R2) r'alue of 0.935. Therefore the logarithm of the friction coefrcient will

be taken as being directly proportional to the age of the pipe in the links.

In this study a value of 150 of Hazen-William coefficient is taken as the upper ref-

erence point for the age factor parameter. All values are scaled dor'ç'n from this value.

The reference point value for the age factor parameter is 1n(1b0) : 5.0. Dividing

the parameter by 5.0 so that the age factor parameter for pipes u'ith Hazen-Williams

friction coefficient, C;j : 150, is equal to unity, implies the use of the scale factor 0.2

to the generai function. Hence the age factor parameter, which is time dependent, is
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given as;

uij(t) : 0.21n C;¡(t) (3.28)

where

Cr¡(t) : Hazen-Williams friction factor for pipe between node i and j after time ú

uíi(t) : age factor parameter after time ú

t - time after installation of new pipe in years.

The Modified Redundancy Measure With Parameters

Using the'useful entropy'concept, the age factor parameter uij ca;n be incorporated

into the basic entropy function of Equation 3.18 to give;

si:-Y,,,,1f^læl (32e)

wlrere uij the age factor for link zj incident on node j.

The entropy function including both path parameter and age factor is now ob-

tained by modifying Equation 3.26 as foilows

sj:_t,,,li^ffi)l r,,or

Equation 3.30 can be factorized to give

si : -,f=,,,,|ff]'" lil.l,,,,lfl^",, (831)

All variable definitions are as previously defined.

3.5.3 overall Network Redundancy After Function Exten-

sion To rnclude Dependent Paths and Aging rssue

With the inclusion of the new parameters ø¿i and, u¿¡, there is the need to modify

the overall network-wide redundancy function given by Equation 3.1g. The modified

È7Ð
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explession is similar to Equation 3.14 with the parameters u;; and ø¿¡ included, as

shown below as:

i¡ :-Ë lg vpr"-&-l (s82)
i=r1,1 Q" aiiQ"l

The individual contribution to network redundancy from node j, is the term in the

square parenthesis, 5;, as;

- 1@ 't..n-. ã..
õ 

- \- 
wzJYzJ 

1^ azJ5r: - ,L- A" 
t"ffi (3.33)

This contribution from a node can be decomposed as follolvs:

q. : - P u;¡q¿¡ Q¡ ,- qr¡ Q¡Pr- 
2 Q¡ a.o"'"4qa"

:-*lY-tu'#q-'ä Ê^tl
Letting

n(i)

Ðu'¡: (l¡
i=7

s,:*t,-r,*.r"*
Summing Equation 3.37 over the N nodes gives the overall network redunda¡cy as:

s:Ë lx,,]-Ë l,,H^læ) (3.38 )

Equation 3.38 is that of the basic function in Equation 3.19 but with [/¡, u,hich is

the sum of age factor parameters of the links incident on node j, inciuded in the

second term. This second term is exactly the same as the type of entropy termed

'useful entropy'given in Equation 3.11. The network-wide redundancy can therefore

be described as 'a sum of weighted nodal useful entropies plus the useful entropy

among the nodes'.

(3.34)

(3.35 )

(3.36)

(3.37)
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3.5.4 Mathematical Properties of the Modified Functions

The modified entropy redundancy including all the parameters is given by Equation

3.31, which is the measure at individual nodes, and Equation 3.38, which is the overali

network redundancy measure. The first term in Equation 3.31 is 'useful entropy'

which satisfies ail the desired mathematical properties. The second term is a product

of a constanl (u;¡'Ina¿¡) and the variable ff. The variable ffi is a continuous

variable (0.0 < ff < t.O) and is linear and hence concave. The product of a constant

(z¿¡ ' in ø¿¡) term and the variable ff is tirerefore concave. The sum of two concave

functions is concave. Thus Equation 3.31 is a concave function.

The first term of Equation 3.38 is'the sum of weighted,S¡'s'. Since each,9; is

concave, tire first term of Equation 3.38 is also concave. The second term is 'useful

entropy', and as discussed before is also concarre. Tirerefore the network redundancy

function given by Equation 3.38 also satisfies all the necessary mathematical require-

ments. However, both these measures do not satisfy the symmetry property because

of tlre presence of the parameters,'tlij, o,¿¡, and (J¡. They will becorne symmetrical

only if these parameters have the value of unity. This does not mean, however, tftat

they are not adequate to give the desired result. The need for the parameters in the

functional form can only be satisfied at the expense of the 'symmetrical' requirement

which is not a rigorous requirement.

3.5.5 Further complications Due to the l{ature of 'Water

Distribution Network Operation

Dual Flow Directions In Some Pipes

There is still , however, an issue not completely answered by the measures, Equation

3'30 and 3.38. In the development of the entropy based redundancy measures, links
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considered to contribute to reliabiiity/redundancy at a node were those in which flow

was towards ihe node in question. No consideration was given to how those iinks

taking flow away from the node might contribute to redundancy. In the event of a

link failure, outfl,ow links from some nodes can become infl,owlinks to the same nod.es.

This situation occurs if loops exist in the network, a normal requirement in urban

distribution systems. If a link before (upstream of) node 'a' fails then flow can be

provided to that same node by diverting it around the other portion of the loop. The

outflorv link from node 'a' in that loop could then become the inflow link to that

node. This flow reversal is a critical aspect of permitting the system to adjust in an

attempt to supply as much of the demanded flows as possible.

These outflow links therefore provide, at least implicitly, additional flow paths

to a node and can contribute to the reliability of supply to the node. The entropy

function of Equation 3.30 can then be modified to include all incident links rather

than simply those which supply flow to the node under normal working condition.

The modified expression proposed is

(3 3e)

u'here 8i is the total of all flow leaving and entering node j b¡' links contained in tI ¡
andT¡ and thus expressed as follorvs:

(3.40)

Tr: ".t of outflorv links under normal fl.ou, conditions connected to node j
in which the link (j-k) belongs to a loop containing node j.

4 : tet of nodes on the upstream ends under normal flow conditions of iinks

incident on node j.

si : -,?o,un, li,^ åal- -à ",^w,^ ffil

Q'¡:Ðq¿¡*Ðq¡k
¿eu¡ t"el¡
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Restrictions on outflow links to include only those which are part of a loop containing

node j prevent the counting those outflow links from node j which are part of pure

branches. As shown in Figure 3.5, pure branches cannot assist with supply to a node

should one of the existing supply links fail. In Figure 3.5 ii is cÌear that link 7, which

is part of a pure branch, cannot contribute to supply of node 3 if a iink on either arm

of the main loop should fail. ^î, the network entropy, fo¡ this case is the same as ,9

in Equation 3.38 except ^9¡ in Equation 3.30 is replaced by Sj from Equation 3.39 to

give:

s:Ë l*"1-p.,1,'X] '"l*] (3.41)

Multiple Source Networks

Some water distribution networks may have several source nodes to serve the demand

nodes. This condition does not have any effect on the calculation procedures presented

for tlle redundancy assessment. The simplicity of including this arises from the fact

tirat, since all the nodes are interconnected, each node upstream of another node

is a 'source node' to the node downstream to it. The incident iinks are those links

connected to the upstream nodes which are the 'source nodes' to the downstream

node whose redundancy is being measured. If there are multiple sources directlv

connected, i.e., connected by a single link, to a demand node, then this node ma5,

have a multiple incident links so that it will have a non-zero measure of redundancy.

Therefore the measure will still be given by Equation 3.30 or 3.38 for both single

source and multiple source networks.

Multiple Load Pattern Networks

In real water distribution networks, the flows in the iinks are not fixed at a single value

but change with time due to changing demand at the nodes. Therefore one would
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question that since the redundancy measure is flow based (as given by Equation 3.30),

which flow pattern gives the redundancy measure?

A single value of the flow magnitude such as the average value over a period

of time may be used. If the network component sizing is done using peak demand

pattern, then the corresponding peak flows in the links should be used to compute

the redundancy measure. The question becomes one of defining the flow pattern

by u'hich the redundancy measure rvould be defined. Since the entropic redundancy

measure is a function of the manner of suppl¡' for a particular demand pattern, the

concept does not change simply because the dernand pattern changes. Rather, the

redundancy measure is defrned in terms of the flow pattern for which the system is

designed. Once the critical design conditions are defined, the entropy measure can

be determined.

Holevet, as is shown in a later section, the entropy function can be used to

design netrvorks for a range of demand conditions and flow patterns vrithout having

to explicitly evaluate all possible load patterns. This feature represents the most

valuable aspect of the entropv functions.

rnclusion of Redundancy contribution by Pumps ín the Measure

As explained in Section 3.4.2, pumps are considered as links in the network. The

arguments used to illustrate redundancy by virtue of the number of pipes and their

relative carrying capacities apply to pumps. The hydraulic characteristic of pumps is

given as:

hr¡:Aql¡tBq;¡

where h,¿j : pressure head of pump between nodes i and j

qij : pumping rate of pump betrn'een nodes i and j

A : constant

(3.42)
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B : constant

In considering pumps as links, the pumping rate is therefore related to the square

of the pumping head or Q;¡ x h!'s. Therefore if two pumps are provided in parallel,

and one has a very small pumping capacity relative to the other and the larger

pump fails, increasing the pumping l:,:te (q¿¡) of the smaller pump would result in

substantial decrease in the pumping head that can be achieved, hence the system

would not perform well. Tlierefore the closer the two pumps are in pumping capacity,

tire better the redundancy provided.

Therefore the redundanc)¡ provided by the use of multiple pumps connected in

parailel in the network can be included in the entropy measure by considering them

as links and their reiative pumping rate capacities used in the place of relative flow

rates of pipes in Equation 3.13.

Inclusion of Valves in the Measure

As explained in Section3.4.2, valves are located on links (pipes) in the netrvork. Their

presence is therefore the same as the presence of pipes. Their hydraulic characteristic

is the same as that of pipes, given by Hazen-\4¡illiams equation (Equation 3.9) but

v'ith the friction coefficient of the pipe on which it is located modified by that of the

valve. This is given by:

Q;¡: k(C¿¡ - CI4)ffi ' n?;""

wlrere C\lij : Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient of valve

C;j : Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient of the pipe on

which the valve is located

L¿i : length of the pipe on which the vaive is located

(3.43)



h;j : headloss through the pipe on whicir valve is located

p;i : diameter of the pipe on which valve is located

k : conversion factor for units.

Therefore, their presence in the netrvork and their contribution to redundancy of the

network is accounted for by the pipes on which they are located.

rnclusion of Redundancy contribution by Tanks in the Measure

Storage tanks v'ithin the network are modelled as demand nodes within the netw-ork

with the amount of water consumed at tliese nodes being equal to the volume of

water stored at these nodes (difference in the inflorv to the tanks and outflow from

the tanks multiplied by the time of storage). Hence the ¡edundancy of these nodes are

obtainable in the same manner as the redundancy measure for other demand nodes.

Their presence in the network therefore contributes to the redundancy measure for

the u'hoie netrvork.
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Chapter 4

EVATUATION OF THE

ENTROPY BASED

REDU]\DAI\CY MEASURES

4,L Introduction

In this chapter, the entropy based redundancy measures will be evaluated on the basis

of thei¡ performance relative to other traditional methods of reliability assessment.

As developed in tire previous chapter, the entropy based redundancy measures are

quantitative measures of netrvork reliabiiity . They are, however, relative quantitative

measures. An obvious question to be answered in using the measure is what is an

acceptable value of the entropic measure? Even more fundamental perhaps is what is

the relationship between reliability (as assessed b5' settr" procedure) and the entropy

based measures?

Tlie answers to the two questions are related to similar questions for reiiabilit¡'

itself' For exampie, what is an acceptable level of reliability? Since redundancy of
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a network is an essential contributor to reliability fo¡ tirat network, it may also be

asked what is an acceptable level of redundancy? This last question is very difficult

to answer as there are no procedures available for quantitative assessment of network

redundancy. Since the entropic measure is an indicator of the contribution of redun-

dancy to network reliability, the fact that numerical values have been determined for

redundancy provides a quantitative basis for comparing networks.

The entropic measure must, therefore, be able to distinguish between subtle dif-

ferences in network design, arising from variations both in layout and in component

sizing. Inherently better netr¡'ork designs by any specified criteria must be able to

be distinguished from less desirable designs on the basis of the same criteria. This

thesis proposes a criteria for tlús evaluation. In order to determine rvhether the pro-

posed entropic measures fuifill this requirement, they will be computed for a series

of network layouts and designs. The water distribution networks used in this anal-

ysis should be alternative designs for the same netu,ork (demand pattern) thai irave

inirerentll' different ievels of redundanc5' and reliability. A design model will be used

to generate such alternative networks for the evaluation process. The measures will

then be compared to a Nodal Pair Reliability (NPR) parameter and a Percentage of

Demand Suppiied at adequate Pressure (PSPF) parameter.

The NPR parameter has been used b¡' Quimpo and Shamsi (1988) and Wagner

et al.(1988a,) in water distribution netrryorks analysis. NPR measures the probabiiity

that a pair of nodes, in this case the source node and each of all otirer demand nodes,

are successfuliy connected. The analysis requires some assessment of the probability

of the links (pipes) failing. The algorithm used to determine the values of NPR is that

developed by Kim et ai.(1972). It is interesting to note that the entropic redundancy

function contains the variable q¿¡. The larger the value of q¿¡ generally the larger

the pipe carryilg the florv. (This assertion requires that the hydraulic gradient in
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each pipe be approximately equal. Such an assumption is not unreasor.able. Rowell

and Barnes (1982) assumed such a condition in their design model for looped net-

works). Examination of Table 4.1 shows that the iarger diameter pipes have smaller

failure probabilities. Hence the NPR parameter which directly considers probability

of link failure will also have an indirect consideration of the q;¡ terms in the entropic

expression.

Table 4.1. Failure Rates of Pipes for

the Determination of NPR

Diameter

(r")

Average Rate of Failure

(Breaks I Kmf Year)i

0.102

0.152

0.203

0.254

0.305

0.381

0.508

0.762

0.316

0.191

0.137

0.109

0.091

0.075

0.059

0.045

t Data From Su et al.(1987)

The PSPF parameter on the other hand indicates the hydraulic redundancy of

a water distribution network, and provides another means of assessing the flexibility

or resilience of lsater distribution networks. It was developed to overcome a major

shortcoming of the NPR parameter. The NPR parameter assumes that adequate

supply can be maintained to a node as long as there is at ieast one connection or
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path between a source and that node. No consideration is given to whether there is

sufficient capacity in the remaining path(s) to provide the necessary flow at adequate

pressure. The PSPF parameter assesses the performance of the network given faiiure

(removal) of a link in the network . Determination of the PSPF requires a hydraulic

simulation of the netvi'ork over a range of link removal situations. A diferent link is

removed in each simulation and the proportion of demand that is suppiied at adequate

pressure is noted. The hydraulic simulation is required in each case of link removal in

order to redistribute the flor¡' through the remaining links in the netrvork. The PSPF

therefore assesses the hydraulic flexibility of the system through flow redistribution

while the NPR recognises the probabilistic implications of pipe failure. As such,

used jointly, the two parameters give a good basis upon u'hich to assess the entropic

function.

The actual evaluation of the entropy measure u¡as as follows. A range of network

solutions (layout and component size solutions) for a given design problem (source and

demand situation) generated from a network design model of Awumah et al. (1989)

are used in the comparison of the entropy measure and the traditional reliability

measures. The model of Awumah et al. (1989) is able to generate both alternate

layouts and optimal component sizing. The use of their approach therefore provides

the opportunity to examine a range of alternative solutions with different costs and

different levels of ¡eliability and to observe or evaluate how the entropy measure

performs for each candidate solution.

The design problem solved bJ' the model of Au'umah et al. (1989) is described in

Figure 4.1, which shows all candidate links in tire netrvork, Table 4.2 which provides

the demands and minimum pressure at each node and Tabte 4.3 u'hich gives the

relevant cost information. The eight candidate solutions for the model of Awumah et

al. (1989) for this example network are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Table 4.2. Demand at Nodes and Minimum

Pressures for the Network

Node Demand (*" lh) Minimum Pressure (rn)

1

2

D
r)

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

T2

-1600

100

150

150

150

100

200

200

200

100

150

100

100

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

j Data From Arvunr.ah. et al.(1989)
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Figure 4.1: Initial Network Layout Showing Link and Node Characteristics
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4.2

4.2.L

Table 4.3. Cost Data for Pipes

Pipe Diameter Cost Per l\4eter

(*) ($ l^)
Pipe Diameter Cost Per Meter

(-) (81*)

0.025

0.050

0.080

0.100

0.150

0.200

0.250

0.300

0.360

0.410

2

5

8

11

16

23

aÐ

50

60

90

0.46

0.51

0.56

0.6i

0.66

0.69

0.71

0.76

0.81

0.86

130

170

300

550

750

1050

1200

1500

1800

2200

$ Data From Awumah et al.(1989)

Entropy Based Redundancy Measures for the

Candidate Networks

Introduction

The entrop)'based redundancy measures developed in Chapter 3 are used to compare

lhe mechanical redundøncy inherent in the networks given in Figure 4.2. In the first

instance the basic entropic redundancy measure at a node in which no parameters

were included (as given by Equation 3.13) was used to obtain redundancy at the nodes

of the layouts. The overall network redundancy measure based on this ^9¡ and given

by Equation 3.19 was also calculated for the networks. The average values of the
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nodal entropy measures and the maximum and minimum values for each candidate

layout were a"lso evaluated. These values are shown in Table 4.4.

The second type of redundancy evaluation for the netrn'ork performed was based on

an entropic measure that include the path parameter and age factor parameter. This

nodal entropy measure is given by Equation 3.30 and the overall network redundancy

measure is that given by Equation 3.38. The resuits of these measures, which are

given in the same form as the first type above, are shown in Table 4.5.

The values of a third type of measure, based on the entropic redundancy measure

that included the path parameter and age factor parameter and also considered the

case rn'here flow directions rvere allowed to change (i.e., links are bi-directional) are

also provided. The nodal entropy measure in this third case is that given by Equation

3.39. The corresponding overall network redundancy measure is given by Equation

3.41. The values of these measures are summarized in Table 4.6. Note that in the

last trvo t5'pes of entropy measures the age parameter u,'as assumed the same for each

pipe so it does not have any impact on the relative rralues of the measures for different

nodes.

4.2.2 Discussion of the Results

Tlre primary difference between the layouts in Figure 4.2 is the number and extent

of loops contained in them, each loop representing at least one redundant link for

a demand point. If a node has one or more redundant links, it has more than one

path to the source. Network layouts with the same number of loops will therefore

be expected to have redundancy measures that are close in value. The number of

Ioops contained in the layouts are therefore included in the tables giving the entropic

redundancy nreasures.
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Table 4.4 Redundancy Measures Based on Basic Entropic

Functions without any Parameters

Layout

Number

No. of

Loops

Nodal Entropy,
l.

s) Overall Network

Maurora, .îIAverage Maximum Minimum

1

2

t
Ð

4

5

6

7

8

1

1

J

.1

Ð
rJ

4

4

5

0.041

0.059

0.154

0.154

0.179

0.215

0.240

0.279

0.455

0.654

0.646

0.646

0.676

0.678

0.676

0.685

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

2.303

Ð 9ttr
¿¿. ùÐt)

2.367

q ÐrÐL. ¿r) ù

2.378

2.424

2.465

2.632

t Based on Equation 3.13

f Based on Equation 3.19

Table 4.4 shows the entropy neasures derived from the flow patterns in Figure

4.2. The maximum and minimum values in this table represent the maximum and

minimum t'alues for the nodes in each of the layouts. Minimum value of zero imply

that there are nodes u'ith zero redundancy values. The average values are the average

of the redundancy measures for all the nodes in the network.

Exarnination of Table 4.4 shows that the values of all entropic measures of redun-

dancy increase with the number of loops in the network, a result which is consistent

with the physical interpretation of redundancy upon which the various measures are

based. In particular, layouts 1 and 2, which are poorly looped layouts, have the

smallest measures of redundancy. As the number of redundant links in the layout

ittcreases, all the measures of redundancy increase despite the differences in the dis-

tribution of flow ratios at the nodes. The results also show that different redundancy
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measures are obtained for layouts that have the same number of loops. Layout b

has a higher measure of redundancy than Layout 4 although both have three loops

or redundant links. This difference can arise for two reasons. Firstly, a node having

'redundant' links may have flow ratios in its incident links which. are closer in value

to each other. One of the axioms upon which these redundancy measures are based is

that the redundancJ¡ measure at a node increases as the flovr capacities in the incident

links become closer in value. This is the case for layout 5. A second explanation is

that one layout may have a 'concentration' of redundancy occurring u,here it carries

more u'eight, i.e., at a location with higher (Q¡lQ")'".It was previously claimed that

network redundancy measures derived from a weighted combination of nodal redun-

dancies a e more appropriate than those derived from unweighted combinations and

shouid therefore include these factors. Intuitively, and on the basis of these weighted

measures' it is therefore more advantageous to locate additional redund.ancy in the

'upstteam' part of the netrvork vi'here its benefit will be passed on to more nodes

downstream, than to locate it in the end zone (locations furthermost from the source

node) of the network. Once again this is the case for layout 5 rvhere redundant links

occur at nodes 5 and 8, relative to iayout 4 rn'here redundant links occu¡ at nodes 8

and 11. Hence, layout 5 has higher average nodal redundancy and also higirer overall

netu'ork redundancy (S) than layout 4.

The table also indicates that the change in tire redundancy measures from one

layout to another is not very pronounced. Increasing the loops in the layouts from

one to eight resulted in an increase in overall network measure of only 0.829.
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Table 4.5 Redundancy

Functions that

Measures Based on Entropic

Include Parameters

Layout

Number

No. of

Loops

Nodal Entropy, ^9j Overall Network

Measor", 
^91

Average Maximum Minimum

1

2

Ðù

4

5

6

I

8

i
1

J

Ðr)

3

4

4

5

0.041

0.059

0.284

0.246

0.276

0.430

0.436

0.612

0.455

0.654

1.150

1.070

1.100

1.310

1.390

L.420

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

2.505

2.620

3.r47

3.120

3.150

3.340

3.530

3.780

t Based on Equation 3.30

i Based on Equation 3.38

Table 4.5 shows the results for entropy redundancy calcuiations for the networks

based on the functions that include path parameters (o;¡). These parameters are

derived for each node rvithin the network based on formulae presented in Chapter 3

(Equations 3.21 to 3.25). Age factor parameterr (r;¡) are not used (tirey are set to

unit¡') because the networks a¡e considered as ne\4,1J¡ designed. The results shown in

Table 4.5 iridicate that the conclusions drawn for Table 4.4 aiso apply. However, the

differences in the measure for the different layouts are no\4¡ more pronounced. There

are also notable increases in the t'alues of the ar¡erage nodal redundancies, the max-

imum nodal redundancies as well as the overall network redundancies redundancies.

This increase in the value of the redundancy is due to the fact that the actual number

of paths between the source and the nodes are included in the neasure whilst in Table

4.4 the measures are based on a simplification of the actual situation or more specif-
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ically the number of links incident on a node. Consider node 8 and 12 of layout 1 in

Figure 4.2. Node 12 has only one path from the source (1-2-3-6-9) while node 8 has

two paths (1-4-5-8) and (1-2-5-8) indicating that node 8 has more flexibilty than node

72. Node 12 obviously has zero redundancy, and node 8 sirouid have some amount

of redundancy. Therefore, since node 8 has trvo paths (albeit partially overlapping),

part of the redundancy at node 5 with the two independent paths (1-2-5) and (1-4-5)

should be carried over to node 8. Values of redundancies in Table 4.5 based on path

parameters (o;¡) are therefore greater than those in Table 4.4.

Table 4.6 Redundancy Measures Based on Entropic Functions

that Consider Bi-directional Links

Layout

Number

No. of

Loops

Nodal Entropy, ^9jt Overall Network

M"usur", ^9i
Average Maximum Minimum

1

2

ó

4

5

6

7

8

1

1

Ð
t)

.)
ù

tù

4

4

5

0.7L7

0.283

1.109

0.971

i.111

1.383

7.Att

7.577

0.540

0.690

1.470

1.350

1.330

1.680

1.640

1.960

0.000

0.000

0.600

0.630

0.860

1.090

1.090

7.270

2.707

3.120

4.850

4.640

4.880

5.340

5.690

6.230

t Based on Equation 3.39

f Based on Equation 3.41

The same conclusions for Table 4.5 apply to the resuits in Table 4.6 but with

further increase in the values of all the redundancy measures. This increase in re-

dundancy measure value occurs because the potential ¡eversal in flow direction irr the

liriks is now recognised. This recognition increases the number of feasible paths be-
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tween the nodes and the sources, thereby increasing the redundancy of the networks.

It can also be observed that apart from Layouts 1 and 2, ail iayouts have a minimum

nodal redundancy greater than zero and at least 0.60 reflecting the availability of

alternate paths from the source to each node.

Conclusion

Three cases of the entropy based redundancy measures deveioped in Chapter 3 were

applied to the networks designed using the model presented in the previous section.

All three cases gave consistently good results in that they all showed increasing re-

dundancy with increasing number of loops in the networks. The first case is a Less

accurate measure and is an approximation of the more refined measure of the sec-

ond case. The last case is an extension of the second case. Differences that were

obtained for the layouts that have the same number of loops were partly due to

the location of the ioops within the iayouts and partl¡, due to the variation in flou,

magnitudes (or variations in pipe sizes in the network) as described in the discus-

sion in this section. The results indicate that the entropy based redundancy measure

is capable of identif¡'ing subtie diferences that may exist between two layouts that

are verJ¡ close in configuration, a property that is desirable for a good measure for

redundancS'/reliability of water distribution networks.

4.3 Hydraulic Redundancy Simulation Model

4.3.7 Introduction

This section examines the entropy based redundancy measures presented in the pre-

vious chapter in terms of how well they reflect the network performance as indicated

by the extent to which the network is able to supply flow under a range of single iink
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failure conditions. The basis for evaluating network performance in this context is

the percentage of the total demand supplied at adequate pressure when the link has

failed, i.e., has been removedfrom the system. This parameter, henceforth referred to

as P S P F, shows not so much the performance at a specific location in the network

as the performance of the network as a whole. As such it refers to network-wide

redundancy' A hydraulic simulation is used to develop lhe P S P F values for each

of the cases examined. The P.9PF values so determined are then compared with

entropy based redundancy measures.

4.3.2 Rationale and Scope of Simulation

The objective of the simulation is to measure the reduction in service that occurs

in the network when a single pipe fails (in other words to evaluate the ability of

the network to respond to a single link failure). Level of senice within the network

will be measured by tlie total percentage of tlie totai demand required at atl nodes

that can be supplied such that the residual nodal pressure heads are not less than

some minimum requirement. Links (pipes) wilt be failed or remo\¡ed from the let-
work singularly, resulting in each case in a new pipe layout configuratiol, which is

then assessed on the extent to which it is able to satisfy the required ievel of service.

Singular link failures are assumed because the joilt failure of trvo or more iinks can

be considered to be very small since the probability of failure of pipes are generally

very small and most reliability or flexibility evaluation of u-ater distribution networks

are in practice performed on the basis of a single link failure. Furthermore, u,ater

distribution networks are usually complex. IIence going througli all possibie combina-

tions of multiple link failures is practicaily impossible. Single link faiiure redundancy

assessment is therefore widely applied and accepted in the literature (e.g., Mlagner et

al., 1988b, Lansey et aJ., 1g8g).
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The simulation is deterministic rather than stochastic because the probability of

pipe failures are not incorporated in the model. The pipes are simply removed one at

a time and the effect of this removal on the network measured. This is because it is

designed only to check if ttre measure reflects the ability of the networks to respond to

failure conditions. This ability is termed mechanical redundancy which is essentially

deterministic because it is a property of the geometric configuration and carrying ca-

pacity of the elements of the netvsork. These properties are predetermiled and fixed

at the design stage, hence the measure of mechanical redundancy is deterministic.

Furthermore, this simulation is not designed to evaluate the performance of the net-

works under all possible conditions (of link failure or change in loading patterns) but

rather to check if the redundancy measure developed can differentiate between the

performance of two networks under the same failure and demand conditions.

The following assumptions or simplifications are used in the alalysis:

1. The simulation is performed on a designed network. A designed network is one

in which the pipe sizes have been optimized so that the pipes can supply all

the demands at the nodes at the minimum pressure head and there will be no

'surplus' pressure head in the system. The pipe sizes are therefore known and

fixed so that when there is a link failure, the reduced layout a.lso has its pipe

sizes knor¡'n.

2. The demands at the nodes are known and constant. Although these demands

are not constant in practice, their daily fluctuations are smoothed out and

averaged for this purpose. This assumption is consistent with current research

practice in water distribution network design.

3. The source pressure head is assumed constant. This assumption implies a grav-

ity fed netrvork. or equivaientl¡', a fixed level of head of a pumped supply. It
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also implies that the flexibility within the network is measured and evaluated

with respect to a singie fixed level of hydraulic head.

4. In the event of a link failure, flou' directions in the links can be reversed so tirat

all nodes rvould have at least one supply path to the source (Flow reversal is

defrned as flow in a direction opposite in direction to that in the original layout).

This assumption is consistent with reality in which flovi, directions in pipes are

permitted to change in order to provide flow paths to a node.

4.3.3 Description of the Simulation Approach

Step L: Design of the Original Network

Design the initial network and note the pipe sizes in each link and the heads at

each node. The design of this network can be done using numerous models found

in literature. In this work, the model of Awumah et al. (ig8g) is used. The final

heads at the nodes, which are greater than or equal to the minimum required heads,

are obtained from the design model and designated as the service heads, Hs¡, for

all nodes j in the netvgork. The pipe sizes for each link are also obtained from this

model.

Step 2: Analysis of the Reduced Network For Hydraulic Feasibility

A link is removed from the network and the new layout is baianced by reversing

flow directions and changing fl.ov' magnitudes in the links such that all demands at

the nodes can be satisfied. (Note that this process does not guarantee supply at

acceptable pressures). The Hardy-Cross network solver is then used to analyse this

new netrvork. The heads at each node j obtained from the Hardy-Cross proced.ure

are designated as f¡j. With the removal of a link, the pressure heads at some nodes
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will be less than the minimum required because, with the removal of a link, some

links will now have to carry flows larger than that in the original design in order that

all nodes can be fully supplied. This adjustment in flows results in higher headlosses

with an associated lowering of nodal heads.

Step 3: Evaluation of Impact of Link Failure

With the iowering of pressure heads at some nodes below the minimum required,

there is a need to improve the pressure at these nodes to give the required quality of

flow at the nodes. One method is to increase the diameter of some of the pipes or to

increase the static head rating of the pumps. These alternatives cannot be considered,

ltou'evet, because components are considered designed for the particular network. The

objective of the simulation is to check the degradation of tlie given network when there

is link failure. The components of the network can therefore be considered as having

been installed. The only approach available to increasing the nodal heads is to reduce

the flow that can can be supplied to the nodes. Lower discharges at the nod.es result in

lowe¡ flou- magnitudes through the links, lower Ìreadlosses in their lirks and therefore

improvement in tire nodal pressure heads.

However, in this evaluation another rnore realistic approach is used. Since de-

mands are imposed upon the system, they are assumed to be fixed. The polic], for

evaluating the impact of the failure of the links is therefore to determine how much

of that total network demand is met at minimum pressure or greater.

Step 4: Iterations to Obtain The pSpF parameter

The percentage of the total required network demand that was supplied with the

failure of the specified link in the network is then calculated by dividing the total

flow demand supplied at adequate pressure by tlie total demand in the complete
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network (This process assumes, of course, that the complete network supplies all

demands at adequate pressure).

Each link is removed successfuily (with the previousl¡, f¿11.¿ link being brought

back into the network) and the process repeated. After all links have been sequen-

tially temoved, the average values of the parameter P S P F for that network can be

evaluated together v'ith its standard deviation, the minimum and the maximum val-

ues for use in the redundancy assessment. The schematic for the model is given in

Figure 4.4.

4.3.4 Application of simulation to the Example Networks

This simulation model u'as applied to the networks shown in Figure 4.2. Thenetwork-

lvide ent¡opy based redundancy measure for these networks were also computed using

Equation 3.41 with the nodal redundancy measure, ,9j, given by Equation 8.3g, re-

placing the ,S¡ in Equation 3.38. The redundancy measuïes in these equations reflect

the case where flot' direction reversal is included in the redundancy measure and this

rvill be more appropriate for comparison with the hydraulic redundancy measure since

in the simulation process) flow direction reversals u,ere allowed.

In Equation 3'38, all the age factor parameters were set equal to ulity, as this

case refl'ects a new design and all pipe components are assumed to be of the same

material and ner¡' (i.e., u;¡ : 1 for all pipes). A summary of yalues obtained for

the PSPF of all networks are sholrn in Table 4.7 [col. 3-6]. Examination of this

table shows cleariy that increase in the value of the entropic redundancy measure

[col' 2] corresponds to improved overall network performance as indicated by larger

mean P S P F values. It sirould be recognised that those layouts with smaller standard

deviation of PSPF do not have extreme sirortfalls relative to the mean performance.

Thus networks with larger mean and low standard deviation P S P F values have more
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flexibility in responding to link failures. This is clearly shown in layout 8 which has a

high redundancy measure (a step larger than other layouts) corresponding to its high

mean and low standard deviation PSPF values.

It is also interesting to note that higlier mean P S P F values tend to be associated

with lower standard deviations. This situation is due to some extent to the fact that

as the mean increases the possible deviation above that mean decreases in range due

to the upper limit of 700% on all values.

Similarly it is possible to differeutiate betu'een layouts which have similar mea¡.

PSPF values on the basis of tbe PSPF standard deviation values. The maximum

and minimvn PSPF values for each layout also give an indication of how rvell the

redundancy measure relates to netrvork performance. Comparing layouts 3 and 4,

it can be seen that layout 3 has a slightly larger redundancJ¡ measure reflecting the

higher mean and smaller standard deviation in the P S P F values of the layout. Layout

4 has a minimum PSPF substantially lower than the minimum for layout 3. Tire

minimum PSPF vaiue for layout 4 is, however, considerably lower than the next

smallest PSPF t'alue for that layout (The next smaliest value for layout 4is 63.I3%.

This value is not shown in Table 4.7). Layout 3, on the other hand, has another

PSPF value quite close to its minimum value. (This other PSPF valueis 55.8J and

is also not shorvn on the table). Layout 4 has, therefore, a single case of considerable

weakness while layout 3 has two cases of relative weakness (relative to conditions in

layout 4). Thus, although tllere are specific differences betv,een the two networks,

the performance on a network-wide basis is quite close and is reflected in the values

of the redundanc)' measure.
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Table 4.7. Entropy Measures of Network wide Redundancy

and PSPF Values for Layouts in Figure 4.2

Layout

Number

Global Redundancy

^J.ct-
PSPF Value (%)

V'*lt" l*l

S q¿c,-
#t Q""i

¡r
T
1=!

Standard

Mean Maximum Minimum Deviation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1

2

Ð
t)

4

5

6

7

8

2.707

3.120

4.850

4.640

4.880

5.340

5.690

6.230

77.86 100.0 40.63 15.49

79.20 94.84 43.44 15.25

83.07 100.0 51.84 16.27

82.93 100.0 35.94 17.97

84.02 100.0 55.60 15.10

84.96 100.0 49.19 15.98

85.98 100.0 55.00 12.47

88.74 99.68 58.40 11.76

t Based on Redundancy N{easure Including Flow Reversal, Equation 8.41

Tlris similarit¡'is useful because P S P F measures redundancy indirectly and the abil-

ity of the network to respond to a single link failure (flexibiiity) u'ith the possibiiity

of flows to be redirected in the presence of such a failure.
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4.4 Determination of rr[odal Pair Reliabitity

(NPR,) Parameter

4.4.t Introduction

The next stage of the evaluation process is to compare the entropy based redundancy

measures to the probabilistic reiiability index called Nodal Pair Reliability (NPR).

Use of a probabilistic reliability measure is necessary because a fundamental objective

of adding redundancy to a s¡'stem is to improve its probabilistic reliability.

Several approaches for the computation of the reliability of stocirastic networks

exist and all vary in the degree of compiexity. All suffer from the same problem of

exponential order of compuational time, horvever. The approach used in this section

to compute the NPR's for the networks is that of Kim et al. (1972) and is described

below.

4.4.2 Method of Calculation of NPR

Phase f

Since t'ç'atel distribution netrvorks are usually ver¡' complex, it will be appropriate

to exploit any simplification techniques availabie which will not affect the final re-

sults of the calculations. Water distribution networks are composed of series-parallel

configurations and non-series-parallel configurations. A series-parallel network is a

netrvork that can be reduced into a tree (netrvork u'ithout loops) by performing series

and parallel reductions (to be explained shortly). A non-series-parallel network is the

type that cannot be reduced into a tree network.

A series reduction is performed by repiacing two or more links, connected in

series to any two nodes, by u single link. The reliabiiity of this single link is given
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by Equation 4.2 below. The probability that these two nodes are connected is not

affected by this replacement. In the same manner, a parallel reduction is performed

by replacing two or more sets of links, each set consisting of links connected. in series

and ail sets connected to the two nodes in parallel by a single link. The reliability of

this nerv link is given by Equation 4.3 belou,-. Once again this replacernent does not

affect the probability tirat the two nodes are connected. Both types of reductions are

further iilustrated in Figure 4.5.

The actual process of simplifying tire network proceeds as follows. Perfo¡m se-

ries and parailel reduction of all components and replace each new set by a single

component with the ¡eliabiiity of the set based on the following relationship:

a) The reliability of a series set, -R, of z serial members, each rvith reliability Ã; in
the set, is given by:

,L

A":II&
a=1

b) The reliability of a parallel set, Ro 
"f n parallel members, each rvith relaibiiit¡, Ã;

in the set, is given by:

4:r-ntt -a,l (43)
i=l

This process should be repeated for the network until a non-series-parallel system

rvhich is irreducible is obtained.

Phase If

For the reduced netu'ork, (the network developed after performing series and parallel

reductions), enumerate all path sets from the source to the sinks (demand nodes) of

the network' The path enumeration technique presented in Appendix A can be used

for this enumeration.

(4.2)
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Phase fII

Construct an equivalent reliability biock diagram of ail paths between the source and

a sink' The block diagram is a parallel set of the enumerated paths. Each path has

a set of components (series reduced). If a given component occurs more than once

in the parallel set of paths, then an assumption of statistical independence between

these paths cannot hold. The two parailel paths are dependent because with a given

component occuring in both paths, the failure of the component results in the failure

of the two paths.

The reliabilitS' block, which is a set of parallel paths, assumes that the failure of

one path is independent of the failure of another, and this will no longer be a yalid

assumption. If every component appears in only one of the parallel paths, then tire

reliability function given by Eq. 4.3 witl apply directiy to these parallel sets of paths.

If statistical dependence exists am.ong the paths, the operation defined by Equations

4.4, 4.4a, and 4.4b is used to make the necessary correction.

l+"] =ro,
r+'ith the foilowing properties holding:

(4.4)

(4.4b)

(a.aa)
l+ (+,')] =f [+,r]

i+(+")] #n[+,']
where 'ir,ir-.-,i¡ are any non-negative integer portrers of p; and p¡ is reliability of

component j. The validity of and logic behind the development of Equation 4.4 is

given in Appendix C.

The powers of p¡, i.e., i1, iz...,i¡, occur in an expression of reliabilityfor a system

because of the repetition of p¡in the parallel set of paths from source to the sink (e.g.,
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Equation 4.3). For example, if the operator is applied to an expression [plerp[ef;) the

following holds:

lplprptpil- : ptpzpzp¿

\Alhen this operator is applied to any set of terms, it results in a solution in

u'hich there will be no terms with powers greater than unity. The application of this

operator to a system of paths with cornmon components results in the correction of

the probability of path failure to reflect statistical independence among the paths.

Consider the constructed reliability block from the source nod.e s to a given de-

mand node z' Let the number of parallel paths in the block be r. Define the compo-

nents of the path in this set by tr¿(s, z). Let the components in a path be de¡oted by

b¿¡, each, u'ith reliability fu¡ (defined as the probability that component ó;¡ has not

failed). The reliability of this system, Rsz (defined as the probability that the node

z is connected to the source s) has been proven in Kim et at. (1972) to be equivalent

to:

(4 5)

rvhere the operator [ ]- is as defined above.

The reliabilty given by Equation 4.5 for the pair of nodes (s, z) is tire parameter

N P R or nodal pair reliability.

4.4.3 Application of the Method to the Example Networks

The i/PÃ \vas cornputed for all demand nodes in each of the networks shown in Figure

4'2. In order to perform the calculations, it is necessary to obiain the probabitity of

faiiure and hence the reliability Ã;¡'s for the links of the network. The pipe failure

rates given in Table 4.1 were used to obtain these probabiiities. The breaks for

pipe size were assumed to be distributed acco¡ding to the Poisson distribution. The

Rsz : 
lt 

- ,q (' - ,,,.11",., "")]
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assumption of a Poisson distribution has been used previously by Goulter and Coals

(1986), Lansey et al. (1987) and Quimpo and Shamsi (1988).

TIre Poiss on parameter for the analysis is given by:

n(j)
À¡ : Ð r¡¡"L¡r" (4 6)

/c=1

where À¡ : av€rag€ number of failures per year for link j
rjk : number of breaks per kilometer per year for pipe size È in link j
L¡," : length in kilometers of pipe size k in iink j.

The probability of failure of a link is therefore given by:

pj:i,f.#) en)
æ=L \ JJ" /

u'here p¡ : probability of one or more breaks in link j
t : the number of breaks.

In this work, a single failure condition u'as considered as the hydraulic redundalc¡,

measure given by P S P F parameter evaluates the degradation of the network u'hen

one link fails. Hence n :1 and Equation 4.12 ¡educes to:

Pj : Àie-^¡ (4.18)

The -¡/P.R values for the networks under these conditions are summarised in Table

4.8 beiolr'.
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Table 4.8 NPR

Obtained

Parameters and Entropy

for the Layouts in Figure

Measures

4.2

Layout

Number

Number of

Loops

Nodal Pair Reliability (NPR) Network Entrop¡'

r^9ilAverage I{aximum Minimum

1

2

Dù

4

ð

o

t

8

1

1

tù

ó

.)
ù

4

4

5

0.8010 0.9529 0.6724

0.8081 0.9292 0.6110

0.8377 0.9240 0.6916

0.8338 0.9240 0.6840

0.8397 0.9442 0.6803

0.8741 0.9900 0.6870

0.8526 0.9561 0.6825

0.885i 0.9930 0.7092

2.707

3.720

4.850

4.640

4.880

5.340

5.690

6.230

t Based on Eq. 3.41

The variation in the value of the a\¡erage N P R given in Table 4.8 indicates that

significant increases in the a\¡erage network reliability (as defined by the /./P.R) gen-

erally occur rvith increase in redundancy as specified by the entropic measures. Net-

works in the same class (same number of loops) have approximately the same a\¡erage

NPR, and there is a stepwise increase in this reliability measure as the number of

loops in the network increases. Except fo¡ a feu' discrepancies, there is also a general

increase in the maximum N P R values and minimum /{P-R values with increase in

redundancy. The minimum l{P-R value in the network is also an indicator of hovy

reiiable is the network, particularly, in terms of the weakest portion or nodes in the

system. Hence Layout 8 which has every NPR greater than or equal to 0.7092 can

be taken as being more reliable than Layout l which has at least one NPR value as

low as 0.6724. There also appears to be a strong relationship between the entropy

based network redundancy measure, ,î, urrd the average NPR measure. The only
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discrepancy that occurred was between Layout 6 and 7, where Layout 6 with a lorver

.9 *.urrrr. has the higher aveïage N P R measure. rlowever, Layout 6 also showed

higher maximum and minimum y'/P.R values than Layout 7. This discrepancy can be

attributed to the fact that there is a basic difference between redundancy (which may

be hydraulic or mechanical) and probabilistic reliability (or mechanical retiability).

Comparing both layouts, it can be observed thai layout 7 has the redundant link 8-g

connecting nodes 3, 6, I and 12 resulting in a more redundant layout wþile layout

6 has its redundant link 8-11 connecting only node 11, leaving nodes 3, 6, g and 12

isolated therefore weakly connected. The entropy based redundancy measures aïe

able to identify such weaknesses r¡'hile probabilistic reliability (given by average value

of N P R) is not able to do so.
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Chapter 5

TNTR,OPY BASED DESIGI\

OPTIMTZATIOI\{ MODELS

S. L Introduction

In this chapter the entropic redundarc5, -"urores rvhich have the abilit¡, to assess

the two aspects of reliabiiity are formulated in such a manner that they can be

included in mathematical optirnization design approaches. The measures developed

in Chapter 3 and evaluated in Chapter 4 are incorporated into u'ater distribution

netr'r'ork design models. In Chapter 4 it was asserted that the usefulness of the

entropy based measures for the design of rvater distribution networks \4¡as related to

their ability to consider simultaneously the redundancy aspects of both the layout of

the netrvork and the component sizes (pipe diameters). The general u'ater distribution

network optimization model incorporating mathematical statements of the entropic

redundancy measure will be formulated. This rnodel is then applied to netlsork design

problems.
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5.2 General Entropy Based Models For the De-

sign of Water Distribution Networks

5.2.7 Introduction

In developing an optirnization model for the design of water distribution net.w,orks

in which entropic redundancy measures can be recognised, two possible methods are

available. One possible approach is an optimization formulation in u,ftich the objec-

tive is to minimize the cost of the network while imposing, in addition to the usual

hydraulic constraints, a set of constraints of a minimum permissible level of entropy

(redundancy) in the network. Tlie alternate approach is to maximize the network

redundancy subject to the necessary hydraulic constraints, and a constraint on the

netrvork cost (budget constraint). In this second approach, if tlie cost constrailt is

not iircluded, tiren tlte solution obtained wili be approximateiy equal to that u,hictr

would be obtained if the network reliability was maximized, or more specifically, if
the hydraulic redundancy of the network w-as maximized. Both approaches to tþe

netrvork design problem will be used for the design model.

In both approaches, it is assumed that the \t,ater demand at the nodes are knou,n.

Bot,h tlie case of a single set of nodal demands and the case of multiple sets of nodal

demands n'ill aiso be included. The single set of demands case is henceforth referred to

as tlie 'single demand pattern' while the multiple set of demands case as the ,multiple

demand pattern'. The minimum permissible residual pressure head is assumed to

have been specified and may be diferent for different nod.es within the netrvork. A

variable permitting continuous pipe sizes is used in the model. This assumption is not

realistic for practical purposes. Howeter, a continuous pipe size solution can easily be

converted into comrnercially discrete pipe size by converting the link into two lengths

of pipe which provide the same hydraulic characteristics as the unavailable pipe size
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over the whole length of link. The diameters of the two 'replacement' pipes are the

closest commercial sizes to the non-commercial pipe size in the link but with one

being the next smallest and the other the next largest. The total length of these two

diameters is equal to the total length of the link. This approach has bee¡ used by

Quindry et al. (1981).

5.2.2 Model A: Cost Minimization Model

This model is a classical netrvork optimization model with redundancy imposed as an

additional constraint. N{athematically, the modei is stated as follows:

a) Objective Function

The objective of this model is to minimize the total cost of the network. Two types

of costs are identified, Capital Cost and Energy Cost (operational cost).

Capital Costs

The cost of installing pipes in tÌre network is usually considered as the capital cost.

This cost is a function of the pipe diameter and its length, and the follorving relatio¡-

ship is adopted (developed by U.S Army Corps, 1gS0).

C ST¿i: 0.39rr:5t (5.1)

where C ST¿j : unit cost of installing pipe betu,een nodes i, and, j,

in $ 106 per Km of pipe length.

D;j : diameter of pipe in meters between. nodes i, and j.

The total capital cost for the network is therefore given by

n -*"uo: Ð oz9L;¡D!;st (5.2)
:àj=7
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wlrere L¿j : length of pipe betv'een nodes i and j, in km.

N L: total number of links in the network

Cp = total capital cost for the network, in $ 106.

Since the lengths of the links are fixed, the first two terms of Equation 5.2 are constants

and can be replaced by a single constant terrn, a¿¡, defined by;

a;j 0.39Lij (5 3)

Thus Equation 5.2 becomes;
NL

Co: Ð d;jDl;5'
i j=1

(5 4)

Energy Cost

(5.5 )

x'ltere C" : energy cost for ¡etrvork

e - price of unit quantity of energy

Q¿j : flowrate of water in pipe between nodes i and j

å,¿; : pressure headloss in pipe between nodes i, and j

Aj : flo* demand at irode j

-Flr¡ : ss¡f ice pressure head at node j

N : total number of nodes in the network

,^/l= total number of links in the network

The energy required to drive water through tlie netu,ork is

of water and pressure ireads in the network. This cost can

[¡r¿ N I
Ce: € lÐ ø,th,t + Ð l¡¡1, 

I

lij=t j=t 
J

a function of the flo.w' rate

be defined by;
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where

It is desirable to express the energy cost in terms of the pipe diameter, D;¡, and

tlre lreadloss through the pipe, It;¡ as it wilt reduce the number of variables in the

objective function thereby reducing the complexity of the non-linear model. The

following expression derived from the Hazen-William flow formula (Equation J.6) can

be used for this puïpose;

Q;¡h¿t - K;¡h!;54 Dl;63

wlrere K¡¡ is a constant given by;

(5 6)

þ'¡

A¡ in the second term of Equation 5.5

constant. Therefore let 7¡ represent the

(5 7)

: ekC;i
T o.54u;:

(5 8)

is the demand at the node u'hich is a known

constant terms of this second term, rvb.ere;

ijC;j :

k-

kC',Il;¡ : i oå
"¿j

Hazen-\4rilliam friction coefficient for link

conversion factor fo¡ units

Let the constant te¡ms in the fi.rst term of Equation 5.5 be representedby þ;¡ where;

1j: e\j (5.9)

Tlre service head, H¡, can also be expressed in terms of the headloss å.;¡ by the

foilou'ing expression ;

Hj:H"+(2"-z) t h;i
{ijl'€p"¡

wlrere H" : pressure head at the source node

Z, : height of the source node above datum

Zj : height of node j above datum

(5.10)
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P"j: set of links betwee' the source node s and demand node j.

Zr, Zj, and H", are all constants. By setting

Ài:H"+2,-zj (5.1i)

Equation 5.5 becomes;

NLNl\
C.:Ðg;¡hl;san2,;u'+Ðrls,- t t,¡l (5.12)

ij=t j=t \ ;¡ep"¡ /

r¡'here all variables and constants are as defined above.

The objective function is the rninimization of the sum of all the costs, as defined

b)' Equations 5.4 and 5.11 and is given by;

h[i,nirnize ,r: T.(on¡Dl;u, -r Ê;¡hl;saD,'i,rr) + Ër, (^, - Ð o,r) (5.18)
¿j:t j=7 \ ¿¡e p,¡ /

rvhere C¿ is the total network cost.

b) Constraints

1. Constraints to Define Flow in the Links

These constraints are required to ensure that floli- in each link is correctlS, defined in

terms of the headloss through that link.

Single Demand Pattern:

e;¡ : K¿¡h.?,'nn?j'" v link,s {i, j} e NL (5.14)

Multiple Demand Pattern:

q¿jr:K;¡hl;taD2r;63 V de¡nands teTD (5.1b)

V ti,nks {i, j} e NL
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where T D : set of multiple demand patterns

q;jt : flow in iink from node i to node j for demand pattern /

l¿¿jt : pressure headloss in link frorn node i to node j for demald pattern /

and K;¡ is as defined by Equation 5.7.

2. Flow Continuity Constraint

Continuity of flows must be observed at all nodes. Thus the difference between total

inflor¡'to and outflor¡'from a node must equal the demand at that node.

Single Demand Patte¡n:

u'hete å, : head at node z

lE, > h¡l : set of links connected. to demand node j and in which the Ìread at

node j is less than that at the node 'i at the other end of the link

Similarly,

lE¡ > Eol : set of links connected to demand node j and in rvhich the head at

node j is greater than that at the node k at the other end of the link

I\{ultiple Demand Pattern:

(5.17)

where all terms are the same as defined for the single demand pattern case but now

qualified by the index / for all demand patterns in the set of multiple demand patterns.

t q;j - f qjt": Lj V nod,es j (5.16)
{¿,j}eth>r.¡l {j,r'i€ltj>å¡]

Ð Q;it - Ð qjt"t : Ljt V nod.es j
{¿,i} € [,"i > ].¡l {j,¡} e tl'¡.> l,rl

V dem,ands IeTD
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3. Nodal Pressure Head Constraint

The pressure head at each node in the network must neither be below some minimum

value nor above some maximum value specified.

Single Demand Pattern:

H¡*o,>-Hj>H¡*;n V nodes j (S.fA¡

wlrere H¡,oo, : maxirnum pressure head aliowed at node j
H¡^;n : minimum pressure head allorved at node j
Hj : se*'ice pressure head at node j as gi'en by Equation b.10

i\{ultiple Demand Patte¡n:

H¡^o,,I2H¡2Hj*;n,t V nodes / (5.1g)

V dernands IeTD

where the index I refers to the particular demand pattern for the appropriate yariable

defined above.

4. constraint to Ensure that Net pressure Headloss is Zero

For hydraulic consistency, the net pressure headloss in the iinks of e\¡ery loop must

be equal to zero.

Single Demand Pattern:

where LOOPS : total number of loops in network

LP+ : set of links in loop Lp in which the flow di¡ections

are positive (clockwise)

Ð h.¿j Ð h.¡¡:0 V LP € LOOPS (b.20)
ijet P+ jkeLp-
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LP- : set of links in loop LP in which the flow directions

are negative (counterclockiryise)

N{ultiple Demaird Pattern:

t h;j,t- I lt.¡r",t:0 V LPe LOOPS (5.21)
ijet p+ jke.LP-

V I eTD

5. Nodal Entropic Redundancy Constraint

The entropy redundancy (as it represents a measure of reliability) at each demand

node must be constrained to be above some miniïnum value. This restriction permits

the model to act as both a layout and component design model. It also permits the

model to eliminate links between nodes, i.e., select D¿j 0, if its cheaper to do so

while maintaining the desired level of redundancy.

Single Demand Pattern:

si:-1,',,1i^ffi)].r,-,,- v nod,es i (522)

wlrere S¡^;n: minimum entropy allowed for node j (specified b1' the user)

S¡ - entropy at node j, given by Equation 8.30

and all other variables as defined for Equation 3.30.

Multiple Demand Pattern:

si:-Y,',,1ffi^ffi)llsi^¿nvnod'esi (5zB)

V dernands IeTD
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5.2.3 Model B: Entropy Maximization Model

a) Objective Function

The objective of this model is to maximize the overall netu,ork entropic redundancy.

The entropic expression used for the objective given in Chapter 3 as .î in Equation

3.38. The objective function for this model is therefore:

r,,raæi.rnize s: Ë lX',1-å [",X]^læl þ24)

where ,9 : overall network entropic redund.ancy

S¡ : entropic redundancy at node j given by Equation 3.30

Uj : age parameter for node j given by Equation 8.36
n(j)

O, : 5-o".1J L azJ
z=7
N8":ÐQ¡

J=\

¡/ : total number of demand nodes in network

"(j): number of links incident on node j

The .9¡ values in Equation 5.24 are as defined in Equatiot 5.22.

b) Constraints

All constraint sets in Model A, given by Equations 5.13 up to 5.20, are valid for

I\{odel B, except constraint set numbe¡ 5. This const¡aint set is replaced by the

direct inclusion of the entropy measure into the objective function.

5. Budget Constraint

The following constraint is theoretically optional. It is, however, normally required

in practical applications as budget is always an issue and it is not normall¡, feasibie
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to design a network for madmum redundancyfreliability. It is the network budget

constraint and is necessary if it is desirable to obtain a network wifhin budget limits.

The total network cost is Q given by Equation 5.11. Hence the budget constraint is:

(5.25)

tl'lrere Cr^o, : maximum total netrvork cost allowed.

Either Model A or X{odel B can be applied to the design of network under re-

dundancy restrictions. However, the choice of v'hich model to use depends on what

feature of the redundancJ' is of interest. In Model A it is possible to control the

restriction at each node (Equation 5.22). It is also possible to place restrictions on

the minimum allorvable netrvork-rvide redundancy by adding the fotlorving constraint

to the model:

s : Ë læ''l- å i", *l^l*1.'^ (5.26)

rvhere 5- is tlie minirnum network-rvide redu'da'c¡' ailowable.

l\{odel B on the other hand is only able to optirnize network-u,ide redund.ancy.

Holet'er, the restrictions on the minimum allowable redundancy at any nod.e can be

imposed by including Equation 5.22 or 5.23 in the constraint set.

5.3 Application of the Models

In this section the application of the design models formulated is investigated. In one

case, the design model is applied to examine the relationship, or rnore specificaliy the

trade-off between system cost and system reliabilit¡' and system redundancy. In the

second case described in Section 5.4, the model is applied to the design of a network

previously examined in the lite¡ature.

NLNl\
Ð ("'ini;u' + 0,¡tl¡unn?;u") + Ðr, (^, - Ð n,,l r C,,no,
;j-7 j=r \ ¿jep"¡ /
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5.3.1 Application To a I{etwork

As a first step, Model B without either a budget constraint or individual nodal re-

dundanc¡' constraint, was used to dete¡mine the maximum network cost for Layout

3 in Figure 4.2' The budget constraint was then included in l\{odel B and decreased

from the maximum determined above in step sizes which d.ec¡eased. as the 'distance'

from the 'maximum netr¡'ork cost' increased (Note that the reverse proced.ure is pos-

sible, i.e., start with the minimum network cost and increase the right-hand side of

the budget constraint up to the maximum netvrork cost). The right-hand-side of

the cost constraint was lowered until the network, rvhich initially consisted of three

loops, collapsed into a branched (tree) network without loops. This branched net-

work represents the least expensive network iayout and has the lowest reliability ald
redundancy values.

As expected at each lot'r'er budget limit, a solution with a lor¡,er overall network

entropy redundancy resuited. The network reliability, as defined by the /¡rpÃ r,alue,

was then computed fo¡ each netr¡'ork. The network hydraulic redundancy as denoted

by tlre P S P F parameter r¡'as also determined using the simulation process outline in

Chapter 4 for the network solutions.

Table 5.1 below shows results obtained for the different model runs. Further

details on the application of the model to this network, such as the cost and other

coefrcients used and the diameter obtained for the links, are given in Appendix D.

Since the model is non-linear (both in objective function and some of the constraints),

the formulation was solved using the non-linear optimization GRG2 package of Lasdon

and Waren (1984).
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Table 5.1 Results of the Cost Constrained

Maximum Entropy Model Runs

Run

Number

(1)

Constrained

Network

Cost($ i06)

(2)

Total Cost

Savings

($ to6)

(3)

Netrvork

Entropy

(,9)

(4)

Average

Network

Reliability (FPE)

(5)

Average

Network

PSPF (%)

(6)

1

2

ô

4

5

6

7

I
o

10

11

72

0.682

0.675

0.670

U.CrbÐ

0.660

0.655

0.650

0.645

0.640

0.630

0.620

0.604

0.000

0.007

0.012

0.017

0.022

0.027

0.032

0.037

0.042

0.052

0.062

0.078

2.079

2.077

2.052

1.967

1.867

1.683

1.4tl,l

1.300

1.117

0.844

0.567

0.000

0.843

0.842

0.841

0.838

0.833

0.825

0.817

0.809

0.804

0.795

0.788

0.776

83.02

82.50

82.20

81.70

79.00

75.10

71.80

67.90

63.80

57.30

54.50

50.50
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The graphical presentation of these results are given in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3

below. Figure 5.4 shows the variation in network layout with the various levels of the

netr¡'ork entropy.

Discussion of Results

It can be observed from Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 that the trade-off cur\¡e of the network

cost savings versus netrvork redundancy has the same general shape as the network

cost savings \¡ersus its reliability as given by the al'erage NPR parameter, and its

lrydraulic redundancy as given by the average PSPF parameter. The'kink'in all

curves occur at the same cost level, the curves having a very steep slope cost savings

betrveen $ 0.0 up to $ 0.01 x 106. Fo¡ cost savings above that level, tl-re slopes are

rnild for all curves. However, in the case of the curve of network cost savings versus

PSPF parameter, another steep slope occllrs for cost savings between $0.05x106 and

$0.08x106. This steepness of slope is due to the fact that,in this region, the layout

collapsed from the three looped network into branched netu'ork resulting in a sharp

decrease in network cost but with a milder decrease in the hydraulic redundancy. The

very small pipe diametets, in other words very small capacity links, occurring in the

three loop network did not contribute significantl¡' to redundancv. However, due to

economies of scale tireir existence lr¡as quite expensive. The removal of these small

diameter pipes in the subsequent steps allowed a relatively large decrease in cost with

littie effect on overall redundancy.

This steep slope is however not as steep as the first slope discussed previously.

Since the best compromise solution is often located around the 'kink' of the trade-

off cutve, the solution set identified using the multi-objective entropic redundancy

approach is likely be very similar to that obtained using the traditional multi-objective

reliabiliiy approach. These results are consistent with the evaluation of the entropic
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Figure 5.4: Variation in Network Layout with Network Entropy (5)
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redundancy performed in the previous cirapter and imply that, for large complex

networks such as real water distribution systems u,here reliability calculations will
be computationall¡' impossible or hydraulic simulation of ali solution networks on the

trade-off cur\¡e will be too exhaustive to perform, a multi-objective analysis of network

cost and reliability using the more computationally efrcient entropy method (entropy

method took 180 seconds on IBM PC 286 compactible compared to a similar network

which used 200 minutes on a mainframe in Su et al., 1987) liolds some promise. More

work is needed , ltowevet, to ascertain rvhether tire results are generally applicable to

all netrvorks.

The essence of the above work is that a formal statement of the redund.ancy (which

is positively correlated to the hydraulic performance of the network under link failure

conditions as well as to the netrvork reiiability) has been formulated in such a fashion

that it can be incorported directly iirto classical optimization models.

5.4 optimum Design of a Large Network using

the Entropy Based Models

6.4.1 Introduction

In this section, the entrop5' based optimization models developed at the begining of

this chapter are used to optimally design a large netlvork (a netrvork larger than those

normally used in the iiterature to eva,luate ¡eliability measures. A network of about

20 nodes, 30 links and 10 loops or greater can be considered as large). Either of the

two models can be used to design a water distribution network. In this case Model

A, in which the entropy is constrained at each node individually while minimizing

network cost, is used. This option has the advantage that it prevents t¡e network

design for a particular cost having a good network-wide or mean redundanc\¡ measure
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at the expense of one or more relatively unreliable spots occurring in the network.

This approach reflects classical system reliability methods in which it is generally

desired to achieve good network reliabitity while maintaining some restriction on the

reliability of the 'weakest' sector. In other words the system is 'oniy as good as its

weakest link'. A similar approach was employed in the reliability analyses of Goulter

and Coals (1986), Bouchart and Goulter (1990) and Goulter and Bouchart (1gg0).

Placing entropy restriction at the nodes while minimizing netrvork cost still per-

mits tlie model to eliminate links betrn'een nodes if it is cheaper to do so and still

maintain the desired level of nodal redundancy. As such this option permits the

model to act as botli a layout and component design model.

5.4.2 Application To A Given Large lrletwork Example

The model was applied to tlie network used by N{orgair and Goulier (1g8b). This

Iayout, showing all candidate links, is shorvn in Figure 5.5. The Morgan and Goulter

network was selected as their model used to design the network considered a large

number of demand cases and broken pipe combinations. The resulting network there-

fore has redundancy in terms of being able to handle a range of flows under differe¡t

pipe failure conditions and provides a good basis b¡'which the proposed entropy based

redundancy neasure can be evaluated.

This layout also has two sources. As noted previously multiple sources do not

present an¡' difficulties for the procedure as the entropy measure is based upo¡ flou, in

tlie links incident on a node, rather than the original source of that flou,. Furthermore

the two sources impl5' added redundancy and reiiability for the system relative to a

single source system as a node has to be isolated from two sources before supply is

completely cut off.

The demands at each node and the minimum pressure heads for the problem are
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Figure 5.5: Candidate Links for Network (Morgan and Goulter, 1gB5)
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the same as in the original problem of X4organ and Goulter (1g85) and are shown in

Table 5.2. Wirile Morgan and Goulter (1985) had to use BZ loading cases to obtain

their result, only 5 ioad cases were used here. Each of tlie BZ loading cases of Morgan

and Goulter (1985) was aIì imposition of an emergenc), load at one node combined

with the normal demand load at the remaining nodes. Five critical nodes representing

the most vulnerable nodes to link failure under five loading pattern were identified.

These critical nodes are 'terminal nodes' or nodes most downstream in netrvork suclr

that all nodes in the path connecting the source and the terminal node have higher

nodal pressure than that at the terminal node. Imposing the emergency load at this

terminal node as a design condition implies that emergency demand at any of the

intermediate nodes can be satisfied given that emergency demands occur at one node

at a time and the magnitude of this demand is less than o¡ equai to that imposed at

the terminal node. A different critical or terminal node rvas identified for each of the

five loading cases in Table 5.2. This same concept of identifying critical nodes 1r,as

employed in the model of l\{organ and Goulter (1985). Five d.emand. cases rvere used..

The fir'e dernand cases rÃ'ere handled simultaneously by the model, i.e., the complete

hydraulic constraints for all five load cases lr,ere incorporated in the constraint set.

The lengths of each link are as given in Morgan and Goulter (1g8b) and are shown

in Table 5.3' Since the model is non-linear (in both objective function a¡d some

constraints), the formulation u¡as again solved using the GRG2 non-linear package

of Lasdon and Waren (1984). The solution of the formulation yielded contiluous

pipe sizes r¡'hich were then converted into equivalent discrete commercial sizes of two

Iengths for each link.

The design model was run for a series of restrictions on the minimum permissible

value of the entropy based redundancy measure at eacir node. In the first instance,

entropy values at each node were restricted to be greater than or equal to 0.20, this
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value being equivalent to the statement that each node should have at least two equal

capacity incident links [mathematically, -0.5In0.5 - 0.5ln0.5 r 0.20]. Tire entropy

values \'v'ere successively lorvered, i.e., tire redundancy (reliability) requirement became

less restrictive, down to 0.50.

Application of the formulation produced tlie la5,6lr¿ shown in Figure b.6. Figure

5.7 gives the optimal layout determined by Morgan and Goulter (1g85) und.er BZ toad

cases. A comparison of the pipe sizes obtained fo¡ the range of entropy constrained

formulations and those obtained from the l\{organ and Goulter procedure is shorvn

in Table 5.3. The netrvork u'ide global redundancy measure is given for each of the

solutions delivered from the entropy approach. Due to the pipe failure basis of the

X'Iorgan and Goulter model, it is extremely difficult to generate this entropy measure

for that network. For this reason, no network entropy value is given for the Morgan

and Goulter solution.
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Table 5.2. Demand at Nodes and Minimum

Pressures for Layout in Figure 5.6

Node NIin. Head (m)

Demand Patterns (flow in *"lh)
(1) (2) (5)(4)(3)

I

2

.)

4

Ð

IJ

7

I
0

10

11

T2

-tJ

74

15

16"

77

18

19

20

75

tÐ

,7e
td

72

96

7a

ti/

72

70

69

77

70

64

73

/.)

96

67

70

70

67

165

220

r45

165

165 165

220 220

145 745

165 165

165 165

220 220

r45 745

165 165

140 140

775 175

180 180

140 140

i60 160

770 170

160 160

190 190

200 200

150 150

140 140 140

1Èrr/Ð 1l,l 1tð

300 180 180

740 140 140

160 160 160

170 170 170

160 250 160

190 190 190

200 200 200

150 150 240

165 165 165 285 165

140 r40 740 140 740

185 185 185 185 185

165 165 165 165 285

x Source Nodes
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Entropy Model Layout (For Entropy Levels > 0.50-0.20)

Figure 5.6: Entropy Based Model Layout Solution
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Figure 5.7: Morgan and Goulter (1985) Model Layout Solution
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Table 5.3. Comparison of Solutions from

Model and Morgan and Goulter

Entropy Constrained

(rsss) Modet

Pipe Diameters (meters) and Lengths (meters)

l\{organ and

Goulter Model

Entropy Constrained Model (Nodal Entropy Levels)

Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth

0.15 113

0.20 407

0.25 797

0.30 93

0.30 377

0.35 239

0.20 680

0.20 474

0.25 206

0.20 315

0.25 555

0.20 520

0.25 460

0.20 577

0.25 183

0.20 520

0.15 309

0.20 581

0.25 1120

0.30 610

0.30 236

0.35 444

0.13 479

0.15 391

0.20 280

0.25 480

0.20 520

0.20 25

0.25 865

0.20 207

0.25 913

0.30 610

0.13 858

0.15 72

0.13 980

0.20 739

0.25 2L

0.20 520

0.15 300

0.20 590

0.25 203

0.30 917

0.30 610

0.20 680

0.13 269

0.15 601

0.13 635

0.15 345

0.30 1120

0.20 46

0.25 564

0.20 356

0.25 324

0.35 472

0.40 208

0.15 260

0.20 610

0.15 r27

0.20 853
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Table 5.3. Continued

P.ipe Diameters (meters) and Lengths (meters)

l\{organ and

Goulter Model

Entropy Constrained Model (Nodal Entropy Levels)

Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth

0.40 750

0.25 620

0.35 547

0.40 259

0.15 98

0.20 582

0.i5 42

0.20 438

0.20 773

0.25 687

0.20 770

0.20 472

0.25 418

0.25 727

0.30 23

0.15 620

0.i5 109

0.20 690

0.20 303

0.25 377

0.15 i54

0.20 326

0.15 860

0.25 37

0.30 733

0.20 316

0.25 574

0.25 557

0.30 193

0.15 620

0.15 165

0.20 635

0.15 47

0.20 433

0.15 860

0.15 620

0.15 42

0.20 758

0.20 408

0.25 272

0.15 232

0.20 248

0.15 860

0.25 287

0.30 483

0.25 620

0.30 130

0.15 620

0.20 355

0.25 445

0.15 107

0.20 573

0.15 285

0.20 195

0.20 813

0.25 47
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Table 5.3. Continued-If

Link

Pipe Diameters (meters) and Lengtlis (meters)

Morgan and

Goulter Model

Entropy Constrained NIodel (Nodal Entropy Levels)

0.50 0.55 0.60 0.70

Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgih Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgtll Dia. Lgth

350

620

2I

22 0.20

0.25

0.15

0.20

0.20

0.25

0.20

36

584

345

325

Ðt,ùùa

453

i150

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.20

0.35

0.40

0.20

0.25 350

0.30 620

350 10.25 350

543 I o.ro 620

77 I

615 I o.ro 226

55 I o.ru 444

418 |oro 58

BT2 I o.ru Ts2

rr¡o I o.r¡ 28

I 
o ro rr2.

623 I o.r¡ 1ee

rz: i o.ro b51

tT 
| 
0,, TI

5BB I o.zo 4Ts

oÐ4ù

24

25

0.2026 750

27

0.13 22 
i 

0.13

0.15 648 I O.rs

o.3o 246ioro

o.B5 544 |oru
o.2o rrso 

Iors
I 0.20

o.ls 108 lo.ru

015 642I

o.2o b33 | o.zo

0.25 1T I o.ru

0.15

0.20

0.20 500

0.25

0.30

311

359

463

327

196

954

750

164

386

00

451

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.20

0.40

28

to 0.15 118

0.20 382

0.35 240

0.40 2r0

0.15 63

0.20 437

0.35 r24

0.40 326

0.15 33

0.20 467

0.30 283

0.35 167

159

341

450IJ

444

30

r41



Table 5.3. Continued-ffl

Link

Pipe Diameters (meters) and Lengths (meters)

Morgan and

Goulter Model

Entropy Constrained Model (Nodat Entropy Levels)

0.50 0.55 0.60 0.70

Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgth Dia. Lgtlr

31

ÐÐ
ùL

.1.1

34

rJ tJ

36

qn
t)¡

0.i5 82

0.20 668

0.20 7r4

0.25 6

0.25 540

0.30 700

0.15 39

0.20 810

0.20 538

0.25 2r2

0.20 625

0.25 345

0.20 750

0.13 355

0.15 365

0.20 540

0.25 614

0.30 86

0.15 850

0. i5 750

0.25 970

0.15 49

0.20 707

0.13 538

0.15 r82

0.20 540

0.25 363

0.30 337

0.15 850

0.15 750

0.25 970

0.20 750

0.13 24

0.15 696

0.20 540

0.25 700

0.13 850

0.15 750

0.20

0.25

350 
I

620 
I

I o.z¡ 750

0.25 720

0.15

0.20

540

700

0.15 850

0.15 750

0.15 777

0.20 193

COST $ 1,950,699 8r,942,077 $ 1,952,191 $ 1,961,093 $2,007,012

.ç 2.5212 2.5361 2.5585 2.5744

5.4.3 Discussion of the Results

Both the entropy constrained and X{organ and Goulter approaches eliminated. some

of the candidate links. The Morgan and Goulter solution eliminated a totai of 6 links

(links 4, 9, 15, 19, 21 and 28). All solutions from the entropy models eliminated 4links

(links 9, 15, 19 and 28) all of which rvere also eliminated by the Morgan and Goulter
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approach. The two networks associated with nodal entropy > 0.50 and nodal entropy

> 0.55 are closest in total cost, $1,942,077 and $1,952,191 respectively, to that of the

solution of Morgan and Goulter whose cost was $1,950,698. Direct comparison of the

the approaches will therefore be performed using these three networks.

There is also a remarkable closeness in the pipe sizes for the remaining common

li'ks selected by the two models u,ith nodal entropy > 0.50 and ) 0.55 and the Mor-

gan and Goulter model. This closeness in the selected pipe sizes together with the

similarity in rvhich links were eliminated shorvs that the entropv constrained approach

is performing in a remarkably similar fashion to an accepted and more compiex pro-

cedure for designing reliable networks. Ilorvever, the entropy model required only 5

loading conditions and one solution from the optimization model compared to the

37 load patterns and the multiple iterations betrveen the network solver a¡d opti-

mization forrnulation required for the X{organ and Goulter's approach. Morgan and

Goulter's technique also required six iterations and 365 second.s on the AI{DAHL
5850 mainframe compared to the 240 seconds used b5, the entropy rnethod on an

IBM PC 386.compactible. The ease rvith which these results were obtained from

the entropy model indicates that the entropS, constrained option is an efficient means

of obtaining solutions comparable in cost and level of redundancy/reliability to the

solution obtained by larger and more computationall¡, intensive approaches.

The ^î (overaii network entrop5') values for all solutions shown in Table 5.3 and

Figure 5.6 suggest that the netu'ork entropy value is very insentitive to netrvork de-

sign (both layout and component sizing) and may be a trivial indicator of network

performance at this level of network compiexity. It should be noted, howeyer, that

the reduction in .1 value f¡om the netrvork design associated with nodal entropy )
0'70 to that associated with nodal entropy > 0.50 is2%. The reduction in cost over

the same two networks is just over 3%. Hence the cirange in redundancy is of the
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same order as the change in cost, which in this case is $65,000.

It should be noted that although the pipe sizes varied from ole constrained en-

tropy level to the other, the layout produced by the model does not. The sensitivity

of the results lies mainly in the pipe sizes selected to meet the nodal redund.ancy re-

quirements. The consistency in network iayout was due in large part to the fact that

the riglit hand side of the entropy constraints were not made sufficiently small. As the

minimum acceptable nodal entropy redundancy measure approaches zero yalue, more

links could be deleted and the network would degenerate into a branched network,

u'hich is not desirable for urban distribution s5,stems. The fact that the layout does

not change within the range of nodal entropy levels investigated suggests that the

formulation is capable of identiff ing fundamentally reliable/redundant networks, at

least in comparison rvith results from other well accepted models, without havilg to
be too concerned with the level of required nodal redundancy specified at each nod.e.

The question of exactly what nodal entropy value should be used in colstraining

the design can only be answered through a more complete understanding of what

a particular level of redunadncy actually means. This issue is partially addressed

in the example application, holet,er. The value of 0.70 used to constrain the nodal

redundancy in the first step requires that at least two links (and associated paths

if the path parameter is included) of equal capacity be incident upon each node.

Each decrease in required nodal redundancy belou' this value represents some further

reduction in tire ability of the netrvork to respond to contingency conditions. If 
^g3

values of 0.70 are met and they represent trvo equal capacity links (or paths) on a

node there is a reasonable assumption of suficient redundancy in the face of single link
failure. Since reliabilit¡' is based upon the ability of the network to perform adequately

in ihe face of single component failure is the basis of current design practice, it
appears unnecessary to require nodal redundancy levels higher than 0.70. More work
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is required, holevet, to obtain a better understand.ing of what specific values of

entropic redundancy 
'''ean 

in terms of reliability, for specific layouts.

The overall performance of the entropy constraint approach in this example does

suggest that the approach has some merit in designing reliable/redundant networks

using simplified one-step optimization procedures.
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND CONCTUSION

The definition of redundancy /flexibility of water distribution networks is a very dif-

ficult probiem. It is difficult not only to formulate measures for these parameters

but also to define rvhat constitutes acceptable levels of these parameters for distri-

bution networks. A modified procedure and parameter for quantitatively assessing

and monitoring the reliability/redundancS'/flexibilty of $,ater distribution netrvorks

is proposed. The parameter is a relative measure and as such can be used at this

stage only to compare ¡edundancy among netrvorks rather than to assess the absolute

values of the reliability . It is the ability of the entropy parameter to recognise the

intrinsic redundancJ' of network layouts caused b¡,' alternate paths and flow re'ersal

possibilities and hou' such intrinsic redundancy contributes to system reiiability that

represents its contribution to the field of reliability analysis. The proposed measure

does not overcome all the diff.culties associated with stating and. evaluating relia-

bility in water distribution networks. However, it is sirown to provide a reasonable

statement of redundancy and therefore a surrogate for network reiiability.

Evaluation of the parameter by comparison with an accepted and ¡e.w measures

of reliability , Nodal Pair Reiiability and Percentage of Demand Suppiied at adequate

Pressure respectively, for a range of netwo¡k layouts indicate that the proced.ure can
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identify important differences, in terms of reliabilit¡, , among networks. However, the

most promising feature of the parameter is perhaps the ease with whic¡ it can be

incorporated into optimization design models for water distribution networks design.

As yet there are no reliability or redundancy measures which satisfy this condition.

Use of the measure in design of redundant or reliable networks for an example

problem demonstrates that it is capabie of developing reliable layout and component

designs without having to use the large numbers of load patterns or intensive itera-

tive approaches normally required. Formulations embodying the measure also appear

to have the capabilities of identifying reliable/redundant la5,eo1, which are quite in_

sensitive to the entropy level constrained at individual nodes. As such the measure

represents a first step in the development of computationally efficient fo¡mulations

for incorporating reliability directly into the design of water distribution netu,orks.

X{aximising tire measure in a network has an effect equivalent to maximising the ievei

of uniformity in capacities of the iinks incident upon the demand nodes. The use

or target of equal capacities to achieve irnproved redundancy/reliabilty is co¡sistent

with rece't developments in the desig' of reliable networks.

In a multi-objective f¡amework between network cost and the computation-

aliy intensive network reliability or hydraulic redundancv, the more efficient en-

tropy based redundancy measure can possibly be used for the generation of cost-

reliability/redundancy trade-of curves.

Fu¡ther work needs to be performed in determining vrhat particular level of en-

tropic redundancy actually means in terms of network performance. This work will
also provide a basis for selecting the level of redundancy to be used for a particular

situation' Since the provision of at least two paths to a node is a pre-requisite for
basic reliability, a nodai entropy equal to 0.70, rvhich corresponds to two links of equal

capacity incident on the node, appears to be a basic starting point.
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Appendix A

An Algorithm For Determining

The Path Paramet ecr-a¡

A. L Path Enumeration Step

The number of paths between the source and a node is determined by 1r,hat is known

as 'tie-set' method. A tie-set is a set of a system of components connected in series.

A tie-set fails if any of the components fails. The number of tie-sets in t¡e system

(source to node) is given by the parallel number of tie-sets. The system faiis if all

the tie-sets in parallel fait. The number of paths to be determined in this section is

therefore the determination of the number of parallel tie-sets, termed 'system tie-sets,,

all rvhich must fail before the node in question to be cut off from the supply source.

In order to determine the nurnber of paths from the source to the nodes in the

network, it is unavoidable to do some form of path enumeration. Path enume¡ation

is the first step in the determination of the path parameter a¡ f.or node j. In this

step, it is necessary to determine all the paths, dependent or independelt, betwee'

the source to the node in question, and also all the links in each of these paths. After
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this is done, a matrix formulation is developed to obtain the equivaient number of
independent paths and thus the path parameter a¡.

One method of doing the path enumeration is that due to Misra (1920). His

method involves taking the various powers of the connection matrix of the netwo¡k

to obtain the paths of different step sizes. A solution of the square of the connection

matrix will therefore give the two link paths between each node, and so on. A¡other
method of path enumeration v/as proposed by Aggarwal et ai. (1923) and modified

by Billington and Alan (1983). The method presented b5, Billington and Alan will be

discussed here and applied to this work. This is because their method is applicabie

to both unidirectional links (flow permiited in one direction onl,') and bidirectional

links (flow permitted in either direction). The method can also be computerized.

The method involved the transformation of the netrvork into a connection matrix
which defines the transmission of flow between the source and the demand node

of interest. In the connection matrix, zero is entered as an eleme¡t if there is no

connection between the two nodes, unity is entered rvhere the node is connected to
itseif (the elements on the principal diagonal) and the labei of iink is entered if the

trvo nodes are connected. The connection matrix of the network is built after doing

series reduction of all connections between the links in the paths of the node and the

source. This series reduction is done b_r, replacing a number of links in series between

any two nodes by a single link. The last rorv and the columns of this connection

matrix are organised such that the source node corresponds to the first row and the

demand node corresponds to the second rou,. The remaining nodes constitute the

rest of the rows, with their arrangement arbitrary. The last row and the last column

are then deleted after modifying the remaining entries of the matrix as follows:

C;¡(nezu) : C;¡(oId) * C¿^. Cnj V i : I,2,...(n- I) (á.1)

wlrere the nth row and column are the last ones in the matrix (to be deleted after this
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modification). This results in a new (n-1) by (n-1) matrix. The last row and column

of the new matrix are then deleted fthe (n - I)rn row and. (n - I)rn column] to give

a nell¡ ("-2)by (n - 2) matrix. The process is continued until a2x2 matrix of the

source node and the designated node results. This matrix will contain all the paths

between them. The process requires only (z - 2) steps for a network with ¿ number

of nodes, and in each successive step, the matrix size red.uces rapidly. The order of

the computation for the path enumeration for all nodes of a network of n nodes is

(z - 1)x(z - 1) or 22. Hence this is a polynomial time.

In its application to rvate¡ distribution networks, it is necessary to consider if
any of the links is undirected. An undirected link can be replaced by two oppositely

directed links, each given the same label in the enumeration process. The matrix

iteration process is then done exactly as described above to give tlie solution.

^.2
A Matrix Method For Determining The

Path Pararneter a¿¡

Step 1

First, do a series reduction of the paths from the source to the node for which redun-

danc¡' is to be measured ( series reduction is the conversion of a path thai is made

up of several links in series into one link path). This process is applicable because

whether the path consists of only one link or several links in series does not change

the fact that it is still one path. Therefore, with regards to the path parameter, this

series reduction is required.

After the series reduction, use the enumeration method described above to do

path enumeration of all paths for the node to obtain the 'system tie-sets'. The

various paths obtained using the method above will consist of both independent and
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dependent paths. It is norv necessary to determine wirich of them are dependent.

Therefore the formula given in Eq. .A.4 is used to convert the complete set of paths

into equivalent independent paths.

Step 2

Develop a PATH MATRIX for tire netrvork out of the resulting paths in the path

enumeration step. This process is done as follows;

¡ Let the links of the network be labelled as j - I,2, . .. Z for -t number of li¡ks.

¡ Let tiie paths from the source to the node be labelled ,i : 1,2,. . . Lp lot Lp
number of paths.

The elements of the path mat¡ix are therefore

P¿j :1 if link j belongs to path z.

P¿j :0 otherrvise.

Step 3

Sum up all the entries in each rou, and each column. Let

LP
SCj:Ðp,, V lintes j (A.Z).:1

and
L

SRi:ÐPu V path.s i (A.g)
j=7

SC¡ is then the sum of entries in column j and this repesents the number of pat¡.s

to which link j belongs and is the same as the degree, d.¡, of.link j. ,g.R; is the sum

of entries in row i representing the number of ]inks that make up path i.
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Step 4

Determine if each path is independent. Then remove the dependencies and compute

the path párameter for the path system. To do this, compute the following number

for every path:

(A 4)

rf N Pi : 1 for any path i, then this path is indepe'dent of other paths.

Consider an incident link on node j, labelled jæ. Let the set of paths to which
incident link jæ belongs be IX. This is the set such that pi,j, :1 for all links in the
paths.

There iT'ill be three different cases of path systems, depending on the values of
SC¿¡ and N&x.

a) SC¡, ) 1 and y'/P¡¡ ) 1.

This means there is more than one path through incident link jæ to node j.
These paths must be dependent because they have at least one common link,
link jæ. If there are tríx such patrrs in trre set .IX, define

NP¿ -j* iÉ n,.sc,f v path.s i
LJ=I I

SS¡,¡,: Ð Pn¡ V j =r,2,...L
ieIX

where SS¡,¡, representsthesumof degreesof alllinksinthesetof paths (i e IX)
to which the incident tink jæ belong. Let cæ be the set of all links in the set of
paths IX (j e cr) such that

^9¡,¡")0 V path.s€IX

Lel NC represent the total number of such links in the set c¿. The sum of the

degree of dependencies in these particular links becomes:

(-4.5)

DSC¡,:f[.9^tj,j.-1]
ieo
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TSR¡,:

Tlre equivalent terms for n¿¡, Y n, una
I=L

T S R¡" respectively. Therefore the path

is

The total number of degrees of the links in

is given by:

the paths belonging to the set IX

| .98;
¿eIX

M;¡
p ú in Eq. 4.4 are y'y'X, DSC¡, and
l-1

parameter for this case of path system

(,4 8)

j. The

(,4.9)

(A.7)

aj,:l,ix fr -#lI TSR¡"1
This value must therefo¡e be computed for all incident links for node

total number of effective independent paths at node j is therefore:

&j: Ð ot,
jæ€L¡

Where tr¡ is the set of incident links at node j.

b) SC¡": 1 and //P¡¡ : 1.

In this case there is exactly one path from the source to the node through

incident link jæ and this path is indeper.rdent of any other path i¡ the network.

Hence:

ct¡, : \ (,4.10)

c) SC¡,: 1 but NPtx > I.

In this case there is exactly one path from the source to the node through link
jæ, but this path is dependent on othe¡ paths in the path matrix. The path

parameter will no longer be unity, but a fraction of this. There will the¡e-

fore be the need to remove the dependency and obtain the effective number of

independent paths.

In addition to the IX defined earlier, define another term IY as the set of paths

which have links common to this path (for incident iink jæ). In order to identify
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this set of paths, let:

g;i: P¿¡.Ptx,¡ Vi.,i (,4.11)

For any path i, if R;¡-r, then i e Iy. on trre other hand if R¿j 0, then

i ø Ir'. Then:

S S¡,¡, : Ð Pri Vi : 7,2,. . .L¡ (A.I2)
;eIY

For every link i, if ss¡,¡, ) 0, then link 7 is a commo'link to the paths. Let
cI'- be the set of such iinks. The sum of degree of dependencies is given as

DSC¡,: f [SS¡,;, -r].&x,¡j€ct'

This term is the sa'oe as that for case (a) but is murtipried by the term p¡¡,¡.

This is because ivhile ss¡,¡, is to be the sum of the degrees of link j in paths of
set 1l', this sum may be for all paths link j belongs to other than the set 11.-.

A multiplication of (.9,9;,¡', - 1) bv p¡¡,¡ u'ilI therefore ensure that only li'ks
belonging to path IX will be considered. The sum of degrees of the links for
the set of paths IY is given as:

TSR¡,: | ^9Ã;
i€Iy

(A.14)

Therefore, for the incident link jæ r,r,ith one path rvhich is dependent on other

paths, the equi'alent number of independe't paths is nor¡,:

(,4.13)

(,4.15)&j,:¡rx fr -'#lL TSRj"J

witlr tlre nd term dropped since it is equal to unity.

.4'.3 Application

The matrix method described

layout numbe¡ 4 in Figure 4.2.

To An Example

above is demonstrated by application to node 12 of

The matrix method given in this section ilustrated
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through its application to one node of iayout number 4. The node to which this is
appiied is node 12.

a) Step 1

The given Layout 4 is first reduced using se¡ies reduction and re-labelled as

shown in Figure 4.1.

A connection matrix is generated rvith node 1 in row 1 and node 12 in row 2

and tÌre other nodes arra'ged arbitrarily as shorvn belou,;

77247811
111 A B 0 0 0

12 l0 1 0 0 0 0

410 0 1 D C 0

710 0 0 1 E F

810 0 0 0 1 c
11 l0 H 0 0 0 1

Delete row 11 and column 11 after the following operation; New entries

C¿¡(new) : C¿¡(oId) I C;,r, . Cn,j giving the follou,ing reduced matrix;

I72478

Delete node 8 and perform element modification step to obtain a nelv matrix;

111 A B 0 0

12 10 1 0 0 0

410 0 1 D C

710 Frr 0 1 E

810 GH 0 0 1
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Figure 4.1: Series Reduction of Layout 4 for Path Enumeration
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1t1
12 l0

410

72 47
A BO
100

CGH 1D
EGH+FH O 1

Delete node 7 and perform

matrix below;

the element modification step to obtain the new

Finally, delete node 4 and perform

solution matrix belorv;

the element modification step to obtain the

b) Steps 2 and 3

The last stage of the previous step shows there are four pathsets between node 1

and node 12, as summarised below (note that labels refer to the red.uced iayout);

Pathsets for Node 12 Layout 4

Nodes In Path Links In Path

1 (A) 7,12

2 (BCGH) 1, 4, g, 7r, 72 2, 3, 7, g

3 (BDEGH) 7, 4, 7, g, 17, t2 2, 4, 5, 7, g

4 (BDFH) 1, 4, 7, 7r, 72 2, 4, 6, 8

Path

4 l0 CGH+DEGH+DFH 1
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The next step is to construct a path matrix out of the enumerated paths. For

this example the path matrix is as follows;

Path Matrix For Node L2

Path, i

Link Number, j
12345678 SR;

1

2

Ðù

4

10000000
01i00011
010i1011
01010101

1

4

5

4

SC¡ 13 r21123
c) Step 4

The incident links for node 12 are links 1 and 8. Check if the paths through

these links to the source are dependent.

1. For incident link 1 (j*: L) Sq: 1 and Np1 :1. This is path system

(b), hence tirere is only one path to node 12 through link 1 and this path

is independent of othe¡ paths. Hence the patrr parameter

^ _1u1 1' 
- 

I

2. Forincidentlink8 (j*:8) ^$Cs:Band Nhx > 1. Thisispathsystem

(a) and there are three dependent paths through node g.

i) The set of the dependent paths, belonging to the set /x are: Ix € i : 2,8,4

(from the column under link 8). Hence y'/X : B.

ii) Compute .9^9¡,s for all tinks j.

^9^9¡,s: ÐP4 Vj
¿eIx
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Link j 12 3 4 5 6 7 8

SSr,. io B 1 z r r 2
1)
ù

Ssr,t >oiii) The set of links, ct, for which

2,3r415,6,7,8. Hence NC :7.
is is given by cæ € j =

iv) The sum of degree of dependencies is given by

DSCB = Ð(SS¡,, _ 1)
jeca

Tlris sums up to DSC, :6.

The sum of the degrees of the links in path set 1x is given by;

TSRa = Ð ^gÃ;:13
t€l'r

Therefore, the path parameter is given b¡,;

aB,Lz =,^rX ir -

&8,r2:tft-

v)

.ri )

6r
-l13J

DSCs]
_l

TSRsJ

:1.615

d) Siep 5

The effective nurnber of paths from the source to node 12 is

the sum of paths through links 1 and g;

therefore given as

d1z:1+1.615:2.615

IIence the 4 dependent paths to node 12 reduces to 2.G15 independent paths.
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Appendix B

Computer Program To Compute

tntropy Based Redundancy

Measures For any Network

Below is a listing of a computer program that will calculate the path parameters

for the incident links of every node in any given network, use them in conjunction
with flou's in the links and their age factor parameters to caiculate the redundancy

at each node and the overall network red.undancy given in Chapter B. The computer
language used to compile this program is 'C'. C is used because the algorithm used to
evaluate the path parameter involves the algebraic manipulation of character strings
(alphabets as iabels for links which are multiplied and added in the path enumeration

stage of the algorithm) and this cannot be done easily using the Fortran Computer
Language' The program consists of six sub-programs which perform the following
functions.
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Sub-program Nodef

In this program, the dimensions of the problem are defined. This is done in terms of
the maximum number of nodes in the network, the maximum number of links in the

network, and the maximum number of paths in the netrvork. The maximum number

of paths actualiy refer to the possible maximum number of paths between the source

and a node and not all the paths from all nodes to the source. Exact numbers are

not required, onlS' dimensions higher than those in the network to be considered need

be stated.

Sub-program Enter

Iu this program, the network characteristics are input as data. The source node(s)

are labelled and the links between each pair of nodes are defined and labelled. The

flow direction is specified by entering the 'head node' for the link first and the ,tail

node' last' If the link is bi-directional (flow is permitted in both directions), the link
is defined twice, with the end nodes definition reversed in the second data input. The

flow magnitude in each link as rvell as the age factor parameter of the link are e¡tered
as data' A name fo¡ this data is assigned by the user and the end of the data is
iildicated by entering the number '0' for a link (after defining the last link).

Sub-program Nodem

This is the main calling program for all sub-programs. The path paramete¡s obtained

from other sub-programs are used together with the flow data and age parameters to
ca"lculate the entropy based redundancy measuïes. All tables and solutions generated

are also printed in this main program.
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Sub-program Noder

In this Program' the node removal algebra (given as Equation 4.6) that ieads to the
solution of paths between a pair of nodes is executed.

Sub-program Counts

This sub-program constructs the 'Path l\{atrix' from the solution of patirs between

the source and the nodes. The sum of corumns sc¡, trie sum of rou,s, ^g-ft, of the
path matrix are also calculated. The incident links for the node are indentified, the
number of paths through the incident link, ,Â/X, is identified and the index .^/p for
the path system is computed. Al1 these are printed out as an output.

Sub-program Pathp

This sub-program checks for the three cases of dependency among the paths and

calculates the appropriate path parameter for every incident link in the network. The
path parameters acn be printed out or written into a data fi.le for use in computing
the entropy based redundancy measures.
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PROGRAM LISTING

/* x*x***** N O D E F r<***x****r¡xx*x** */

/x This fiie defines the sizes of data structures x/

fdefine IIEAP- SIZE 16884

ffdefine MAX- NODES 40

fdefine MAX- LINKS 50

fdefine MAX- PATHS 200

/>k 
>k*x*x**** E N T E R x**x**x*x***x*>r x/

finclude <stdio.h>

finclude <math.h>

finclude <string.Ìr>

fdefine MAT- SIZE 40

FILE *sysio;

char a[X4AT- SIZE][l\{AT_ SIZE];

double u[MAT- SIZE][MAT_ SIZE];

double q[X{AT- SIZE][MAT_ SIZE];

char instring[20];

char file- name[20];

void main(int, char*[2]);

void main

(
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int argc,

char xargv[2] 
)

)

{

int num, i, j;

char iink;

if (argc :: 1) {

printf("Enter the name of the fiie you wish to create ---+ ,, );
gets(file- name);

printf(" \o\t " );

] else

strcpy(file- name, argr'[1] ) ;

printf("Input the number of nodes -------+ ',);

gets(instring);

num = atoi(instring);

for (i : 0; i< num; ++i)

for (j : 0; j< num; ++j) {
if (i :: j) olilljl : ae;

else a[i][¡l : a8;

qlil[] : o'o

"[i][jl 
: 0.0

)

printf("Enter links (enter 0 to exit)\rr\r");

for (;;) {
printf("Link name -->");
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gets(instring);

Iink : instring[O];

if (link -- 43) break;

printf("Sou¡ce node --_l', );

gets(instring);

i : atoi(instring);

printf("Destination node ---+" );

gets(instring);

j : atoi(instring);

printf("Input the age parameter ---+',);

gets(instring);

"[i]bl = atof(instring);

printf("input the flow 
---+',);

gets(instring);

q[i][.¡] : atof(instring);

printf(" \r\tr" );
a[i][] : 1¡"¡.

Ì
sysio : fopen(file_ name, ,,*");

fprintf(sysio, " %d\n',, num);

for (i:0; i < num; **i) for (j:0; i < num; **j) fprintf(sysio,,,%c\n,,, u[i][¡]);
for (i : 0; i < num; **i) for (j : 0; j < nurn; {rj) fprintf(sysio, ,,%f\n,,, qli][¡]);
for(i : 0; i< num; ++i)
for(j : 0; j< num; ++j)
fprintf(sysio, " %f\n,', q[i][j]);

fclose(sysio);
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return;

Ì
l** I
/x,rx*x**x**x N O D E M *+:xx*x*x*xx+>r */

finciude <stdio.h>

Sinclude <string.h>

finclude <math.h>

finclude "nodef.c"

char a[l\{AX- ]\ODESI [MAX_ NODES] [2] ;

char *b[MAX- NODES] []\{AX_ NODESI 
;

double uu[l\{AX- NODES] [X,{AX_ NODES] ;

double qq[MAX- NODES][MAX_ NODES];

double Q0;

int nodes[MAX_ NODES];

char links[MAX- LINKS];

ini table[MAX- PATHS][MAX_ LINKS];

int path;

double np[MAX- PATHS];

int num- inc;

int inc- link[MAX_ PATHS];

double ajx[MAX- PATHS];

double Q[MAX- NODES];

double U[X{AX- NODES];

double ss[MAX- NODES];
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double s;

char charheapIHEAp_ SIZE];

int heaptop;

char xnew_ strino.

void main(int, char x[ 
]);

void noder(char x, char x, char *);

void count_ string(char *, char *,

int [MAX- PATHS][X[AX_ LINKS], int *, doublefMAx_ PATHS],
int*, int[À{AX_ PATHS] );

double pathp(int, int, int, int [l\{AX_ PATHS][]\{AX_ LINKS],
int, double);

void main

(

int argc,

char *argv[3]

)

{

int num- nodes, num, num_ links, d.est, remove_ node, i, j, k;
double temp, tL, t2;

FILE xsysin;

FILE xsysout;

static char infile[i5], outfitef15] 
;

static char instringf2O] 
;
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switch (argc) {
case 1 :

printf("Input the name of the input file ---+ ',);
gets(infile);

case 2 :

printf("input tire name of the output file ---+ ");
gets(outfile);

break;

case 3 :

strcpy(infile, argr,[1] ) ;

strcpy(outfile, argr,[2] ) ;

Ì

l* g.t input data * f
printf(" \.\r" );

sysin : fopen(infile, ',r,'); /x Opel input file */
fgets(instring, 20, sysin); /x Read in the number of 

'odes 
*/

num- nodes : atoi(instring);

printf(" %d\n", num_ nodes);

for(i : 0; icnum- nodes; ++i) /x Read in connection matrix r/
for(j : 0; jcnum_ nodes; ++j) {
fgets(instring, 20, sysin):

a[i][][0] - instringl0]; l* Only firsr character is x/

a[i]b][1] :0; l* needed. Second character is */
j l* a delimirer. *l
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for(i = 0; icnum_ nodes; **i) Read in age parameters

for(j : 0; jcnum_ nodes; ++j) {
fgets(instring, 20, sysin);

uu[i][] : atof(instring);

Ì
for(i : 0; icnum_ nodes; **i) Read in flows

for(j : 0; jcnum_ nodes; ++j) {
fgets(instring, 20, sysin);

qq[i] [jl : atof(instring);

fclose(sysin);

/* eciro input data * f
sysout : fopen(outfile, ,,w,');

for(i : 0; icnum_ nodes; *-|i)
for(j : 0; jcnum_ nodes; f fj)
printf("a(%2d,%2d)----%c\n,', i, j, a[i] tj] tO]);

printf(" \o\r" );

fprintf(sysout, " \n \n" ) ;

l* *./

/* perform node removal * f
for (dest : 1; dest<num_ nodes; **dest) {

/* initialize table (path matrix) x/

for (i : 0; i<MAX_ pATHS; ++i)
for (j : 0; j<MAX_ LINKS; ++j)
tablelilfil : s;
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Path: Q;

for (i : 0; icMAX_ LINKS; ++i) {
linksfi] : Q;

np[i] : 6.6;

]
num- inc : 0;

printf(" Source node --r0\n,' );
printf("Destination node ----+ /¡2d\n,', dest);

l* ,opy a (connection mat¡ix) to b */
num : num_ nodes;

for (i : 0; icnum_ nodes; f fi)
for (j : 0; jcnurn_ nodes; f fj)
biiltjl : ulilfil;

f* initialize heap */

heaptop : Q;

/* */

f 
* initialize pointers rorns and corum's in connection matrix x/

for (i : 0; icnum; f*i) nodes[iJ = 1.

l* */

while (num>2) {

/* Remove row and corumn f¡om connection matrix for a'ode +/
.: 

- 
i.r _ I,

if (nodes[i] :: dest) **i;
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remove- node : nodes[i];

printf(" \n\nRemoving node %2d\n',, remove_ node);

printf ("Nodes remaining:\n" );

for (j : i; jcnum - 1; ++j) {
nodes[j] :nodesb*1];

printf(" %2d\n", nodesfi ]);

)

-nutn;

/x Perform node removal on each element remaining in the */

/x connection matrix */

for (i : 0; icnum; **i)
for (j : 0; j<num; ++j) {
new- string :& charheap[heaptop];

strcpy(nerv- string, bfnodes[i]][nodes[]]);

noder(bfnodes[i]][remove- node], /* B(i,k) x x/

b[remove- node][nodes[]], /x B(kj) + x/

new- string); l* B(j,Ð * I
heaptop *: strlen(new_ string) + 1;

b[nodes[i]] [nodes[]j : ne\l¡- string;

Ì

]
printf(" \o\o");
for (i : 0; icnum; **i)
for fi : 0; j<num; ++j) {
printf( " b( % 2d,%2d) ----' %s \n",
nodes[i], nodes[], b[nodes[i]l [nodesfi]l);
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Ì

fprintf(sysout, "0 to %2d ----, %s\n\n',,

dest, b[0][dest]);

f 
* Crcate table (path matrix) x/

count- string(b[0][dest], li'ks, table, &path, np, &num- inc, inc- link);

/* Print out path matrix */

printf(" \n\n\n-" );

fprintf(sysout, " \n\n\n-" );

for (num- links : 0; links[num_ links] !: 0; **num_ iinks) {
printf(" %c", links[num- links]);

fprintf(sysout, " %c", links[num_ Iinks]);

Ì
printf(" - SR NP\n");

fprintf(sysout, " -SR NP\n,,):

for (i : 0; i( ¡rl¡1- links + 1; ++i) {
printf("-" );

fprintf(sysout, "-:r ¡.

]
printf("-\n" );

fprintf(sysout, "-\n" );

for (i : 0; i< path; ++i) i
printf(" %3d -" , i);

fprintf(sysout, " %3d -" , i);
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for (j : 0; jcnum-links; ++j) {
printf(" %3d", table[i] []);
fprintf(sysout, " %3d", table[i] []);

)

printf(" -%3d', tablefi] []);
fprintf(sysout, " -%8d", tablefi] []);
printf(" %8.4f\n", np[i]);

fprintf(sysout, " %8.4f\n", np[i]);

Ì
for (i : 0; i( num- links + i; ++i) {
printf("-" );

fprintf(sysout, )'-:r ¡.

i
printf("-\n" );

fprintf(sysout, "-\n" ) ;

printf("SC -");
fprintf(sysout, " ta -" )t

for (i : 0; icnum- links; ++j) {
printf("%3d", table[path + t]þ]);

fprintf(sysout, "%3d", table[path + t]tj]);

Ì
for (¡ = 0; jcnum- inc; +fj) {
I 

- 
ul

for (;;) {

if (table[i][inc- link[]l :: 1) break;

**i;
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)

ajx[] : pathp(inc- linkff],num_ links, path, table,

table[path + 1][inc- link[]1, 
"p[i]);

)

Q[dest] - 0.0;

U[dest] : 0.0;

printf(

" \n\nlncident links No. of Paths path

param Age param Flow \n");
fprint(sysout

" \n\nlncident links No. of Paths Path

param Age param FIow \n");
for (i = 0; i < num- inc; +*i) {
:-n.J-ur

for(;;) {
if (links[inc- link[i]l -: u.[jl[dest][0]) break;

++i;

Ì
Qfdest] *: qq[]fdest];

U[dest] += uu[jlfdest];

printf(

%c %3d %r.st %5.3f %5.0f\n',,

links[inc- link[i]1, table[path -F 1][inc_ tink[i]l'

ajxfi], uu[] [dest], qqffl [dest]);

fprintf(sysout

%c %3d %7 3r %53r %5.Of\n",
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links[inc- link[i]1, table[parh + 1][inc_ Iink[i]l'

ajx[i], uu[] [dest], qqbl [dest]);

Ì
ss[dest] : 0.0 for (i : 0; i < num- inc; **i) {
:_^.
J -ur

for(;;) {

if (iinks[inc- link[i]l -: u[][dest]l0l) break;

++i;

]
temp : Ios(qq[jlldestl / (ajx[i] x 

Qfdest]));

ss[dest] -: (uu[][dest] * qq[]fdest] x temp) / e[dest];

Ì
printf(" \nSum of age parameters %8.8f\n", U[dest]);

printf("Sum of flowss To8.Bf\n,,, e[dest]);

printf(" Entropy of node %8.8f\n',, ssfdest]);

fprint (sysout,

" \nSum of age parameters %8.3f\n", U[dest]);

fprint(sysout

"Sum of flon'ss %A.ef\n,, efdest]);

fprint(sysout

" Entropy of node %8.Jf\n", ssfdest]);

printf(" \n\n\nHeap used %d bytes\n\n\n,,, heaptop);

fprintf(sysout, "\n\n\nHeap used %d bytes\n\n\n',, heaptop);

Ì
Q0 : 0.0;

for (j : 0; j < num- nodes; flj)
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Q0 +: qq[o][jl;

printf(" \n\nTotal flow of system %8.2f\n,,, e0);

fprintf(sysout, "\n\nTotal flow of system %g.2f\n,', e0);
t1 : 0.0;

t2 : 0.0;

for (i : 0; i < num- nodes; ++i) {
t1 1: (Qlil * ss[i]) / Q0;

t2 *: (ulil * Qlil * log(Q[i] / a0 )) I e0;

Ì
s:tl-t2;

printf("Entropy of system %8.5f\n", s);

fprintf(sysout, "Entropy of system %8.bf\n", s);

fclose(sysout);

return;

Ì

/* x****xx***>tx**** N O D E R xx*xx*****x**x**x* x I

/" This function performs the node removal algebra */

finciude "nodef.c"

void noder

(

char xa,

char *b,
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char *c

)

i
int as, ae, bs, be, cs, cross, i, j;

char one;

/* Table of ASCII codes used x/

l* 0 : End of string x/

l* 43 :'*' * /
l*48-'o'*/
/*¿.O_ 11)*/
| -w 

-

as:0;
bs:0;
Cs:0;

while (c[cs] !: 0) *+cs;

cfcsff] :43;

one:48;

if (c[0] -: 48) cs : 0;

if (c[0] :: 49) {
one:49;

CS:0;

Ì
if ((a[0] -: 4e) && (b[0] :: 4e)) {
if (cs :: 0) { c[O] : 49.

f *cs;
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)

) else {

if ((a[0] r: 48) && (b[0] !: 48)) i
for (;;) {

ae : as;

rvhile ((a[ae] r: 43) && (a[ae] t: 0)) ++ae;

for (;;) {

be: bs;

rvhile ((b[be] r: 43) && (b[be] r: 0)) **be;
cross : 0;

for (i : as; icae; ffi)
for (j : bs; j<be; f*j)
if (a[i] :: bbl) cross : 1;

if (cross :: 0) {
if (a[as] l: 49)

for (i : as; i<ae ; ++i)

c[cs**] = a[i];

if (b[bs] r: 49)

for (i : bs; icbe ; ++i)

c[cs-¡1] : ¡[i];

i
if (b[be] :: 43) {
bs : **be;

if (cs !: 0)

if (c[cs - 1] !: 43) c[cs**] : 43;

] else break;
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]
if (a[ae] :: 43) {

bs:0;
as - -þfae;

if (cs !: 0)

if (c[cs - 1] !: 43) c[cs**] : 48;

] else break;

Ì
i
Ì
if (cs :: 0) {

c[cs**] - one;

] else {
if (c[cs - 1] :: 43) -cs;

Ì
c[csj : g;

return;

i

/'¡ ***x*x>k*>tx*** C O U N T S x*****,kx****+******* *l

/x Tiris function constructs the path matrix */

finclude "nodef.c"

void count- string

(
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char xpath,

char links[MAX- LINKS],

int count[l{AX- PATHS][MAX_ LINKS],

int *p,

double np[MAX- PATHS],

int xnum- inc,

int inc- link[MAX- PATHS]

)

{

int i, j, 1, k, sum;

l-n-r-u:

i:0;
l* Do not perform if no paths exist i' the co.nection matrix +/

if ((path[O] !: '0') 

- 
(parh[O] t: '1'¡¡

for (;;) {
if (path[i] -- 0) { /x Quit at end of string */

k=0;
for (;;) {

if (k =: *num- inc) {
inc- link[k] : j;

f f xnum- inc;

break;

Ì
if (inc- link[k] :: j) break;

**k;
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Ì
break;

]
if (patli[i] -- '+') { /* Increase path count

***p; /* if plus sign is found x/

k:0;
for (;;) {

if (k :: *num- inc) {
inc- link[k] : j;

*-l- *num- inc;

break;

i
if (inc- link[k] :: j) break;

**k;

Ì

] else {
j:0;
for (;;) {
if (path[i] :: links[j]) break; /x is this a previous link?

if (linksfiJ -- 0) { l* tt this is a new tink */

linksfi] : pathfi]; /* make a new coiumn */

break;

Ì
++i;

if(j>t)1:j;
]
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**count[*p]fi]; /* Count the path x/

Ì
-l*i; l* Move to next character *. f
j l* 1" the string */

/x Sum the rorvs of the path matrix */

for (i : 0; i < *n; ++l; 1

sum : 0;

for (j : 0; j < l; ++j)

sum *- count[i][];

count[i][+1] :sum.

]
/x Sum the columns of the path matrix x/

for(j:0; j<l; ++j) {
sum : 0;

for (i : 0; i < *n; ++i¡

sum $: count[i][];

countf*p+1]ü] -sum;

]
/x Calculate the Ir[P values */

for (i : 0; i < *n; ++i) 1

sum : 0;

forfi:0; j<1; ++j)

if (count[i][]) sum += count[*l + t1¡.¡1,

np[i] : ((double) sum) / ((double) count[i][t + r]);

Ì
return;
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Ì

/* **x*x*******f,* p A T H p *xx*x**********x**xxx x/

finclude <stdio.h>

finclude "nodef.c"

double pathp

(

int inc- link,

int num- links,

int paths,

int table[N{AX- PATHS] [MAX_ LINKS],

int sc,

double np

)

{

int num- ro\¡¡s;

static int *stable[MAX_ PATHS];

int cond;

int sum1, sum2;

int tsr;

double ajx;

int i, j, k;

if ((sc>1) && (np>1)) cond : 1;
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else if ((sc :: I) þ.e, ("p -- i)) cond : 2;

else if ((sc :: I) k,k, (rp > 1)) cond : 3;

switch (cond) {

case 1 :

num- tou's = 0;

for (i : 0; i < paths; *fi)
if (table[i][inc- link] -- 1)

stable[num- rorvsf f] : tabte[i];

sum2 : 0;

for (j : 0; jcnum- links; ++j) {
suml : 0;

for (i : 0; icnum- rows; f ii)
suml +: rtable[i][j];

if (suml ) 2) surn2 *: -sumI;

Ì
tsr : 0;

for (i : 0; icnum- rows; f fi)
tsr *- stable[i] [num- links];

ajx - ((double) 
'unÌ- rows) * (1.0 - (((doubre)sum2) / ((double) tsr)));

break;

case 2 :
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ajx : 1.0;

break;

case 3 :

:_^.I 
- ul

for (;;) {

if (table[i][inc- link] -- 1) break;

*-i-i;
ì.
J

sum2 : 0;

for (j : 0; jc'um- Iinks; f *j)
sum2 +: (table[parhs + 1][jl - 1) * tablefi][];

tsr : 0;

for (j : 0; j < paths; ++j) {
for (k : 0; k<num- links; ++k) {
if (tablefil[k] x table[i][k] !: 0) {
tsr *- table[j] [num- links];

break;

Ì
l.
J

)

ajx : 1.0 - (((double) sum2) / ((double) tsr));

i

return(ajx);

Ì
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Appendix C

Proof of Reliability Operator I l*

This appendix gives the proof for the operator [ ]" ". used to compute the reliability
(N P R) from tire reiiability block diagram. This can be found in the paper by Kim
et al. (1972).

The method is best explained by its application to a simple network. Consider the

network whose series-parallel system for node 1 paired to node 4 is given in Figure

C.1 (top fi-gure) the corresponding reliability block diagram is shown (bottom figure).

The compone'ts i' the paths ane 812 and. B2ain path ¿ and 813 and B2a inpath ó.

Component B2a is common to both paths hence the two paths are not independent.

Let component B2a of path ô be denoted by B'rn. Let E¿¡ and p;¡ respectiyely denote

the event of the successful operation of B¿¡ and the probability of. E;¡. The the

reliability of the system is:

P" : pr[(Err t Ern) u (Er" ) ELò] (C i)

P": pr[(E*t Ern)]* prf(EysL Eiò]_ prlEpì E".) Eza. ELnl e.z)
If the components in the paths are assumed to fail independently then Equation

C.2 becomes:

P" : PtzPz+ I pßp'za, - ptzptspz+p'za
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However, the failures of components B2a and B'rn arc dependent because they are

the same component. Hence the assumption of independence betrveen the two paths

is incorrect. To correct this, the term p2ap'r, in Equation C.3 must be replaced b¡,

PrlÐ2al ELnl. However, the following relationship holds;

PrlÛ2a)ELnl:pz¿lp'rn (c 4)

This expression arises because E2a and E'rn are events denoting the successful opera-

tion of components B2a. Hence the reliability function given by Equation C.2 re¿uces

to:

P" : PtzPza * PßPzq - ptzptzpzs (c.5)

On the other hand, applying the series-parallel reduction formulae of Equations

4.2 and 4.3 to the reduced system in Figure C.2, the system reliability is obtained as:

P,: pzsll - (1 - nn)(l-prs)]

\ÄIhen expanded Equation C.6 becomes:

P" : PtzPzs * pßpzq - ptzptspz+

giving the same result as that in Equation C.5 obtained using the operator.

(c 6)

(c 7)
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Non series-parallel network

Equivalent reliability block diagram

Figure C.1: A Network and its Equivalent Reliability Block
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Appendix D

Data for Model Application and

the Flesults

D.L Data for Layout B in Figure 4.2

The follorving are the values of the constants and coeffi.cients used for the application

of I\{odel B in Chapter 5 on Layout 3 in Figure 4.2. The layout showing the link

numbers are given in Figure D.1.

Capital cost coeffi.cient, CST;j : Given by Equation 5.1

Energy cost coefficient, e :$ 10-3 per rn3 fh.

Hazen-William Coefficient, C;¡: I00 fo¡ all links

Height of point above datum, k 0.0 for all nodes.

Nodal demands : Given in Table 4.2

Minimum Pressure heads : Given in Table 4.2

Age factor parameter, z;; : 1.0 for ali links.
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SOURCE .

SUPPLY
=16ærnt / hr
HEAD
=80m

LEGEND: O - xø*t ¿\ - Links

Figure D.1: Layout 3 in Figure 4.2
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D.2 Results of Application of Model B to Layout

The following tables contain the result of the runs of Model B on Layout 3 of Figure

4.2. The continuous pipe diameter solution obtained directiy from the model is then

converted into two adjacent commercially available pipe sizes and their corresponding

lengths.

Table D.L. Results of Run 1

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

1\{odel Solution Equivalent Commerciai Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

Ðù

4

5

b

v
I

8

o

10

11

T2

13

T4

0.373

0.316

0.338

0.260

0.276

0.327

0.200

0.264

0.200

0.223

0.186

0.143

0.186

0.143

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.25

0.25

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.15

0.10

625

782

532

835

586

567

1000

8i6

1000

517

436

722

361

128

0.41

0.36

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.36

375

218

468

165

414

433

0.30 184

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.20

0. i5

483

564

878

639

872
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Table D.2. Results of Run 2

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

î

4

5

o

I

8

o

10

11

72

13

T4

0.379

0.313

0.339

0.251

0.277

0.320

0.195

0.261

0.195

0.221

0.183

0. i54

0.183

0.752

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.25

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

608

795

529

977

573

615

83

864

81

501

463

918

388

955

0.41

0.36

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

392

205

47r

83

427

385

917

136

919

499

Ðó/

82

612

45
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Table D.3. Results of Run 3

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

.)
ù

4

5

6

I

8

I
10

11

L2

13

I4

0.386

0.308

0.340

0.234

0.278

0.377

0.190

0.253

0.186

0.220

0.181

0.166

0.181

0.157

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

585

899

481

430

515

705

1ttrdt)

912

i84

575

513

805

415

910

0.41

0.36

0.36

0.25

0.30

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

415

101

519

570

485

295

867

88

816

425

487

195

585

90
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Table D.4. Results of Run 4

Link

Pipe Diameters (rn) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

tù

4

5

6

I

8

o

10

11

T2

13

74

0.387

0.305

0.345

0.231

0.275

0.315

0.188

0.250

0.186

0.218

0.179

0.169

0.177

0.140

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.10

543

915

422

482

563

731

175

1000

214

618

57r

783

485

925

0.41

0.36

0.36

0.25

0.30

0.36

0.20

457

85

578

518

437

269

825

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.15

786

382

429

217

515

75
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Table D.5. Results of Run 5

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

D
rJ

4

5

o

I

8

o

10

11

12

13

74

0.388

0.311

0.341

0.230

0.279

0.312

0.186

0.259

0.186

0.2r7

0.175

0.181

0.1 71

0.139

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.10

512

893

442

501

51i

752

228

915

235

637

603

728

498

908

0.4r

0.36

0.36

0.25

0.30

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.15

488

107

558

¿oo

489

248

772

ð,5

765

363

397

272

502

ot
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Table D.6. Results of Run 6

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter I Diameter Length Diameter Length

t
t)

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

T2

13

14

0.389

0.315

0.335

0.228

0.285

0.107

0.182

0.262

0.185

0.210

0.171

0. i87

0.169

0.135

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.25

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.15

0.20

0. i5

0.15

0.15

0.10

498

871

464

522

493

769

243

889

250

652

623

702

512

9r7

0.47

0.36

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.15

502

r29

536

478

507

237

757

111

750

348

ðf ¡

298

488

83
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Table D.7. Results of Run Z

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Lengtli

I

2

Dù

4

5

b

I

8

o

10

11

72

13

l4

0.391

0.319

0.331

0.226

0.290

0.308

0.180

0.267

0.184

0.208

0.168

0.193

0.165

0.000

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.15

473

805

478

542

468

778

255

867

265

668

639

122

526

0.41

0.36

0.36

0.25

0.30

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

527

195

522

458

rÐo
¿¿L

222

745

1D.)IrJù

735

ÐDOÐùL

361

878

474
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Table D.8. Results of Run g

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Length Diamete¡ Length

1

2

3

4

5

6

F7
I

I
o

10

i1

12

13

74

0.383

0.3i9

0.338

0.201

0.297

0.319

0.1 75

0.266

0.198

0.207

0.168

0.193

0.163

0.000

491

805

458

560

45I

763

508

876

257

817

639

878

505

0.4i

0.36

0.36

0.25

0.30

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.20

0.25

n9n

0.20

0.20

509

195

542

440

549

qD F7
/¿ò I

492

L24

749

183

361

122

495

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.15
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Table D.9. Results of Run g

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commerciai Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

t
d

4

5

o

ù
I

8

o

10

11

72

13

74

0.375

0.320

0.345

0.192

0.291

0.326

0.727

0.267

0.215

0.206

0.168

0.194

0.161

0.000

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.30

0.10

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.15

512

789

.1DÐ.rr) ù

165

25r

748

378

858

662

891

639

122

639

0.47

0.36

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.36

0.15

0.30

0.25

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

488

2r1

567

835

749

252

622

r42

338

109

361

878

361

274



Table D.10. Results of Run 10

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Soiution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

2

4

5

o

I

8

o

10

11

12

13

L4

0.368

0.320

0.353

0.1 73

0.292

0.332

0.000

0.268

0.231

0.205

0.167

0.195

0.161

0.000

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.30

825

789

420

589

186

567

835

329

817

653

I22

361

0.47

0.36

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.36

0.30

0.25

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

775

271

580

411

814

ll to:triÐ

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.15

1bð

671

183

347

878

639

2r5



Table D.11". Results of Run 11

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

Ð
t)

4

5

6

ù
I

I
I

10

11

L2

1Ð
J- L)

t4

0.365

0.320

0.353

0.165

0.292

0.332

0.000

0.269

0.215

0.228

0.000

0.195

0.185

0.000

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.15

0.25

0.30

912

789

420

600

151

548

0.41

0.36

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.36

82

2I7

580

400

849

452

242

355

407

0.25

0.20

0.20

758

645

593

0.30

0.25

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.15

0.15

182

361

818

639

276



Table D.L2. Results of Run L2

Link

Pipe Diameters (m) and Lengths (m)

Model Solution Equivalent Commercial Sizes

Diameter Diameter Length Diameter Length

1

2

t)

4

5

6

I

8

I
10

11

72

13

T4

0.364

0.321

0.353

0.158

0.292

0.333

0.000

0.269

0.196

0.239

0.000

0.195

0.206

0.000

0.36

0.30

0.30

0. i5

0.25

0.30

820

670

723

889

176

433

0.41

0.36

0.36

0.20

0.30

0.36

180

330

877

111

824

567

395

899

678

0.25

0.15

0.20

605

101

322

720

918

0.30

0.20

0.25

0.15

0.20

0.20

0.20

880

82

277


